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TO OUR READERS
The publication of the third issue of The Charioteer, which coincides with the
third anniversary ofParnassos, the Greek Cultural Society ofNew York, gives us
the opportunity of making a brief statement about the aims and the activities of
this new and vital organization.
Parnassos was founded in March of 1958 by young men and women ofGreek
and American origin who were interested in the promotion of cultural relations
between Greece and the United States. Inspired by this noble idea, the charter
members decided to organize a society through which they could achieve their
purpose. They did so at a moment when there was a definite need for this project.
In their endeavors they faced many difficulties, obstacles, and opposition
without allowing themselves to become defeated. They continued their efforts
with diligence, steadfastness, and faith in their convictions, and have succeeded in
gaining well-earned recognition and respect from the leading intellectual circles
of both nations.
At first they centered their activities on lectures, panel discussions, and social
gatherings, confined to members and friends of Parnassos, at which subjects of
mutual cultural interest to both Greece and the United States were discussed.
Later, as a consequence of these activities, The Charioteer emerged as a more potent instrument to carry on the important mission of the Society. The aim of this
periodical is to project to the wide English-speaking public Greek arts and letters
in the many facets of their historical existence. This purpose has been wellevidenced in the first three issues of The Charioteer.
It should be stressed here that the young people who are dedicated to this
movement believe firmly in the excellence of Greek culture and in its continuous
beneficial influence upon all humanity throughout the ages. They believe that
this influence can be even more significant in this era because it stems from the
same sources of the Greek spirit.
The mind of man continues to be dominated by precepts and ideals set forth
in Ancient Greece, the Byzantine period, and now Modern Greece.
It is most satisfying to note that these concepts, which the members and
friends of the Parnassos Society embrace, are attracting serious attention and official support from governmental agencies and national institutions of both
Greece and the United States.
We welcome every expression of encouragement and appreciate any constructive criticism given by those sincerely interested in our endeavor. We hope
this interest and support will grow even stronger as we continue to pursue our
mission.
EMMANUEL E. MARCOGLOU
President of Parnassos
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EDITORIAL
have besieged us by telephone and letter to ask, impatiently, about the Winter or third number of The Charioteer. It has been
hibernating, we told them; and now here it is, in the spring time, the merry
ring time, but simply identified as No.3. It is deeply gratifying to know that
The Charioteer already has a devoted following not only among Greeks in
America, delightedly surprised to confirm an excellence in their modern
culture which they had but dimly apprehended, but also among philhellenes
of other nationalities excited to discover that the ancient Greek spirit they
had nostalgically read about and thought dead is still very much alive in
metamorphosis.
We beg indulgence from both these readers, for we on the Staff who
prepare these issues can devote to them only the spare time which remains
to us from the exigencies of "making," as it is termed, a living. Though
the rewards are many, they are none of them fmancial, since no one concerned with The Charioteer gets paid in common gold: not the hard-working members of the Staff; not the authors and artists who generously contribute their work; not the translators who give selflessly of their time; and
not even-God bless them!-the publishers, who indulgently waive their
fees and open for us their gates ofcopyright. It is difficult enough to prepare
and publish any periodical, even with a well-equipped and paid staff, but
our difficulties are tripled, for we have to contend with obtaining and
adapting the original text, with the accuracy and style of the translations,
and fmally with the long delay ofmaterials sent us from Greece as to another
planet.
With this issue, therefore, we have decided to publish our periodical
not on a seasonal basis, but whenever we have prepared an issue in no way
inferior in content and typography to those which already have won for
us such a faithful and fervid following. Though we shall try to publish The
Charioteer four times a year, irregularly if not regularly, we cannot hope
for stability until we are subsidized on a yearly basis and can therefore remunerate our contributors, our translators, and some fulltime members of
the Staff. We feel confident that sufficient philhellenes and Greeks with a
pride of country and its arts will soon be found to place our Charioteer
firmly in his driver's seat and give him those noble steeds which now he
lacks. We have bidden our time and have not asked for assistance until we
could substantially show in proof what it was we thought worthy of reMANY OF OUR READERS
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ceiving such support. Now with this issue we have three full-winged
Pegasi of whom we can justly be proud and which, we are certain, will
receive the full support not only of subscribers (for no magazine of this
specialty and quality can ever hope to subsist on subscriptions alone), but
also of patrons and benefactors ! We have no doubt that such assistance
will be found, just as editors, contributors, and translators were found to
give unstintingly of their time and effort.
This number of The Charioteer is particularly rich with a wide variety
of Greek genius. Ever since Aristophanes and Aesop, the Greeks have
sharpened their delight in satire, considering nothing too sacred for riotous
laughter or rapier deflation. Though they take themselves with extreme
seriousness, they are among the first to puncture rhetorical pomposity, pretentiousness, or preposterous claims whether in themselves or others, for
they admire skill more than intent. Pope Joan by Emmanuel Royidis incensed many sensibilities when it first appeared in r886, but today his
countrymen acknowledge it, some gleefully, some ruefully, as a wellwrought masterpiece of their modern literature. In it the author of The
Alexandria Quartet has found the one book he should have translated from
the Greek. Satire in Greek vase paintings is ribald and impious enough,
and resounds with laughter; the cartoons by Minos Argirakis are their
linear descendents, of universal application, but particularly hilarious to
those whose deep love for Greek characteristics gives them the right to
needle and deflate. I hope that his laughter, as that ofRoyidis', will be received with clemency by those who know that to laugh at one's self is the
first step towards grace. The painter in Greece today labors under much
less a handicap than the sculptor, who is everywhere overwhelmed by the
world preeminence of his illustrious predecessors. Michael T6mbros, dean
of modern Greek sculptors, has not evaded but confronted this problem
by adapting classical forms to modern modes, as did Malliol, and in his
more advanced work by simplifying or abstracting classical line to its pure
distillation.
Few Greek writers consider themselves confmed to any one genre, for
their interest lies less in specialization than in the full expression of personality in all its variety, whether in art or in action. There are few Greeks who
do not consider themselves equal to any situation, and when I once asked
some Greek students on their way to American universities where and
when they expected to learn the language, they looked at me with astonishment and replied, "On the boat, of course!" All Greeks aspire to multiple expression, though few are so conscious and so successful in its pursuit
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as I. M. Panayot6poulos whose work in the novel, essay, and poetry in this
issue still does not represent his further accomplishments in the short story,
travel impressions, and in scholarly research. Pastorale, the novel of his
youthful companion in fiction, Nelly Theodorou, assures us that the
sources of Greek creativity will never go dry.
In poetry, this issue is equally varied. I know of no other poet in Greece
who writes with the metaphysical passion ofTakis Papatz6nis or who, in
delineating the logic of an emotion, can inform it with mystical yet erotic
radiance. Again, he is an example of the contradiction and complexity native to Greek character. With Robert Fitzgerald's superb translation of
Homer's Odyssey we cannot now say that there is no good verse rendition
of that epic in modem times. I can speak feelingly of Fitzgerald's accomplishment because I am myself engaged in translating the Odyssey in iambic
hexameter as a companion to my translation ofKazantzakis' The Odyssey:
A Modern Sequel in the same meter. In Kazantzakis, Odysseus retells his
meeting with Nausicaa, and I have reprinted this section here that the
reader may contrast the more "classic" delineation of Homer with the
romantic metamorphosis of his modem descendant. To none of the three
judges of the National Book Award in Poetry this year, of which I was one,
was there any doubt that in the forefront of the contenders were Randall
Jarrell and Richard Eberhart. That the award was given to Jarrell and not
to Eberhart is of minor significance. Among the new poems of both men
were ones on Oedipus, which we present here as sequels to the choruses
from the Oedipus plays of Sophocles in a fme new translation by Constantine Trypanis, whose own original poems in English remind us that even
poetry may be written beautifully in a language not originally one's own.
Finally, as an appropriate accompaniment to poems in translation, the essay
by Evangelos Papanoutsos stresses the fundamental but often neglected fact
that successful translation of poetry depends less, perhaps, on choice of
idiom or diction than on the musical orchestration which a deft translator
employs if his renditions are to read as though they had originally been
written in the secondary tongue.
KIMON FRIAR

For the Staff and Parnassos

Preface to POPE JOAN
BY

LAWRENCE DuRRELL

THE LITERATURE of modern Greece, which hitherto has been completely unknown to Western readers, is now beginning to be explored in
some detail. Novels like Kazantzakis' Zorba and V enezis' Beyond the Aegean
have enabled one to judge how lively is the prose tradition of this comparatively young country, while the names of poets like Cavafis and Seferis
have begun to occupy their rightful place in the European tradition to
which they have contributed and from which they spring.
Pope Joan has a double claim on our attention for it occupies a central
position among the popular books of modern Greece; and it is also in its
own way a small masterpiece which might occupy a position on the bookshelf of the discerning reader midway, say, between Candide and Thai's.
It is a masterpiece of irreverence, witty and a trifle improper in parts; but
it is a very genuine example of a Mediterranean book, and in the hands of
Royidis the character ofJoanna becomes something more than a satirical
puppet-a stick with which to beat the clericals. Indeed Pope Joan is a sort
of brief record of the history and misfortunes of Eros after his transformation by Christianity from a God to an underground resistance movement.
Pap iss a Joanna, as the book is called in Greek, sets out to trace the history
of the mysterious Pope John VIII who for two years, five months and four
days ruled Christendom from the seat of the Supreme Pontiff. Its author,
'Emmanuel Royidis, was born in r835 and died in Athens towards the end
of 1904. There seems little doubt that the romance was begun as a satire of
affairs; but there is even less doubt that midway through the book Royidis
found himself head over heels in love with his heroine, for he treats her
with a sympathetic irony and tenderness which brings her very clearly to
life.
Papissa Joanna first saw printer's ink and paper in r886. The book's
first appearance created a sensation. The authorities ofthe Orthodox Church
were horrified by what seemed to them to be the impious irony of its
author-and no less by the gallery of maggot-ridden church fathers which
he described so lovingly. Royidis was excommunicated and his book
banned. Despite the official prohibition, however, the book swept him to
fame in Athens, while translations into other European languages brought
him a certain degree of domestic respect among critics. The French edition
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alone sold several hundred thousand copies. The contrast is instructive, for
the French Catholic press refused to rise to the elaborate tease and gave
the book a smiling welcome for its very real literary qualities; realizing,
one supposes, that the historic Joanna (if she ever existed) had long since
joined all the other figures of church folklore, and that literary squibs like
these were hardly likely to disturb any serious faith worth the name. The
Orthodox Church, however, remained extremely touchy on the envenomed subject of the she-Pope, and after Royidis' death his fame seems to
have suffered an eclipse in Greece; it was only in 1920 that an edition of
Papissa Joanna reappeared in Athens. It has sold steadily ever since, and at
the time of writing its author's fame is secure in the history of modern
Greek literature.
Royidis accepted his excommunication and Joanna's with philosophical indifference; as a good republican and anti-clerical he no doubt felt
that he had managed to hole the enemy below the water line. The odd
thing is that while his book is the lightest and deftest of romances-a mere
souffle of a novel-it is based upon a profound knowledge not only of the
period in which Pope Joan lived but also of the tangled mass of documentation upon which the case for her real existence rests. The author's preface
to the defmitive edition of Pope Joan consists of a lengthy review of those
authorities who mentioned the she-Pope, and a considered assessment of
the various claims for and against her existence. You would think that all
this had little enough to do with the romance, but Royidis defended himself against his critics by asserting that he had invented very little for which
some authority could not be found, and that his picture of Athens in the
ninth century was derived from unimpeachable sources. He reminded his
critics with some asperity that the work contained only "facts and events
proved beyond discussion," and added for good measure: "vague and illfounded protests on behalf of morality will not only be meaningless but
will remind us of the English poet's phrase: 'Only the immoral talk of
morals.'"
So much for the professed intentions of the author; and so much for
his sources. But when both have been established it remains to be said that
the character ofJoanna rides far above the circumscribed literary or sociological preoccupations of her creator. Like all good characters, she gives
the impression of having been created rather than invented, and there is
something touching about the im10cence which is her only weapon against
the real world with its bigotries and penalties.
Of Royidis himself a good deal has been made known; born to a
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modest patrimony, he traveled much, and studied in France and Germany.
A republican, he was naturally an Anglophile and read English for his own
pleasure and instruction. In middle years he had to contend with money
troubles, and during the tenure ofTricoupis as Prime Minister was several
times appointed as Librarian to the Athens Library, only to be dislodged
by the incoming Royalist faction. His later years he spent in poverty-yet
his stocky bearded figure was familiar to all who frequented the little
taverns and eating-houses of the Athenian Plaka. Increasing deafness gave
his features the expression of an urbanity and detachment which very well
suited the creator of Joanna. As an essayist and pamphleteer he was well
known to the Athenian public, but it is doubtful whether any of his work
in this field would justify translation. He was a man of one book-and
having written it was often called upon to defend it. This he did with
great wit, irony and charm. Deaf to literary criticism as such, he was far
more sensitive to the suggestion that Pope Joan was a purely apocryphal
figure. He insisted to the last that he had invented little of the original
story, and his pamphlet on the evidence for the existence of Pope Joan let
loose all the pent-up flood-waters of rhetoric and scholarship with which
he did not care to mar the romance. For Royidis was in love with Joanna,
and could not bear to see her treated as a ninth-century myth.
But what of the historical Pope upon whom our author has based his
narrative? The latest writers who have been bold enough to enter the arena
have given us to understand that she is a fiction. This view, needless to
say, is not shared by Royidis who has devoted several pamphlets to the
subject. Did Pope Joan exist in truth? The whole position is admirably
summed up by Platina, and by the fact that he felt bound to include her
in his Lives of the Popes. Nobody can claim that the evidence of her existence is more than circumstantial; yet if so serious an historian as Platinahimself a secretary to a reigning Pope, and a librarian to the Vatican-felt
bound to include Pope Joan in his canon of the Popes, we must conclude
that the force of tradition, from many sources and for many years, must
have dictated this distasteful choice. Here is her biography, as given in
Platina:
Pope John VIII: John, of English extraction, was born at Mentz and is said
to have arrived at Popedom by evil art; for disguising herself like a man, whereas
she was a woman, she went when young with her paramour, a learned man, to
Athens, and made such progress in learning under the professors there, that,
coming to Rome, she met with few that could equal, much less go beyond her,
even in the knowledge of the scriptures; and by her learned and ingenious read-
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ings and disputations, she acquired so great respect and authority that upon the
death of Leo (as Martin says) by common consent she was chosen Pope in his
room. As she was going to the Lateran Church between the Colossean Theatre
(so called from Nero's Colossus) and St Clement's, her travail came upon her,
and she died upon the place, having sat two years, one month, and four days,
and was buried there without any pomp. This story is vulgarly told, but by
very uncertain and obscure authors, and therefore I have related it barely and in
short, lest I should seem obstinate and pertinacious if I had admitted what is so
generally talked; I had better mistake with the rest of the world, though it be
certain, that what I have related may be thought not altogether incredible.

So much for the historical position of the she-Pope whose life has been
the subject of theological controversy from the Middle Ages until today.
There have been numerous pamphlets written about her but nothing of
the interest and freshness of this slight novel; but perhaps I should signal
a lost Elizabethan play which figures on the long check lists ofHenslowe's
Diary. The name of the author is not given and the text has not survived,
but it is amusing to fmd the she-Pope figuring on a list which includes
names like Marlowe and Shakespeare; the subject matter might well have
tempted the former but ... speculation is useless unless the play itselfshould
one day turn up to challenge comparison with Royidis' small work. It is
doubtful whether any positive evidence for or against her existence will
ever be unearthed, but so long as the myth can give us fiction as sparkling
as Papissa Joanna we should not grumble too much. The historian may
cry, "Pope John VIII is dead," but he will hardly forbear to add-under
his breath perhaps- "Long Live Joanna."
And now, having performed the formal act of introduction to the
double entity-Pope Joan as history, and Pope Joan as literature-it only
remains for me to commend her to the "clement" reader whom Royidis
so often invoked as he wrote-and whom, he said, she had never yet encountered in her native Greece.
I do not know whether it is good literary form to dedicate other men's
books to one's own friends: but I have taken the liberty of inscribing this
edition of Pope Joan to that giant of modern Greek scholarship and good
humor, Mr George Katsimbalis, who occupies in modern Athenian literary
circles the position of a Dr Johnson. I think there is not a student or translator but owes him a debt for his work in the various fields of modern
Greek literature; and I can think of no more suitable recipient for a dedication on the title page of the present book. Royidis would have agreed,
had he been living. Indeed it was he, Katsimbalis, who first brought the
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book to my notice in 1939, in the course of one of those long growling
walks about the purlieus of Athens-walks made so vivid by the discursive
conversation of one of the world's best talkers. We stopped before a bookshop window in which a copy of Papissa Joanna lay, cockling slowly in
the sunlight. "Now there's a good book," growled Katsimbalis, jabbing
the window-pane with his huge stick, and rolling from one leg to the
other. "It is a typical scamp of a book, a Greek book, full of good fun,
bad taste, and laughter and irreverence."
I cannot see how a reader who values any of these qualities in his writers
could fail to agree.

from POPE JOAN
BY EMMANUEL RoYfms

translated by Lawrence Durrell

WHENJoanna stopped her tears she bent her head down to the water's
surface to cool her burning eyes. For the first time she gazed with attention
at her own reflection mirrored there and appraised the one creature time
had left in the world for her to love. Let us lean over her shoulder and look
upon the reflection in the racing mirror.
Face of a sixteen-year-old, rounder than an apple, blond hair of Magdalene but uncombed as Medea's, lips as red as a cardinal's biretta which
promised inexhaustible pleasures, breasts plump and soft as partridges, still
heaving with emotion. Such was Joanna when she caught a glimpse of
herself in the water, and indeed it was thus that I myself saw her in an
illuminated manuscript at Cologne. In some way that revelation eased the
pain of our heroine who now stretched herself out upon the grass and
propping her chin with her hand began to wonder how she could make
use of so much beauty and wisdom; whether she should take the veil or
find herself another protector like her father. After some time of drowsy
reverie, teased by the burning heat and seduced by the chirping of the
cicadas, she fell asleep in the shade of a tree which protected her alike from
the sun and from the gaze of the curious.
Now I have no idea whether Joanna had ever read Lucian, but when
she closed her eyes she saw a vision not unlike that of the Samosatian. Two
women appeared before her, coming out of the water. One of them had
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her breasts bare and wore flowers in her hair and smiled. The other, in a
black cassock with a cross at her breast, had a look of great devotion. Both
were very lovely, the beauty of one seeming to recall carnivals oflaughter,
the clink of glasses, and the drumming of dancers' feet; the dewy-eyed
looks of the other spoke of the mysterious enjoyments of the abbeys, the
noiseless banquets, the quiet kisses. As for the first, one would have longed
to encircle her waist in some riotous dancing-place brimming with lighted
candles, under the eyes of numberless spectators; as for the second, one
would kneel before her in a silent cell under the faint light of the lamp
hanging before the image of a saint.
As the two women approached Joanna, the former, running on ahead
of her companion, addressed her, at the same time running her fmgers
lovingly through the blond locks of our heroine. "I saw you," she said,
"hesitating here between a wish for the world's pleasures and the silence
of the monastery, and I ran at once to guide your inexperienced steps to
the true pathway of happiness. I am St Ida; there is not one good thing in
this life that I have not tasted. I have enjoyed two husbands, three lovers,
and seven children. I have emptied many a bottle ofheart-wanning wine,
and passed many a sleepless night in pleasure. I have shown my shoulders
to the world, have offered my hand to all lips, have let my waist be encircled by all who knew how to dance, and I am still worshipped and adored
among the saints. All this pleasure I enjoyed while eating fish during Lent,
throwing the crumbs of my table to the greedy mouths of priests, and
giving them my old dresses to deck out the Virgin's statues. I can promise
you the same future if you take my advice. You are poor, homeless and
ragged; yet I too, before becmning the wife of the Earl of Ecbert, suffered
from frozen fingers in winter; I too found that my only property was my
own red lips, yet these brought me wealth, dignities, and fmally holiness.
For you are as lovely as the meadow-sweet is, wise as the book oflnamar,
cunning as the fox of the Black Forest. With these things you can acquire
everything delightful in life. Travel along the much-trodden road and let
the foolish take the by-paths if they will. Find you a husband to give you
his name and Spanish sandals: have lovers who will kneel down and kiss
these sandals: have children to console you in your old age: and have, if
you wish, the Cross in which you can take your fmal refuge whenever you
tire of life or the living tire of you. This road and this only leads to happiness: the road I followed for thirty years among flowers, banquets, horses
and songs, surrounded by husbands who loved me, by lovers who praised
my loveliness, and by subjects who blessed my name. And when the end
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came I sank to rest on a purple bed, having tasted Communion from the
hands of an archbishop, and supported by my children. Now I fearlessly
wait for the Last Judgment, under the beautiful cold marble on which they
engraved my virtues in letters of gold."
Thus spoke Ida; and very much the same advice is whispered daily by
experienced mothers in the ears of their daughters, promising salvation
through the temporal and warning them against insipid novelists. Yet when
she had unfolded the glittering chaplet of the world's pleasures before the
eyes ofJoanna, her companion in the cassock came upon them and began
to speak, her voice flowing as softly as the waters of Siloam. "And I," she
began, "am St Lioba, child; like you of Britain, cousin to the patron of
that land, St Boniface.
"You have heard enough of the pleasures of the world from her. Mixing
together marriage, motherhood, passions and horseflesh, she concocted a
gilded pill which she tossed to you as a good fisherman tosses his bait into
the sea. But neither of the price nor of the defects of the treasure did our
shrewd procuress speak. Ask her how often she shed tears because of the
insults of her husband, how often for the infidelity of a lover, how often
at the cradle of a sick child, how often before her mirror where, instead of
rosy cheeks and white arms she saw wrinkles and pallor look back at her?
"They were neither fanatics nor fools, those early virgins who rejected
the world and chose quietness in the shelter of some nunnery. For they
knew that marriage was full of grievance when they first heard a woman
in childbed or being beaten by her husband; when they saw their bellies
puffed out and their breasts exuding milk; when they saw the wrinkles
graven on their faces from sleepless nights and aches. It was the disgusting
sight of the pregnant woman undressed or the woman giving suck that
drove us into the nunneries. It was not a vision of angels and a taste for
dry bread, as related by those old fools who wrote of the early saints. In
the shade of the cell we found independence and rest, uninterrupted by
the cries of children or the claims of a master, or any other care.
"Yet in order to keep the world from becoming deserted and the women
from flocking to the nunneries and crowding us out we disseminated queer
rumors about our way oflife, such as that we spend whole nights kneeling
on cold marble, watering staves till they bring forth flowers, sleeping in
ashes, and flogging our bodies with the taws. For much the same sort of
reason, forgers used to circulate stories that the caves in which they made
their counterfeit gold were haunted by ghosts and cruel vampires. Do not
be afraid of the dry biscuit which St Pachomius nicknamed 'bread for
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nuns,' nor of the wretchedness of these garments, for look what lies under
them."
As she said this, St Lioba took off her dark cassock and emerged in a
garment as fme as cobweb from Cos-contrived air, as the poets used to
call it-and her body shone inside it like a strong wine in a crystal of Bohemian workmanship. Stooping to the ear of the sleeping Joanna she went
on in an undertone. "My rival promised you pleasures; but ask her if she
ever enjoyed the pure sensation of the voluptuary in her lover's arms when
her ear was alert, not for his sweet whispers but for every noise around her:
turning pale and pushing him away whenever a door creaked or leaves
rustled. Have you seen a cat climb onto a table to lap the master's milk?
She looks sideways, cocking her sharp ears, her hair bristles with fear, her
feet are ready to run away. So it is when these mistresses of the secular
world taste what is forbidden."

* * *
The choice was not as hard as it may seem. In fact it could be made
with both eyes shut. So it was without hesitation that our sleeping heroine
held out her hands to the eloquent wearer of the cassock, while her companion, discountenanced and unable to refute her words, dissolved in a
puff of smoke.... Then a strange vision, a dream within a dream, dazzled
the eyes of our heroine. She saw herself seated on such a high throne that
her head, which wore a triple crown, almost touched the clouds; a white
dove hovered near her and refreshed her with the air of its fluttering wingbeats. Crowds knelt at the foot of her throne; some were swinging silver
censers from which the incense rose and condensed about her in sweetsmelling clouds; others scaled long ladders to reach her little feet and kiss
them devoutly.

* * *
Joanna [now Pope John] was at the great crossroads of her life, as
Dante was when he met the lion, leopard, and wolf in the forest. But she
for her part felt other beasts stalking her-beasts no less terrifying to women
than wolves and leopards. I refer to the approach of grey hairs and wrinkles.
Her beauty, she felt, had reached its swan song. Yet although she had tasted
so much forbidden fruit she still preserved her white and dazzling teeth;
and her desire, which ambition had overgrown, began once more to stir
in her breasts which, by the way, were as firm and beautiful as ever. Often
when her handsome courtiers were gathered round her at a feast she would
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let her eye travel down the ranks of these habited Adonises, like Catherine
going over her royal guard, and wonder to which she should award the
apple, and how best she could do so. At other times, remembering the
gravity of such a daring act she would recoil in fear, like a constitutional
monarch before an arbitrary decree. To tell the truth Joanna cared little
enough about impiety; still less was she afraid of the Heavenly Tribunal
which punishes weakness with eternal fire, and boils in the same bubbling
cauldron those who have caused suffering side by side with those who have
caused pleasure. Having had by now a good deal of experience, Joanna,
who was an intelligent girl, found it hard to believe that God had placed
so many good things before us simply so that we should resist them: life
was not like an English banquet where the grapes which decorate the table
are not to be touched. But she was afraid of scandal, pregnancy, and malice
-the three guardians of female chastity.

* * *
Surely, she thought, as she saw defeat staring her in the face, surely it
was useless to prolong the battle. She had already selected her conqueror.
St Leo, with his last breath, had commended to her care his only begotten
son, or rather his nephew (for the children of Popes were called nephews
in Rome, especially when the Popes in question happened to be saints).
This youth was twenty years old at the time, blond as a Laconian dog, and
absolutely devoted to Joanna. She had elevated him to the office of private
chamberlain which in those days was a much sought-for title.
The name of the youth was Florus and he always slept in the room
next to the apostolic chamber so that he might hasten to the Pope at the
first peal of the little silver bedside bell. Joanna was accustomed, like the
ancient Athenians, to carry out her decisions without delay. But now she
found herself for the time being laboring under a certain embarrassment.
She needed a pretext which would allow her, the Pope, to extend more
than her foot to the kisses ofthat young innocent. Many a time at midnight,
leaving her bed, she would tiptoe into the room where her chosen successor
lay asleep. And she would gaze for hours at him, shading the lamp with
her hands as Selene had once covered her beams with clouds when she
visited the Latmian shepherd. One night, however, she plucked up enough
courage to touch his sleeping forehead with her lips; but she fled in terror
when she saw his eyelids flutter. Next day the good Florus announced to
his friends that a nocturnal vision dressed in a chemise had visited him while
he slept. But so common were visions, ghosts, and dreams in those days
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that most of his listeners showed no surprise, and many of them yawned
in his face. Nevertheless, Florus was certain that his apparition was something quite uncommon, and the next night he lay trembling in bed, unable
to sleep.
All was still in the papal household with the exception of the owls
and the clocks, when his ears caught a low rustle of sound, like the flight
of some nocturnal bird, or the movement of some young girl hurrying to
her first assignation and fearful that the sound of her footsteps might be
overheard. The door opened as softly as if by a light wind, and once more
that apparition approached the bed, walking on tiptoe. Florus felt his nightshirt grow moist with sweat as cold as the waters of the Styx. I mean, of
course, the Arcadian river and not the infernal one which was hot. The
gloom increased his terror. The vision appeared to be self-illuminated and,
like a ghost, carried no lamp in its hand. He could only dimly make out its
shape in the light of the smouldering fire, but it seemed like some white
and lowering cloud as it approached the bed. At last it stood by the bed,
cloud, phantom, vampire, Joanna. Encouraged by the absolute immobility
of the sleeper, she began to nibble the soft skin of the forbidden fruit with
her lips. She did not dare to bite it.
This warm contact immediately dissipated the chilly fear which had
settled on the blood of the boy; as he came to himself he stretched out
both arms to seize the phantom but it just succeeded in evading and escaping. It left in his hands a torn chemise and some yellow hairs. By now
the good Florus was not satisfied with these spoils. His blood was up, and
so was his curiosity. He pursued the apparition which fled swiftly into the
bedroom, where it proceeded to go round in a circle until at last it caught
its foot in a corner of its own gown and fell full-length on the floor beneath the open window. Florus stretched out his arms. Instead of encountering bones, maggots, corruption, or any other classical attributes of vampirism his hands found themselves upon a smooth warm skin which seemed
to cover a living beating heart. As he did so, the moon came out from
behind the clouds and shone full upon the face and the bare breasts of the
Most Serene and Holy Pontiff, John VIII.
Here, my dear reader, I could ifi wished borrow some timely obscenity
to fatten up my story from the Abbot Casti, the most holy Pulci, or the
right reverend Rabelais. The story could do with it. It has become as dry
as the stricken fig-tree of the New Testament. But being neither theologian
nor priest nor even an acting deacon, I do not feel that I have the right
to pollute either my hands or your ears. The creator of Don Juan found
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himself in roughly the same predicament when, after a long pursuit, his
hero's hand actually rested upon the white bosom of the third or fourth
of his heroines-lulled as softly as the Ark on Ararat. And not being at all
clear how to go on and remain his usual modest self, Byron abandoned the
poem and poetry, and became in despair a misanthropist and philhellene,
and took himself off to be buried in a swamp at Missolonghi. But since
this is a purely factual account of events, I feel bound to confess that things
went so well for Joanna and Florus after the necessary confessions and explanations that the cheeks of the Virgin which they had forgotten to cover
became positively scarlet with shame. The cheeks of StPeter turned green
with rage. And the ikon of the Crucified fell down and smashed itself to
pieces, while the guardian angel of Pope John VIII who had been blissfully
unaware that the keeper of the heavenly keys was a woman-flew off into
heaven with indignant wing-beats.

* * *
The procession passed the Arch ofTrajan and the Flavian amphitheatre
and pressed on until it reached the Lateran Square. So overpowering was
the heat and the dust, according to the chroniclers, that the Devil himself
might have welcomed a dip in the holy-water stoup. The swarms of struggling locusts flew above them, the bodies of the wounded falling to the
ground, to be trampled by the feet of the worshippers and the pack mules.
All these circumstances increased the despondency and pain of the unhappy
Joan, who could by now hardly hold herself upright upon the back of her
mule, so acute had the pain in her stomach become. She stumbled twice
as she ascended the steps of the magnificent throne from which she was to
hurl anathemas upon the hordes of invading locusts.
Her Beatitude, after blessing and dipping the holy sprinkler in water,
shook it to the East, West, South, and North; then, taking up a carved
ivory crucifix, she raised it up and made the sign of the cross at that pestilential cloud of struggling locusts. But all of a sudden the cross slipped
from her fmgers and was broken in pieces, and not long afterwards the
Pontiff himself fell down, pale as death, on the steps of the throne. At this
sight the faithful surged anxiously up, jostling together like sheep that a
wolf has frightened. The archdeacons who carried His Holiness's train
sprang forward to help him to his feet. But he lay there groaning and
writhing, like a snake that has been cut in hal£ Now the whisper went up
that His Beatitude had inadvertently trodden upon a mandrake root, or
been stung by a scorpion or had eaten some poisonous mushrooms. But
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several in the crowd persisted that he was possessed of a devil and the
Bishop of Porto, by far the greatest exorcist of the age, hurried forward
to sprinkle holy water upon Joanna, who was by this time in labor, and to
command the evil spirit to choose another dwelling place.
The crowd fixed its eyes upon the pallid face of the Pontiff, expecting
to see the unclean spirit suddenly rush out of her mouth or ear; they were
hardly prepared for what really happened. Great was the consternation
when a premature infant was produced from among the voluminous folds
of the papal vestments. The attending archdeacons recoiled in horror, while
the great circle of worshippers pressed in even closer, screaming and crossing themselves. Women climbed on the backs of their menfolk for a better
view, while those already mounted on horses and mules stood in the saddle
until the deacons were forced to use their standards and crucifixes as clubs
to hew a passage through the mob.
Some hierarchs who were profoundly devoted to the Holy See sought
to save the situation and change horror and disgust to amazement by crying out "A miracle! A miracle!" They bellowed loudly, calling the faithful
to kneel and worship. But in vain. Such a miracle was unheard of; and
indeed would have been a singular contribution to the annals of Christian
thaumaturgy which, while it borrowed many a prodigy from the pagans,
had not yet reached the point where it could represent any male saint as
pregnant and bringing forth a child. So the roars of the pious were engulfed in the swelling thunder of the mob which began to kick and trample
both the poor Papissa and her Papidion, shrieking out that they must be
thrown into the Tiber. Florus managed to burst through the ring and take
the unhappy Joanna in his arms. Her pallor had become deathly as now,
raising her dying eyes to the sky, perhaps to remind Him who inhabits it
that she had emptied the cup to the last drop, she gave up the ghost, murmuring with Isaiah: "My face I gave for strokes, as a shame and a rebuke."
No sooner had the sinful soul abandoned its temporal dwelling than
a horde of devils rushed up from Hell to claim it, for they had long ago
written it down in their catalogues as an unquestioned pledge; but at the
same moment a phalanx of angels swept down from Heaven and repulsed
them, insisting that her repentance had cancelled any rights the devils may
have had upon her soul.
But the devils were disinclined to be persuaded and decided to contest
the matter with their horns against the swords and arguments of the angels.
The scuffle was quite a brisk one. Their weapons rang out like the collision
of clouds, and a rain of blood poured down upon the faithful in the great
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square. All at once the angel which had appeared to Joanna broke the ranks
of the disputants and snatched up her unhappy soul which it carried off
with it to-Purgatory probably. These miracles, dear reader, are not assembled from accounts given by four fishermen but by over four hundred
venerated and habited chroniclers; in the presence of such an assembly of
august witnesses we can only bow our heads and exclaim with Tertullian:
"I believe these things because they are unbelievable."
The body of the lovely Joanna was buried on the spot where she fell.
Her grave bore a marble relief depicting a woman bringing forth a baby.
Florus became a hermit; and the pious pilgrims, in order not to contaminate their sandals by walking in the footsteps of the sacrilegious woman
Pope, have ever since taken another road to the Lateran.
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NAUSICAA AND ODYSSEUS
from THE ODYSSEY

BY HoMER

translated by Robert Fitzgerald
Princess and maids delighted in that feast;
then, putting off their veils,
they ran and passed a ball to rhythmic beat,
Nausicaa flashing first with her white arms.
So Artemis goes flying after her arrows flown
down some tremendous valley-side-Taygetos, Erymanthoschasing the mountain goats or ghosting deer,
with nymphs of the wild places flanking her;
and Leto's heart delights to see them running,
for, taller by a head than nymphs can be,
the goddess shows more stately, all being beautiful.
So one could tell the princess from the maids.
Soon it was time, she knew, for riding homewardmules to be harnessed, linen folded smoothbut the grey-eyed goddess Athena made her tarry,
so that Odysseus should behold her beauty
and win her guidance to the town. It happened
when the king' s daughter threw her ball offline
and missed, and put it in the whirling streamat which they all gave such a shout, Odysseus
awoke and sat up, saying to himself:
"Now, by my life, mankind again! But who?"
He pushed aside the bushes, breaking off
with his great hand a single branch of olive,
whose leaves might shield him in his nakedness;
so came out rustling, like a mountain lion,
rain-drenched, wind-buffeted, but in his might at ease,
with burning eyes-who prowls among the herds
or flocks, or after game-his hungry belly
taking him near stout homesteads for his prey.
Odysseus had this look, in his rough skin
advancing on the girls with pretty braids;
and he was driven on by hunger, too.
Streaked with brine, and swollen, he terrified them,
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so that they fled, this way and that. Only
Alkinoos' daughter stood her ground, being given
a bold heart by Athena, and steady knees.
She faced him, waiting. And Odysseus came,
debating inwardly what he should do:
embrace this beauty's knees in supplication?
or stand apart, and, using honeyed speech,
inquire the way to town, and beg some clothing?
In his swift reckoning, he thought it best
to trust in words to please her-and keep away;
he might anger the girl, touching her knees.
So he began, and let the soft words fall:
"Mistress: please: are you divine, or mortal?
If one of those who dwell in the wide heaven,
you are most near to Artemis, I should saygreat Zeus's daughter-in your grace and presence.
If you are one of earth's inhabitants,
how blest your father, and your gentle mother,
blest all your kin. I know what happiness
must send the warm tears to their eyes, each time
they see their wondrous child go to the dancing !
But one man's destiny is more than blesthe who prevails, and takes you as his bride.
Never have I laid eyes on equal beauty
in man or woman. I am hushed indeed.
So fair, one time, I thought a young palm tree
at Delos near the altar of ApolloI had troops under me when I was there
on the sea route that later brought me griefbut that slim palm tree ftlled my heart with wonder:
never came shoot from earth so beautiful.
So now, my lady, I stand in awe so great
I cannot take your knees. And yet my case is desperate:
twenty days, yesterday, in the winedark sea,
on the ever-lunging swell, under gale winds,
getting away from the island of Ogygia.
And now the Terror of Storm has left me stranded
upon this shore-with more blows yet to suffer,
I must believe, before the gods relent.-Book VI, lines 99-174
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from THE ODYSSEY: A MODERN SEQUEL
BY NIKOS KAZANTZAKIS

translated by Kimon Friar
It was a sweet spring night, in blue-black heavens hung
the dewy stars enwrapped in a soft down, and trembled
like early almond flowers swung by evening breezes.
"My son," Odysseus said, as blue shores swept his eyes,
"I bring to mind a brilliant shore where waves once cast me;
my sturdy boat was wrecked one evening on sharp rocks
and all night long I fought with Death in frothing tombs;
sometimes the Sea-God smashed my sides, sometimes, in turn,
with seaweed hands I smashed his murderous, three-pronged fork.
I held my stubborn soul between my teeth, like meat,
and when day broke, stretched out my hands, grabbed at the world,
hung to a willow branch, and dragged myself ashore;
at once the almighty and pain-easing god of sleep
poured on my salt-caked, battered flesh his tender down.
Next morning in my sleep the roaring pebbles rang
with rowdy laughter till I heard my brain resound
like festive shores with female cries and wooden clogs.
For a long time I held my eyelids closed and joyed
in earth and in man's life as in a thrush's song;
but my brains longed for sight, so through half-opened lids
I spied on maids with flowing hair playing by the shore,
tossing their flame-red apples in light, and with long strides
catching them still in flight, their flushed necks glittering in air.
In the maids' midst a nude, cool-bodied princess stood,
with hair of honey-gold piled on her new-washed head,
and watched her playmates gamboling on the golden sands.
I swear that these world-wandering, glutted eyes of mine,
blessed to have seen nude goddesses on deathless shores,
never before rejoiced in such reed-supple form;
when she was but fourteen so must have flowered, I know,
amid cool oleander blooms, fair Helen's body,
and I said longingly within my salt-caked heart:
just such a maid as this must suckle my son's children.'"
-Book I, lines 228-260

DREAM AND REALITY IN SA TIRE
BY MiNOS ARGYRAKIS

translated by Georgia Economou
EVERYONE preserves within himself a certain truth, a certain dream.
This truth and this dream he carefully disguises under a mask which
appears to be sober, under a face which he wears so often that in the end it
becomes his "natural face." This is the face we see around us every dayfawning, condescending, flattering, pretending.
Little by little, this pretense is transmitted to the body. Its movements
become distended and its expressions infected. All social activities now become only a vain effort to cover an offensive internal odor. The person
moves like a puppet, talks like a wound-up gramophone, acts like a waiter

GREEK-AMERICAN METAMORPHOSIS
No matter how much he pretends that he is smoking dollar cigars and is dressed as an American-a flashy tie, a gold watch-chain, patent-leather shoes, octagonal spectacles-his arrival
in Greece strips him to his fundamentals. With each step he takes he loses something-or
rather, he gains. The baubles that hold prisoner this real Greek peasant soon fall off one by
one. His moustache returns to its once familiar shape, his cane becomes transformed into a
shepherd's crook, his shoes to tsarouhia. His stiff city walk is liberated and becomes his native
dance, and his cigar turns into a flute from which old forgotten melodies and heartaches
pour out instead of tobacco smoke. His gold chain becomes a golden heart.
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who behaves according to the tip he expects. That is, his face has already
started to become ludicrous because it has begun to break out of its natural
mold and to float in a sea of social conventions.
The person himself, however, is unable to comprehend what has happened. Instead of recognizing his true appearance in the mirror, he sees, on
the contrary, an artificial personage-very proper, buttoned securely-like
a photograph of a nouveau riche newly-wed. He lives within a cold illusion,
a perfumed tranquility, in order to forget the real odor of truth, and does
his best not to wrinkle his shopwindow costume, not to soil his cold,
stiffiy-starched white collar.
Yet in spite of all this, under his comical gestures and petty pretenses,
everyone preserves within himself a certain truth, a certain dream.
It is the duty of the satirical artist to reveal this truth and this dream.
His weapon, which is nothing other than his pen, is the scalpel that will

CONVENTIONAL MARRIAGE
Dreams are on strike. The cupids refuse to have anything to do with the acanthus wreath
of a conventional marriage. Reality takes over like a despised dictator. Flowers lose their
perfume. They become bouquets wrapped in cellophane. Sunday-best clothes are mobilized,
mercenaries of a defeated army, to cover the "good intentions" of the relatives who encircle
the newly wed couple. The wedding veil becomes a white net in which the apostates of
love are caught by the bait of reality. Understanding no longer exists. The relatives, quiet
and satisfied, enjoy the fall of the angels from the divine chorus oflove.
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cut the veil of conventionality. Yet most ofthe time, it is not even necessary
for the artist to distort this veil; that is, the forms which he draws provoke
laughter because they move mechanically and are therefore by their nature
already deformed. Merely by copying them exactly, he automatically provokes laughter-actually a cathartic laughter. For we laugh when we
realize how far we have slipped away from our true nature.
The confrontation of the truth that we hide and the lie we wear provokes the laughter. The source of the comic lies in this collision.
The path of the satiric artist is to track down social pretense, to pursue
it step by step, stealthily, like a detective; and when he realizes that the

MLLE FRIGIDAIRE SOLITAIRE
The puritanical and neurotic nurse, Mile Frigidaire Solitaire, pushes the bound cupid, symbol ofher lost fertility, through the orgiastic landscape of the Greek National Garden. This
is her punishment and humiliation. Like an unwatered dry tree she takes revenge because
she has never borne the fruits of love. She only looks after the "good upbringing" of the
child, carrying with her, in her promenade, medicine, milk, and bottles, whereas the only
means by which the little cupid may survive is the correct and natural arching of his erotic
arrow which, as we see, now hangs useless. His brothers-the mermaids, the birds, the fish,
the satyrs, and the flowers-try in vain with their piping to awaken him that he might break
the chains with which his nurse has imprisoned him as by the austere and ice-cold sterility
of her face.
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puppet show in which human beings play in their everyday lives has
reached its climax, he must seize this false fac;:ade, isolate it-in order to
emphasize it-and put it on paper. This is the revelation. In this manner,
his own heroes will be able to see themselves caught in the act of their
ridiculous moments, as when the heroes of a fum are suddenly stopped
and immobilized on the screen, and one looks on nothing but frozen
shadows.
The position of the satirist in society is, nonetheless, a painful one. In
continuous conflict with others, he is obliged always to remind them of
the truth and to scratch their protective skin, without allowing them· to
relax in their spiritual narcosis. But in the end his duty is a worthy one because slowly he realizes that his characters, who at first rebelled against

COCKTAIL PARTY
Fish-faces, words, words, words, coiffures, intellectuals, bald-heads, bellies, jewelry, myopia,
analyses, psychology, criticism, snobbism, gestures, good manners-these are the first indications of Western civilization that the simple Greek sees when he first dares to leave his
village. He is bewildered: where is life and where is the spirit? He remembers the words of
his fellow villagers and fmds them more witty than the babbling which surrounds him.
He remembers his flute and prefers it to the chamber music that issues from the salon. Remembering spring in the Peloponnesus, he fmds relief from the suffocating Piccadilly fog.
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that reality of themselves which he has forced them to see, now begin to
remove their masks, to divest themselves of the lie in which they are immersed. Ultimately, they are grateful to the artist for helping them discover
their true hidden selves, the hidden child in each of them.
In order to succeed, the satirist must be in continuous contact with the
spirit of his people. Like the artist, the common people preserve their
spontaneity, their naturalness, their spiritual ease. They express themselves
freely, do not assume any poses, do not pretend. They know how to see,
to discriminate, to laugh, to criticize, and even to uncover fearlessly all
that lies in corruption about them.
Though each of us conceals within himself a certain truth and a certain dream, the people do not conceal anything. Like the artist, they live
this truth and this dream every moment of their actual lives.

HERMAPHRODITE MONSTERS
Everything in moderation, nothing in excess. When a love is too great, the situation grows
dangerous. All become one, as Kazantzakis has said, and even this one does not exist. The
cheeks are swollen; the lovers are confused; they resemble a hermaphrodite monster with
four eyes, two noses, four hands and feet-unrecognizable. This disease can be transmitted
even to the photographer who tries vainly to immortalize this "happy" moment of the
lovers. He too becomes one with his camera-with five feet, two and a half birds, and with
the black cloth as his hunched back.

THE POETRY OF TAKIS PAPATZONIS
BY CLEON

p ARASCHOS

translated by Thomas{na Alexander and John Karkas

Lnrn so MANY other Greek writers of his own and past generations,
Takis Papatz6nis has never collected or assembled all his poetry and prose
into volumes. In 1934, he published his first book of over one hundred
poems, entitled Selections. This was to be followed by a second and third
within a year's time, and would have presented in their entirety the poet's
fmest work through 1935, beginning from 1914 when he first appeared in
the world of Greek letters and began to develop within himself "a true
and living poetical conscience." Unfortunately, they never saw the light
of publication.
Content and expression cannot be separated when one reads a poem
by Papatzonis, written either in his own personal use of the normal fifteen
syllable line (rhymed or unrhymed), or in whatever form, from whatever
meter to the most defmite "prose" in which one still discovers a hidden
rhythm. On reading his poetry, one realizes immediately that its various
attributes-words, expressions, meters, imagery; foreign phrases (usually
ecclesiastical Latin) inserted in the verses and rhymed with Greek endings;
the particular rhythm and structure that each poem possesses; hidden motives which shape and mold the poems, long or short, and seem to make
them end haphazardly here or there-that all these exist potentially in the
deep source, the musical core from which his poetry springs, and that it is
this inner music which, once revealed and materialized, develops the poem
into an autonomous work of art. It is this single musical source which reveals more than anything else how organic in structure the poetry ofTakis
Papatzonis really is, and which lies beneath "content and expression," those
two elements which in the work of a true artist must become a musical
entity.
All this is connected to another problem of extreme importance, and
which perhaps summarizes the whole drama of art, especially of contemporary art. For Papatzonis, a poem does not express its musical quality by its
external and concrete features alone. Though it may not act as directly or as
magically as accentuated anapestic or iambic meters, it is a musical entity
nevertheless, which in its own way and with less obvious features creates
more effectively, and perhaps more profoundly, that pleasant condition of
the spirit which we call poetic sensation. This is so because these attributes
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do not spring up only from something deep and therefore musical and
poetic (as Carlyle believed), but also because as words, tones, or phrases,
they are in themselves of poetic texture. Expression then, for Papatzonis,
becomes poetry not only because it wells up from some deep sources, not
only because it rises from a genuine inner world (for if this were the case,
all writings of religious men would be poetic), but also because his manner
of expression is in itself of poetic quality.
The most dominant characteristic in this poet's work is his religiosity,
both in its broader meaning as found in every real poet, and also in its
narrower sense-that which is composed of a sum of beliefs, feelings, and
sensations, and which we call religious dogma, Christianity, polytheism,
or any other manifestation of that essential spirit. The essence of his Christianity, his mysticism, cannot be called completely Christian, but what
colors it intensely and clearly, even to the point of dogmatic credo, is his
Roman Catholicism. His frequent quotations from religious books, his
use of foreign words such as altare, sanctissimo, ornamento, rosario, mea culpa,
in plateis oppidi, as well as a more imperceptible, more hidden substance,
convince us that this poet, brought up in the atmosphere of the Catholic
Church, is now and will remain, perhaps forever, dedicated to Catholicism.
I do not wish at this point to become involved in dogmatic details and
discussions. Let me say only that he carries us beyond both Catholicism
and Christianity, for his faith is not a narrow and oppressive one. It begins
with truths handed down to him, or truths that he himself has discovered
and which he will keep as long as he lives, but it also continues as a search
for fuller understanding, as a journey with all the sentimental and emotional upheavals, the intellectual searchings, the sinkings and risings of a
religious man who knows that, beyond the thoughts and doctrines of theological or ecclesiastical dogma, the essence of religion lies in the conquest
of every moment, that the "hidden world" appears for a brief instant and
is lost again, leaving "only the spark of something momentarily revealed."
This is how the mystics speak, and mysticism is the essence of every
religion and of every truly religious man, the more so if he is a poet. In
Papatzonis this feeling for mysticism, evident even in his early poetry, has
grown richer and stronger, has reached new heights and is becoming organized (if one may use such a word about something so fluid) into a permanent, fixed religious attitude which permeates, penetrates, and colors
all his work. In several ofhis poems we breathe the most genuine atmosphere of the Gospel-sweet, gentle, tender. We become aware of a fragrance much like that of Paradise; his vision and ecstasy take on a tone of
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familiarity without losing any of their intensity; Death in some way "becomes Godlike," the bubbling up of the Fountain of Life, just as Nature
also "becomes Godlike," without, however, being identified with God.
Nature, in the poetry ofPapatzonis, is trees and flowers and fruit and stars
as they are seen by a vision which is pure and fresh, full of life, almost
childlike-an image of reality which is not at all a photographic reproduction.
Even if we had no other testimony than the poet's explicit confessions
-"I accept Thee in whatever form, 0 Jesus," in Credo, and "Hail, 0
Cross, that in spite of all have become the only hope in the wildernesses,"
in On the Wood-these alone would persuade us of his Christianity. And
if we read nothing more than that superb poem, Beata Beatrix, we shall
have no remaining doubt about Papatzonis' s mysticism. Other than a few
poems by Sikelianos, and The Woman with the Veil by Solomos, I know of
no other poem in our literature so beautiful. It is a high peak ofhis mysticism, for here religious vision has been embodied in words of poetry to
their last syllables. Mysticism is also his philosophy-that is, his deeper,
spiritual view oflife, death, soul, and God; mystic is his symbolism; mystic
and not rationalistic each of his grand assertions; mystic his eroticism, not
only in its narrow sense, as in Beata Beatrix, originating from or even
limited to a particular being, but also in its broader sense, as in Rapina
Sabinarum-an eroticism "perhaps intentionally set within nature and the
universe and entwined with the never-ending mystery ofexistence." Above
all else, it is this eroticism, the essence and center of his poetry, that places
him "spiritually close to surrealism, whether surrealism accepts this or
not," as the poet himself once stated.
In its broader sense such eroticism shows us how much this Christian
poet is not just a Christian poet; how much he lives with love for the life
of every "being," whether animate or inanimate; how much joy, how
much pleasure his sight and his senses derive from everything perceptible,
from all the material and yet not sinful aspects of the world; how much
for him all beings, at all moments, are "fellow-travelers of love"; how
everything is a "golden-yellow and sun-washed" communion with God.
Under Papatzonis, the Christian, there is always Papatzonis, the Greek,
alert and vitally alive, for his Christianity never becomes a strict and completely spiritualized asceticism. On the contrary, we see it always blended
with Hellenism, with a calm and joyful abandon to the sweet, the very
sweet enticements of the material world, and it is perhaps this abandon
which often frees Papatzonis from his Christian agony.
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By leading us into a world of transparent symbols, Papatzonis expresses
through its means a humanity which is also a religious faith. All his symbols necessarily refer to the One, for in all things Papatzonis confronts,
beholds, and senses the presence of the One, all things are the messages
and the mystical though crystal clear speech of Him. Although he has
given many names to the One-"Tranquility" in To a Young Girl Brought
Up in a Nunnery, "Unseen Wisdom" and "Mighty Element" in The Dependence- Papatzonis does not tormentedly seek to find Him, as have so
many other religious poets, such as Rilke, for he has long since found Him
and is more certain of His existence than of anything else. But he is not
certain ofhimself, and he cannot say ofhimself, as of the pilgrims in Summer
Tourists Go to Mass in Piraeus, that the "discords of the moments" and their
presence in the church "touched the Indivisible Order not at all." His own
Order is often disturbed, and though God is not always within him, He
is always close to him, ready to stand by whenever the poet truly needs
His help. Sometimes the poet is blinded and does not understand God's
message, even though he bitterly repents afterwards; in B~(ore the Advent
he is "a man disgraced," by the evil life he has hitherto lived, he is justly
punished, and fears that the "small ray of life and warmth" will not reach
as far as to him. In Outline ofError he bears witness that he also is like the
rest of us who are "great helmeted Hectors with the plume / of our Conceit waving," though he longs to curb Conceit and to "bend its knee."
I shall not speak ofPapatzonis's humor, of his tender and kind irony,
nor ofhis diction which, even when it combines demotic and purist words,
contains such a deep and individual charm that even its slight affectations
become charming. Yet when he takes for model the genuine demotic
language in normal use, he seems to express himself as well and perhaps
even better than in a mixed style, and with a more craftsmanlike diction.
We are reminded of what Petros Vlastos has so truly said: "Great verse and
an untrammeled living language are inseparable brothers."
When we carefully follow his poetic development, we see how the
elements of content and form have been traveling side by side for fortyseven years and in hundreds of poems. We see how much the form, as well
as the essence that nurtures his poetry, have progressed slowly but surely
from the simple and even "na'ive" to the complex, from rhythm, language,
and composition which were easily and directly understandable to those
not easily grasped by the reader who is only casually acquainted with
modern poetry. The almost spontaneous embodiment of unsophisticated
thought into a poem became transformed, with the process of time and
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the ripening of the poet, into an elaborate orchestration. His early verse,
written in words of few syllables, sometimes metered and rhymed, developed (as illustrated in some ofhis poetry after 1920) into long rhythmical phrases, versets for the organ which remind us of Claudel and the counterpoint of Bach, who in some ways was a surrealist long before surrealism.
Through all these phases Papatzonis remains a personal poet, one of
the most original poets of our time. His poetry has a special charm which
can be attributed partly to his lack of verbal sophistication, to his metrical
and rhythmical simplicity, to the lack of any obvious link in the structure
of his poems, to something unpolished and prosaic (but intentionally so,
as in Cavafis) which turns away from any kind of rhetorical poetry, any
"programmed" verse of standard poetic subjects, tone, verbal organizations, meter, and vocabulary. Though the flow of his thought is dictated
by sentiment and not by rational progression, he can present the entity of
his emotions within expressions logically constructed, for his words and
images spring from virginal depths with revitalizing force.
All these features are not limited to the poet's earlier works. We encounter them in his more mature poetry as well. But there, in addition to
elements which give to his poetry something of the art of the primitivesnaivete, intentional awkwardness, fantasy, plain and simple lines, goodhumored irony -other elements appear which become progressively more
dominant and more striking, and which characterize the flavor and the
physiognomy of his work. The structure becomes more elaborate and
"wiser," sentiment and thought become more mature and give to his expression an increased intensity without loss of clarity and flow. Lyric vibration and religious exaltation take on another quality and intensity, words
another value (while images retain all their freshness), and the tone rises to
a high lyricism. And here, too, in his later poems, one fmds some "naivete";
there springs from them a "bonhomie," a good-humored and tender irony,
a genuinely fresh and clean approach which seems to underline the presence
of the poet. The human and artistic values, however, lie elsewhere. Papatzonis looks out on the world with the startled eyes of a child, a mature
child who knows what suffering is. And his poetry knows it also.

POEMS BY TAKIS PAPATZONIS
translated by Kimon Friar
TO A YOUNG GIRL BROUGHT UP IN A NUNNERY
Salve, Sancta Virgo
Storm, the first message of winter.
Black clouds only beshroud us now,
the freezing winds drive away our fervor
and cry out new messages in an uproar.
As in the year past and in a similar cycle
this tale, a reminder of old dreams,
flows from the lips like a blast
of delight and terror. And soon
a shivering in my body chills me by the Fireside:
"The Young Girl in the Nunnery has grown up
beside the Lilies, by the side of the meek Nuns;
she was the Heart and Gold of that Institution ...
Moments of infinite beauty came to her
like those on Christmas Eve when she tied a small bow
on the neck of a toy lamb and caressed it ...
And the Snows were many. Ooo-ooo went the wind
and shook all the Trees, and bent the Firs.
And the Windowpanes permitted the Chill
of the day and its Terror to enter the cells ...
Not a soul living, only the Sainted Women
moving about in the Holy Corridors:
only the Young Girl, a Blessed Toy,
giving passage of a sort to the Terror."
0 Tranquility, thou who art moved
by the mild mutations of nature only,
thou who dependest on the existence of God Himself,
abandon me not in the coming Winter
to be tossed about on the savage billows of the Sea:
-Throw me the end of a rope to haul me in.
1919
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BEFORE THE ADVENT
I feel myself to be a man disgraced,
walking nightlong and daylong beyond the paling
of a garden lush with fountains and flowers,
waiting in vain for the Great Gate to open again, and to admit me.
And I am tired with the remembrance only
of the evil life I have lived to this day.
And I am downhearted because I am thwarted now
when I wish to lie down under the foliage of the Shadow of Grace.
And the dumb beasts, the Hens and the Hares,
the Pigeons and the Bats wander freely in the bushes;
the Honey-bees sing, and the Snails,
after the rain, proceed in their Easter Barouches.
Only I, by the paling, like a poacher or beggar
expelled by the Gardeners and the Wicked Servants,
come near to dying in the oppressive dampness
of whole winter nights in the freezing North Winds.
Nor can I flee again into that City of Noise
where I behold the embrace ofEvil opening for me
with a warm welcome. For I am gripped
with nausea at the sight of her only.
I cry out, I cry out by the threshold of the outer door,
I cry out like a false prophet, derided by all:
"Open the Church for me at least that I may go
there where you suffer the stray tramps of the mountains."
But no mercy is heard for the entreating voice.
Punishment buffets me about like snowbeaten winter,
like unbearable cold, with no fire, no bed,
no roof, no food, nor pity, nor forgiveness,
and snowbound Christmas approaches.
The Shepherds take down their flutes, dust off the church organs,
and the Magi watch the heavens daylong and nightlong
to fmd the star of the newly-born Infant God.
A small ray oflife and warmth, like a glowworm
behind a hedge in a dead midnight of vigilance,
reaches even to me. Can it be they will come for me also,
the Angels, the Village Visitors, with their joyful caroling?
1918
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ΠΡΟ ΤΗΣ ΕΛΕΤΣΕΩΣ
ΑίσΜνομαι κηλιδωμένος aν3ρωπος να εΙμαι·
μερόνυχτα να περπατώ ~ξω άπο τα κάγκελα

πλούσιου περιβολιού, με ίίν&η καl στέρνες,
καl να μη βλέπω να ξανοίγεται ή Μεγάλη Πόρτα για να μπώ.
Κ' εχω μια κούραση, μόνο με την άνάμνηση
τfjς κακιάς πόχα ζήσει ως τα σήμερα ζωfjς!

Καl μια δυσ{)υμία, γιατl μ' έμποδίζουν, τώρα που έπι-&ύμησα,

να ξαπλωτtώ κάτου άπ' τα φυλλώματα τής Ίσκιερfjς Καλοσύνης.
Και τα κουτα τα ζώα, Λαγοl και Νυχτερίδες,
Κόττες και Περιστέρια, έλεύ&ρα γυρίζουν στους Μμνους.
Τραγουδaν τα Μελίσσια.

Καl τα Σαλιγκάρια,

ϋστερ' άπ' τη βροχη, πηγαίνουν 'Αμαξάδα Πασχαλιάτικη.

Μονάχα έγrο, στα κάγκελα, σα λατtροτtήρας, σα ζητιάνος,
διωκόμενος άπ' τους Περιβολάρηδες καl τlς Κακες τις 'Τπηρέτριες,
πλησιάζω να πετtάνω στην ύγρασία την πνιγερη
νυχτών όλόκληρων χειμωνιάτικων καl στους παγερους Βοριάδες.
Ούτε να φύγω ποiι ξαναμπορώ στην Πολιτεία του Θορύ6ου,

που βλέπω την άγκάλη τής Κακίας σε &ρμην ύποδοχη
να μου ξανοίγεται.

'Αλλ' άηδία

σφιχτα με περιζώνει στο μόνο άντίκρυσμα της.
Φωνάζω, φωνάζω, στο κατώφλι τfjς οξώπορτας,
φωνάζω, σαν ψευδοπροφήτης, καταφρονεμένος άπ' δλους:
Τουλάχιστον στην Έκκλησιαν, άνοίχτε μου να διευτtυντtω,
έκεί που δέχεστtε και τοiις πλανώμενους άλfjτες τών βουνών!

Και δεν άκούγεται εύσπλαχνία στη δεητικη φωνη.
Ή τιμωρία με κολαφίζει σα χειμώνας χιονοδαρμένος,
σάν άνυπόφορη παγωνια, δίχως φωτια, δίχως κρεββάτι,

δίχως τραπέζι, δίχως στέγη, δίχως οίκτο και συγχώρεση.
Πλησιάζουνε τα χιονισμένα Χριστούγεννα,
ξεκρεμνίiνε τα φλάουτα οί Ποιμένες, ξε<rι.ονίζουνε τα l>ργανα
στlς έκκλησιες, κ' οί Μάγοι νυχτόημερα κοιτάζουν το στερέωμα

του νέου Μικροί! Θεοί! το άστρο ν' άνακαλύψουν.
Μικρην άχτίδα ζωfjς καl ζέστας, πίσωτtε άπο φράχτη,

...

_~

σαν πυγολαμπίδα, σε βατtιά μεσάνυχτα άγρυπνίας,
~φτασε ώς έμένα. Μήπως ερτtουν καl για μένα

οί Άγγέλοι, οί Έπισκέφτες τών Χωριών, με τα χαρούμενα τα κάλαντα;
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BEATA BEATRIX
I saw my Beatrice on the road, and all at once the road became a
road of dream.
I walked by her side like a passer-by, and all my soul blossomed
like the spring.
We lost each other in the flux of the town, but the memory of each
was enriched by the vivid image of the other and the companionship
of its luminous eyes.
At my side glances oflove hover like Guardian Angels,
singular stars in the pitchblack Heavens of the void about me, the
desert spaces.
We were tamed, each one, by the mystery that shrouds the soul
of our neighbor.
We were confronted with each other in the chaos of worldly life,
face to face.
The most simple things oflife became at once for us a wonder
of dream,
and many ashes shrouded a former and foolish illumination.
The flaming Sun of Midnight arose for us in splendor,
that held in its arms the myriad star-clusters of the Firmament
and never sought to destroy them in a blue annihilation.
We were suddenly veiled by the thick clouds of night.
We walked nightlong on wooded mountains, on dull cloudy skies,
like gods,
and our conversation was lost among the eternal spaces.
We provoked the interest of all creation, in love as we wandered by.
Nor purpose nor desire led us in these wanderings.
It was an indolence and ease of darkening worlds.
It was the joy of mystery that took us by the hand to guide us.
We were not disturbed by the encounter of streams or the flight of
birds
nor by the blowing of winds or the vault of fog.
All was enchantment and gifts from heaven and a deep repose.
But Time, the terrestrial, came to peal out his metallic tunes
that like bullets unerringly traverse distances and reach
as far as we. The red clouds of dawn rose.
The sun rose. Rose out of the sea and shone.
The day came. And the seal to our wandering.
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And the roads multiplied with movement, with much
circumspection, with mundane preoccupations.
Only towards Memory now do I raise my hands in supplication
to grant me with all of its strength at some time the moments of
dream,
now when these vast nights perhaps are being banished forever.
1920

THE UNLOOKED-FOR THEME
Today, after so many crooked byways,
so many detours, so many false leads,
there rises to the surface the great, the unlocked-for theme.
I do not want to maintain by this
that I have not hitherto encountered a violet,
or that a rosebush never blossomed before mewith those all-crimson, those enormous, those flaming
and aromatic roses of May-but it is,
nevertheless, unexpected: it is the antithesis of the cataract
whose roaring tumult the melting snow enlivens;
it is, in the midst of our great wandering through life,
a plateau of pellucid air that bursts into view
up there in the mountains, at a great height,
with a panorama of all the lakes below,
untrembling silver disks with the mists
of Spring and of forests that rise towards God ... a plateau
of serenity, with Alpine flora, with the opulence
of gardens and even ofhothouses
and that pierces the snows, a vegetation entirely
the colors of repose-those lavender tints
or those beautiful yellows-with an absolute offering
in the certainty that you have fmally touched the heights,
that you are grazing the vast sky.
Something like the antithesis of the cataract. And yet,how unclear the meanings, how ineffectual, how miserable the
comparisons!antithetical but strangely similar to the essence of the cataract !
To the triumphal song of the cataract! And as for the onrush,
as for the roaring tumult,
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as for the strength of the primary element, as for the glittering
brilliance
in the boiling sun, or as for the foaming spraythe unlooked-for theme which welled up suddenly
is the theme of the cataract's essence.
It is the theme of De Profund is.
1928

SUMMER TOURISTS GO TO MASS IN PIRAEUS
On Ascension Day during morning Mass
a crowd of tourists rushed to the Cathedral,
from the ship San Gervasi. Burghers ofWiirtemberg.
Summer tourists. It had been hot since morning.
They entered like a wave. They brought disorder.
Alone and unperturbed the Cathedral
held to its Hours. Proceeded with its Canons.
On the whole it governed like God Himself, and embraced
all of the faithful together, wherever they were.
Within the Inner Sanctum all
was Apostolic Law and Moderation.
The discords of the moment touched
the Indivisible Order not at all.
1929

OUTLINE OF ERROR
Great shall his reward be who without hesitation admits
the likelihood of error in every day ofhis existence.
For if a man is directed by the given fact that all things
about him are fallacious and nothing in its nature errorless,
how can he deny that his every thought and deed
might not indeed be false? "What then is error?"
I know it to be none other than the sting of self-love,
the scourge of pride. And the admission of error?
Nothing more than our sting and our scourge.
Great helmeted Hectors with the plume
of our Conceit waving are we all. Let us curb it,
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let us bend its knee with all our will; let us be stung,
let us be scourged in the squares of the city, in plateis oppidi
behold the self-martyr. Out of this may the Great Reward be justified.
It is there, however, whenever we have rarely to do
with the superterrestrial, that error fmds no place;
when a Descent of powers other than our humble ones
intercedes for us :
in such matters as Death, Love, Faith, and the Attractions of
Friendship,
like the Pope when he pronounces on the Articles of Faith.
Then in truth do I admit the great Infallibility;
for the contrary would be the denial of Life itself and of all things
Divine.

1930
THE SLUGGISH OF MIND
In passage here a flock ofbirds
brought us a message from the North, but we turned a deaf ear.
And the Quails in their color of ash reflected the icebergs
but we were not only blind-we set snares
and fired upon them and wanted to eat them.
And who? It was we-we who, having awaited
so impatiently the message from the North,
became blind, and not understanding it had come,
fired upon them, wounded them, chased them away.
I do not deny that the flock was transient,
but we neither loved them nor revered their weariness
or their exhaustion; and once they were gone
there fell upon us suddenly a compassion and weight of the spirit
for the ungracious act, the evil assault;
and behold, we remained the awkward ones,
the sluggish of mind to discern apparitions,
deserted, with no message from the North,
with our accustomed mea culpa
and our profitless self-accusation.

1931
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THE DEPENDENCE

In the realm of relativity, even Happiness
exists. But they err
who seek her in the land of the Absolute.
In the realm of relativity, all is well;
an entire day may become satisfactory.
From early morning, the Influences are enchanters.
Goodness hovers by with all her feathers manifest.
How small a thing suffices to form such feeling !
Behold, two good coincidences, completely unexpected.
A philanthropic disposition that goes into action.
A change of the Wind. An inconceivable improvement
of a known Evil. And behold, the sum at once
ofhappy hours, of a happy total.
How easy the course prescribed for us.
Tierce, Sexte, Nones, Benedicite, Vespers,
Compline, and Tenebrae. Yet all are compounded
of wills not our own. Who is this that plays
with our innermost concerns? Who mocks us
with the fancy that we are the creators
of our own dispositions? Or perhaps this day
of Beautiful and that day of Contrary Weather
comes from an unseen wisdom? In the realm of relativity
Good Hours exist. In the realm of relativity
a Full Life exists. But all depend on
and are placed in order by the attractions and repulsions of
a Mighty Element.
1932

ENCOUNTER
The morning dew drips from every garden lea£
And though it is damp, nevertheless the joy,
of course, is great. The passer-by strolls and lingers,
although at first he was going to work. However,
if not in terms of time but only in mood,
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his duty towards work is somewhat abridged. And yet,
he derives some benefit from the first tenderness of day.
There where it is not expected, beneficence descends upon him.
Coolness of spirit, when it is least awaited. How blessed
are all the hours that follow morning ! What an
immaterial impression they bear! Even when twilight
comes with the dwindling oflight and with stars,
it remains a light matutinal. It lasts until it is time
to sleep. And that passer-by retires to bed, happy,
and does not feel alone: his soul is wrapped
in a serene light, not strange, not alien
to this coolness, which he encountered when he went out in the
mornmg.

1933
THE THREAD
All roads converged, all pathways,
and have brought me to this least portion of earth.
I am not a Chaldean, nor an astrologer,
and yet it is the stars which show me the way.
I never played the Magi, and yet
I loaded my tray with gifts and set out.
I cannot play the flute, nor was I appointed
a shepherd or shepherd's boy; I have not stooped
over a lamb or a wounded kid
to wash it; nor do I know how to guide
a flock. And yet, on the desolate slopes
of the mountains every winter, a song
pours from my ignorant mouth in a constant flow.
And as for visions of Angels dressed in white,
as they say, or in colors of rose,
with piercing looks, creations that hover in mid-airmy nights have never encountered such; and yet,
dipped in the snows of a certain night,
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under the sharp and glittering constellations,
how did I ever combine all phenomena until
a message issued from the wretched chestnut trees ! ...
And I plunged down, insane, that I might fmd men,
as though I had something special to impart,
something swift and vast and matutinal of the brilliant day:
that I might offer it in time, though it had not
properly matured within me yet, nor even formed.
As for the Nativity, all knowledge of it lies
in about six lines of the Gospel,
and from all paintings only in a few
steaming calves, a basin of water, the Babe,
a bundle of straw, the tears ofJoseph,
and the smile of the Virgin, like sweet dawn breaking.
But I also know something else, the most important of all:
that the Public Registrar and the Tetrarch had opened
the large tomes and had dragged all the people out
to take the census according to tribes;
I know that the inns were crowded;
that the windows had sweated from the breathing
of such vast multitudes; that in the meantime
the night outside, cold and dark, was squandering her silence
as under the smoke of oil lamps
those driven from their homes emptied
earthen jugs of wine or lemonade, women
huddled in comers and fell asleep,
and children drooped with exhaustion;
and that to all, whether alert or whether
they lay surrendered to their indolence,
the Presence outside was persistently wandering,
the unsleeping essence of a life-bringing night
in which something was being conceived or had been born:
something not written down, something missing
from the huge pages of the Census Taker-something-a thread,
which delicately bound all things together into one body.

1949
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SELF-SCRUTINY
Feared neither death nor pain for this beauty;
ifharm, harm to ourselves.-EzraPound, CANTO xx
Yes, these people, they are all right, they
can do everything, everything except act.-Ezra Pound, CANTO XVI

Each of our acts, to be made whole, needs a strong craftsman.
Nor is it at all perfected with the first attempt-much toil is needed,
much vigilance, a great many rough drafts, and much agony.
First in order comes the dream, still unwrought, and it traces,
somewhat dimly, what glory an act of ours may possibly enclose.
But the dream is shapeless and impalpable, it lacks sufficient material.
Both blessing and curse, inextricably bound, are the first real
foundation.
Then the struggle begins with joy, but it is not as free as we thought,
for treacheries nestle beside it, a multitude of treacheries; inimical
powers fight it; negligence, fears, doubts, escapes,
-dark powers which every day dominate a large part of ourselves
although we know they are not ourspushing us on to waste ourselves with an unforgivable squandering
in whatever is worthless and unfruitful, directing us at the same time
how to be thrifty with a stubborn miserliness
because this would help us keep the tree of life evergreen the year
round.
What don't they think of to poison that taste in us which distinguishes
good from evil ! Thus each of them creates a discord of its own
in the direction towards which we should go. We fight them,
it's true, with all our strength, we hate them,
but does this hatred help us at all in the equilibrium
which we shall need? It takes away our serenity, it uproots
the nature of tenderness, it makes us wild beasts, for we have
become men
whose hearts have been so hardened that we no longer know
what blessedness means: a little before sleep comes, a good night
spread like the wisdom of God from the pacifying hand which shapes
a caress from afar, predestined for our brow and our hair.
Because of this our acts are rough drafts with many errors
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which we discern but have not the strength to avoid;
and we recreate the second one more perfectly, and again the third,
but because we are oflittle faith, something once more intervenes,
and we find we have not escaped from the vulture's claws, that it is
necessary
to start all over again in order to fmd some kind of perfection.
And yet, there is so much harmony, so many laws
in the spaces given us in which to perform our acts,
in hours set aside for us in which to depict the way !
It's a great thing how the twilight slowly, slowly falls.
And a little later falls the night. With its enormous
Aphrodite. The one surrounded by all her handmaidens. The one
who despises the pale, silver-golden sickle of the newest moon.
And her pulse insists on measuring the progress. Nevertheless ...
In these hours of the procession, that Scene Director of our lives,
Satan,
interferes without revealing himself (how he always manages to
slither away
and hide !) and rivets our eyes on the drought
of a dry, lumpy earth; and there where we thought
that petals of fresh-cut flowers would be strewn,
the Cunning One has sown his obstacles in shapes most strangely
repulsive: bottles, packages, barriers,
stumps of wood, and whatever else his weak remaining strength
could contrive. He knows well that victory
is not for him. But that Perfidious One wastes no time
until those moments come (and see, they have come) which shall
grind him to bits.
It is from these we live.
1951

ATTIC SHAPES
0 Attic shape! Fair attitude! with brede
OJ marble men and maidens overwrought ... -John Keats,

ODE ON A GRECIAN URN

Now the balance is shaken; now one of the scales
dips down towards the abyss, the other kicks high,
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for the disk which holds the Night grows heavy
while the Day is as weightless as a bird.
If the inclination swerves much further down
instead of fmding its equilibrium, as we had expected,
we shall see the balance standing straight
but pointing with its lever in a vertical line;
as when resistance has waned
and the counterweight vanishes in an assumption
-such an immaterial assumption, and so distant!
Hail Day, in this your immaterial idea
when you lift your hands to touch the Moon,
hail Luminous Crescent! Now you dismiss
the vapors of a morning torpor
and exhibit the simultaneous Dawn of High Noon,
the virginal caresses of the Graces,
the azure awakening of Sea Nymphs
and the slow movements of wondrous nakedness.
A blessed place in a blessed hour
should have been spread before you because,
although the great instability and agitation of the balance
harshly brings the message of a heavy winter of darkness
and the tumescence ofNight to dimensions
insupportable for the vast majority of men,
now the brief glittering of indolent Day
proffers the translucency of a Spring Morning
and the faint ripples which a breeze oflight distributesfor all things fmd themselves close to immobility.
Where every day the inexhaustible light
is drawn up and scattered in an Attic corner,
exquisite Hymettus at its ridges overbrims
with feathery clouds that linger on its slopes.
That is not the menacing Hood of the storm rising,
where the daintily-haired demigoddess of the sea reclines
and combs her hair, but the bucolic playfulness of the Sun.
An extraordinary flute, slow and barely audible
in the surrounding regions, restrains all astonished creatures
to an absolute serenity-the near affmity ofharmony.
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Fleeting and God-sent Blissful Weather stands by her side.
No matter how brief, this is a moment of eternity,
utter abolition of the tumescent Night,
triumphal Song of Victory, bud ready to flower
beyond the law, gift of God, negation ofWinter.
1953

ODE TO ACQUARIUS

Many waters cannot quench love,
neither can the flood drown it.
And how could it be otherwise, since this water
is the water oflove.
A slit of water, a slit of meditation
is this water which
from the beginning pours out with great impetus
from the Lover's bucket, and is poured out
without cessation; and when the nights
come star-laden and weighed down with gold,
and when the hermit,
vigilant in expectations and freed
from his tensions and his ecstasies,
feels the sweated blood of his agony
crowned at last with a certain approach
of his to the clues of chaos, when
slivers of gold fall down, during nights
when the mute, hard element for one moment at least
is pierced, then the lone suppliant
with utter delight clearly perceives
the buckets rattling in their joints,
the chains that rub and creak
as they glitter and drip with water,
the well as it bubbles and overbrims.
Then he sees the foam sparkling
and lives now in those waters
where Zeus once delighted.
But behold, although there is such
clamor and such roaring on the dim expanse,
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though the nebulae of his hearing and a buzzing
erupt everywhere, the onrush
dwindles, the Best Measure
comes deeper to reign.
Drop by drop
the rosary of the prayer is formed
there where, a little above,
the commotion rages.
Drop by drop
the damp stillness turns stagnant,
proffering childhood toys
to the gods;
there the indolent Minor Waters create
small lakes of new worlds; phosphorescences
irradiate here and there, and two or three
small Fishes leap out now and then and twist
in that breathlessness where the bead
of the waterdrop seldom counts
the immeasurable moment of eternity,
while with the whiteness of marble
and adolescent arrogance
Ganymede does not move.
1954
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from PASTORALE
BY NELLY THEODOROU

translated by Abbott Rick

THE

MIST which all day had covered the mountain tops was now dispersed. A tepid breeze arose and after drifting uncertainly above the tall
cypresses, swaying their tops from side to side, it descended nonchalantly
to frolic among the dry plants. It rustled the threadlike tendrils of the delicate bean vines lightly and passed with leaps and bounds through the rows
of maize and stroked their blond mustaches. Then, exhausted, it overspread
the brook and set it rippling.
Panayis felt with relief this restful evening breeze on his neck and
shoulders, but by the time he had lifted his head it had stopped. "That's all
there was to it," he muttered. Taking out his handkerchief, he wiped his
forehead.
There was absolute quiet everywhere now. People were too drained of
energy to talk, animals drowsed and even the cicadas had ceased their dissonant whine. Panayis shut off the water at the last tree. It was only a muddy
trickle, for the pump had stopped some time ago. A cricket began to chirp
monotonously.
Panayis loved these blue hours of solitude. During the day he felt isolated in the midst of the movement and pulse of life. He thought of people
as combatants, each one trying to gain ascendancy over the other. Even
children acted this role. Philisia tried to dominate Olympo; she, Takis, and
he, in his turn, Sophina's baby. Panayis, however, stood aloo£ He frequently tried to find words for his bitterness, but his mind could give no
reasonable explanation for the great, somber emptiness inside him. All
these confused emotions, violent fits of temper, and irrational anxieties
were exaggerated during the day. But in the evening, when the tempo of
life was relaxed, he saw men grow weak from fatigue and become simple,
humble, and pliable. Then he too lost his edginess and felt more at ease
with himself. From the men came childlike talk about the newborn calf,
the goat that wanted to mate, the brooding speckled hen, and the supper
with red wine.
Later they would urge on their animals and quicken their pace to reach
their village as soon as possible. Their waning vitality made them aware of
their defenselessness in the mystery of the dark. They were shaken to the
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soul when they glimpsed shadowy tree branches like aggressively outstretched arms. If they were alone, they would whistle loudly to make
their presence felt and shore up the remnants of their draining energy.
But in the solitude of dusk, Panayis felt friendly, companionable presences around him. The mysterious murmur of the trees, the whispering of
water, the wordless conversations of animals, all the strong ties and associations which he did not fmd among men came and related him to this world
of superficial silence. He would lie quietly under the trees, listening to the
birds fluttering among the leaves and the faint scurrying of small lizards.
When the wind rose, the better to feel it, he would run up to a high ridge
and let it beat against his face. If he chanced upon a spring, he would stop
and drink two or three mouthfuls even though he wasn't thirsty. If there
was a moon, he would surrender himself to it and lose hours of sleep contemplating it.
These were the things he judged worthy of his greatest love and attention.

* * *
Panayis had been sitting at the coffeehouse opposite the barracks for
half an hour. Since morning he had been uneasy about the evening appointment with the monk and now that the time for it was at hand, he felt
quite nervous. He ordered a lemonade. As soon as he tasted it, he found
that it was unchilled and poured it out. He made a fuss about it, something
he ordinarily did not do, and ordered an ouzo, which he sipped slowly,
glancing at the road from time to time.
He looked at his watch. It was ten minutes to eight. The monk had
told him that he would pass there between half past seven and eight on
his way up to the village. "If you find it convenient, be there," he had said,
"and we'll talk a bit, because I'm going to be away for the next few days."
He ordered another owz:o. Again he glanced at his watch and then kept
his eyes fixed on the far end of the road, trying to identify something
through the dusk. He thought he had seen a dark object approaching. As it
drew nearer, he recognized the monk. He stood up, swallowed the ouzo
at a gulp, and hurried to meet him. Once more he asked himself what
actually was the inner compulsion which drove him toward the monk,
what it was he was seeking and what this man, a stranger, could do for him.
His fellow villagers had been cordial to him and had offered him their good
will, but he had repulsed their advances and held himself disdainfully aloo£
On the other hand, he had opened himself to this man who had nothing,
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neither family nor a cabin, but wandered from village to village distributing herbs and telling fables.
"Good evening, my son."
"Good evening."
''I'm late and night will overtake me by the time I reach the village."
Looking into Panayis' eyes, he continued, "But I have time to rest a little."
They walked silently through uncultivated fields until at last the monk
stopped.
"Let's go up on this knoll. We'll be alone and it will be cooler there."
They sat down side by side. Below, at their left, they could make out
the impressive cypress trees of the cemetery. Farther on, in the valley, was
the somber mass of a small olive grove and in front, in the distance, the
lights of the city. A cool breeze arose and fanned them briefly, caused the
tops of the cypresses to sway and then died out. Panayis felt a pain in his
back and rubbed it slowly.
"What's the matter?" asked the monk interestedly.
"Oh, nothing, but when I sweat, I get a stitch here on the right." He
indicated the place with his hand. "I've lost two ribs." He took a deep
breath.

* * *
"Before I was wounded," said Panayis, "we were camped outside an
Albanian village. Our rations were used up. We didn't know when replenishments would come. So about dusk a few of us were detailed to go to
the village and ask for food. We went and knocked on every door we came
to. Another soldier and I who spoke Albanian explained what we wanted,
but the reply was always, 'We have nothing. Go away.' We asked to be
shown the mayor's house. It was a two-story dwelling and there was a
light on the lower floor. A woman opened the door. When she saw us,
she was frightened and stepped back about to slam the door. We pushed
her aside and went in. A fire was burning in the fireplace and several girls
were gathered around it sewing. As soon as they saw us, they screamed
and huddled in a corner. We" -and his voice lowered- "we then forgot
our hunger and our orders. All we remembered was that we were men and
they were women. We made for them. They screamed and glowered at
us .... One of them fainted and fell to the floor at our feet. One of our detail fell on her. Then, losing all self-control and not knowing what we were
doing, each of us seized a girl.''
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Panayis put his hand to his forehead and drew it away wet. He paused,
swallowed and then went on in a colorless voice.
"When I pressed my girl to me, I saw she was weeping, and I understood her desperateness as she fought me and yet nothing induced me to let
her go. At that moment the door was thrown open and we heard a deep
voice: 'You swine! You will all return to the camp!' It was the sergeant
with two soldiers. Only then did we let the girls go."
Panayis glanced obliquely at the monk.
The searchlights in the barracks had been turned on. The bright beam
of one of them paused on the two men, flooding them with its glare.
Panayis hastily drew back his head. He saw their shadows on the ground,
but the monk's, since he was taller, was longer and more impressive.
Panayis looked at it until the beam swept over them.
"Men exist," said the monk, breaking the silence, "who live their whole
lives without blame, without reproach. But this does not mean that they
are better than others, but that either they never were in a situation which
tested them, or their different environments never made full demands on
their consciences or the power of their resistance."
He turned and looked closely at Panayis, who appeared to be lost in
thought. He remained staring straight ahead. Perhaps he had not understood the monk.
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MICHAEL TOMBROS: A Critical Mosaic
BY ZAHARIAS PAPANDONIOU, ANGHELOS PROKOPIOU,
NIKOLAS HADJI-KYRL{KOS GHIKA, AND THE ARTIST

translated by Andonis Decavalles, Georgia Economou, and George Koras
ZAHARIAS PAPANDONfou, in Greece Today, Athens, 1933: Michael
Tombros embodies in his work the tendencies of modem sculpture, superior in this sense to modem painting, and after the many failures of the
academic approach has rediscovered and revived the ideal form in all its
splendor. His sculpture is clear, and his ample forms give themselves quietly
to the inundating caresses oflight. His varied production obeys the imperative needs of a calm rhythm and an implacable simplicity. This firm conception has permitted him to create beautiful and fecund nude women,
pure youths, and statues full of vitality in which he exercises his charming
play of rhythm. Tombros is one of the contemporary artists who are
assured of their style.
ANGHELOS PROKOPfou, in The Anglo-Hellenic Review, August, 1948:
From 1909 to 1924 Michael Tombros's production was uncertain and uneven. His early work did not reveal him as one who later would abolish
his own romanticism, nor did it point to the heroic denuding of his sculpture. From 1925 to 1929 he freed himself from his academic past and took
his position in the European avant garde under the leadership of the neoclassic Maillol. In his feminine nudes, French eroticism was coupled with
structural solidity, clarity with balance of planes, and width of masses with
intensity in the entire composition. The cubism of Henri Laurens or of
Jacques Lipchitz did not conquer Tombros completely as the cubism of
Picasso or of Braque influenced Hadji-Kyriakos Ghlka. It incited him,
nevertheless, to search for geometrical inventions and to achieve them, as
in the triangular spaces formed by the hands and the legs of the seated
woman which drew so much attention and esteem in the Salon d' Automne,
1926.
In 1930 we mark the second revolution in the work of Tombros,
stronger than the first, lasting until 1937. When he returned from Paris,
he wrote in an article, "I have always been the artist of the Center." And
indeed, he had clung to the technique of Maillol and Despiau. His artistic
renewal had respected the Greco-Roman tradition of the beauty of the
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body which had been sacrificed by the Cubists for the sake of structural
creation in new plastic spaces.
With his geometric statue of Zeus for the performance of Aeschylus's
Suppliant Women at the ancient theater of Delphi, Tombros broke away
from Maillol. His planes in this work do not possess the erotic curves of his
Parisian nudes. They are sharp, raw, and harsh. The archaism ofTombros
now became unyielding. That same year the artist created a sculptural
group, The Kiss. Jacques Lipchitz would have welcomed this cubistic salutation from Greece. These pieces were not occasional works, for they
marked a new stage of his creation. The eroticism ofhis French schooling
was now succeeded by a non-erotic Doricism, a war-like phase of neoclassicism which reached the limits oflogical coldness in the Soldier ofTegea
(1931), and the statue of Capodistria (1933). The most charming works of
this period are the statue of the poet Rupert Brooke (1931), erected in the
island of Scyros where Brooke is buried, and the visionary group of two
women which has the idyllic title The Two Friends (1934). This revolutionary phase in the sculptural creation ofTombros came to an end in 1937
with Leonidas of Sparta and a series of abstract compositions with aquatic
motifs.
Woman Swimmer (1944) is the masterpiece ofTombros's maturity. It
is a happy balance between male and female elements, the ennoblement of
matter achieved by a hand which had grown light after tireless exercise
and was now capable of the most delicate play in sculpture. Here at last
we have Attic purity and grace in its freest and most beloved revival. [The
same description applies to The Dancer, 1960.] Decisive Moment (1946) is a
fuller creation, more solid, more highly conceived, beautiful in its weight
and static force. This style is not so much an antithesis to the two preceding
ones as it is a synthesis. Though this woman has a fullness ofbodily weight,
she is, nevertheless, a creation of the imagination. She is prepared to make
her decision and to rise, to escape from her necessary immobility of matter,
light and swift despite the island weight of her masses, much like those of
an Aphrodite from Andros. On her forehead shines the light of marveling
thought. One can clearly see that the almond-shaped eyes, the sharp nose,
the fleshy Mediterranean lips, and the planes that fashion her form embody
the rational accuracy of the Greek mind. Her right palm is poised lightly
on her left cheek, while her left leg, balancing diagonally the movement
of the hand, is bent effortlessly on the pedestal. This expression of bodily
inactivity, ofhesitation before decision, stresses the antithesis between the
tension within and the immobility without. Tombros created this woman
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during a period when he had reached complete self-control. Mature and
accomplished, he invigorates his compatriots with work such as this which
restores to ancient Greek sculpture a youthful face. Tombros is the forerunner of this new spirit in Greece.
NfKOLAS HADJI-KYRIAKOS GHIKA, in Michael Tombros, 1909-1959,
Athens, 1959: I was extremely gratified when Tombros asked me to write
a foreword to the catalogue for the fiftieth anniversary Exhibition of his
sculpture because, though I have not known him for fifty years, I have
for at least thirty-five. During this long period, no shadow has marred our
friendship, for Tombros-as his name implies-is honest both as a man and
as an artist.
By this, I do not mean his maintenance of moral values in the relationships and actions of everyday life, but a pure and spiritual, an overriding
obligation, which governs the man and his work from within. This is no
passive or negative attitude; on the contrary, he consciously honors claims
continually put forward by ideas self-imposed and so exalted that he is
hard put to it to attain them. The choice of such a course involves both
struggles and sacrifices. He had no hesitation in giving up positions; never
refused to be taught from the beginning. He was not afraid of submitting
his work to unknown opinions or of facing the ordeal of foreign surroundings. Even now that he has "arrived," he still has doubts and hopes concerning his art. His sure mastery and perfect technique are no hindrance to
him, for he employs these invaluable virtues in looking forward to the
future, rather than in dwelling on the past.
Few, however, have influenced the artistic life of this country more
deeply than he. Hardly a single important endeavor, new event, or progressive movement has occurred without him or his assistance. His personality is not belittled by details. He has reached a serenity molded with
his own hands, giving every man his due.
Such is the sculptor himself: his work reflects him faithfully. Sometimes it has a certain dryness because of his extreme scrupulousness and
his intense efforts to interpret phenomena without a trace of compromise;
sometimes a hardness pervades it because ofhis immense care to reproduce
the fullness of pure, absolute form. But in paying this price, he gains more.
He is, internationally, the sculptor without flabbiness, hesitation, or insincerity. He presents his work as naked and as hard as truth itsel£ He works
at it with minute attention, without a moment's respite. It is not his concern to express the chance appearance of an object, but its internal axes and
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rhythms; not just the flesh of a being, but the essence of matter; not the
skin-deep impression, but the object in its entirety, not chiaroscuro, but
the inner trends and forces of the mass. He aims at complete composition,
and this is manifest both in his classic works and in his abstract forms. All
his conceptions are exalted, and his most naturalistic works are transcendent.
These merits place him among the explorers, the forerunners, the
young. Yet, at the same time, he also belongs to the tradition of one of the
great lines of Greek sculpture which sprang from Olympia and Eretria.
MICHAEL ToMBROS, in a letter to the editor, 1960: Of my early sculptural work I consider the most important to be Ephebos, which received
the first prize for sculpture in 1909, when I was graduated from the School
of Fine Arts of the Mets6vion Polytechnic School. With this work I broke
away from the academic sterility and pseudo-impressionism that prevailed
in the School. At that time Athens admired the art ofltaly and Germany,
where the major Greek artists studied, and ignored French art and artists
like Rodin and others. With Ephebos I attempted to introduce a realistic
form combined with a living and aesthetic movement.
Before my second visit to Paris in 1920, I spent some time in ancient
Olympia where I made concentrated studies of pre-classical Greek art. I
was greatly impressed by the pediments of the temple and overwhelmed
by their composition, multiform movement, synthetic rhythm, simplicity,
and aesthetics. It was in Olympia that I perceived how a wonderful civilization taught compactly through matter that a work of art moves from
within to without and thus bestows sanctity on its surroundings, organically, dynamically, aesthetically, and spiritually. My studies in Olympia revealed the shortcomings of my predecessors, and as a result of this experience, I was able to liberate mysel£ When I returned to Paris, I began to
envisage vaguely the deeper meaning of the so-called Parisian school as
contrasted to the conservative French school of sculpture. Then, for the
first time, I understood the daring mission of the twentieth-century revolutionaries-the Fauvists and the Expressionists as well as the Cubists,
Abstractionists, and modern Classicists, The avenue of twentieth-century
art was open before me.
In 1922-23 I became acquainted with the new but hazardous directions
of the avant garde in Paris. There, in that city of artistic fermentation, I
met the great sculptors of the time. Brancusi's appreciation of my Heavy
Seated Woman brought me to the light of public attention and enabled me
to exhibit my works along with those of Archipenko, Brancusi, Lipchitz,
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Zadkine, and Laurens. By that time I had revised my position both technically and intellectually. As a new classicist, I had predetermined the importance of the lessons to be learned from the works of ancient Olympia.
I had discovered the deeper affmity of spirit between the Parisian school,
the Mycenaean geometric period, and the Aegean civilization.
Up to 1929 my non-representational work had not yet been formed,
except in some abstract drawings made in Paris from 1927 to 1929. After
my return from Paris, my efforts to introduce to Greece twentieth-century
art resulted not only in separation from my colleagues and critics, but also
in strong reactions by others against my experimental tendencies. My abstract works of that time bore the marks of my contact as a Greek artist
with an international climate in art. Pure forms, yet ornamental, these works
express the agony of attempted liberation and the struggle inherent in
modem life. Perhaps more important, I wanted to express in integrated
forms unconventional works of wider interest and through them to correct in observers a faulty perception of sculptural art.
Most people do not see, unfortunately, the real value of ancient and
archaic art. Optically, they are accustomed to search for characteristics of
the Renaissance. But my classical representational works were easily accepted because in them were elements of an architectural structure of
masses, a rhythmical expression of movement, and a spirituality aesthetically and vitally expressed. Some of my sculptural work, like that of The
Two Friends, for example, is abstractly representational. Its large architectural planes, sculptural fullness, and rhythmical aestheticism spring from
within and lead to the formation of a solidly integrated movement which
is, nevertheless, tempered by gentleness and a certain classical beauty. It
is sculpture that springs from the spirit of ancient Aegean civilization.
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I. M. PANAYOTOPOULOS: Man ofLetters
BY MINAS DIMAKIS

translated by Beebe Spanos and Tedd Athas

A

VERSATILITY so remarkable as that of I. M. Panayot6poulos, an
artistic hunger, like his, which seeks not only to taste all things but to become satiated, so fierce a passion for life and achievement, so intense a
drive toward new outlets, is always hazardous and provokes a distrust in
the reader. Literature is separated into genres, and we do not easily conceive
that a good poet may also be a good novelist. How can the analytical
descriptive writing of prose come to terms with the synthetic, elliptical,
sharply penetrating imagery of poetry which creates a miniature spiritual
universe? Perfect craftsmanship, which comes only after long practice in
any given medium, is an organic part of artistic creation. The instance of
Kazantzakis is extremely indicative. Here, a great born prose writer experiences a self-discovery after a fine term in poetry. His Odyssey, that
magnificent epic ofhuman destiny, that masterful wandering in worlds of
ideas, contains some self-sufficient lyrical passages which rival or even surpass the best works of our lyricists. The intellectual development of I. M.
Panayotopoulos is analogous to that ofKazantzakis. We are not making a
comparison here, but simply an analogy. With his imposing stature as
poet, novelist, essayist, passionate traveler, critic, art critic, scholar of neeHellenic and foreign literatures, profound thinker, and charming conversationalist, I. M. Panayotopoulos represents many forms of intellectual
endeavor and is today one of the most important contributors to the culturallife of Greece.
From the beginning, with his first poems in The Book ofMiranda (I 924),
several ofwhich were later included in his second collection, Lyrical Sketches
(1933), Panayotopoulos appeared fully equipped. His rich language and
special tone distinguished him at once from his fellow craftsmen. Lyrical
Sketches is a fulfillment and an end to his first poetic phase, one governed
by a delicate, musical tone, a liquid, fleeting atmosphere which maintains
some of the contours and all the colors and aromas of the countryside. It is
not a poetry of the hothouse, although it confronted this danger. Nor is
it the poetry of twilight. If his world does not emerge clearly through the
shadings of musical nuance, or if it seems reduced, this occurs because his
world is screened by the opaque mist of dawn. Pain and melancholy are
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named, but only as omens, as signs of great unconsumed energy; they are
not states ofbeing. Furthermore, the sound, the melody, the musical composition of the verses in Lyrical Sketches, flowing like an acoustic caress, do
not allow the sharpness of more permanent states. The poet is content with
fleeting moods, with transient shadows that are easily dispelled by the
morning sun. "Sun, I open wide my window to you," he tells us; or "I
drank the sun from the cup of the lily"; or "A sun entered the house and
we were transported." Despite the general observations made earlier, this
poetry, which in its very nature is limited by the modesty of its pursuits,
tries in its own way to be spontaneous, and it succeeds because of the
genuine sensitivity which inspires it.
After this first poetic phase, a rather long period intervenes (1933-1950)
which is highly significant for the development of the poet, and which, in
its lyrical outpouring, is reminiscent of the first phase. In the second phase,
that of Alcy6ne (1950) and The Zodiac (1952), we fmd a marvelous renewal
of substance and form. Eumenides, a poem of suffering in the face of human
destiny during the German-Italian occupation, leads us to a larger contemplation of the human condition by contrasting Hellenic light with surrounding darkness. The full brightness of this Hellenic light shines in
Apology of the Small Faun, warming and fusing the vision of the past with
the sensitivity of the present. In Helen this sensitivity fmds refuge under
a high symbol of beauty glorified by Homer and elevated by Goethe to the
spheres of the "ideal." Helen is the eternal presence in myriad faces, the one
and indivisible Ideal of Beauty, the unquenchable love, the unsatiated passion, the perfect form of the lover's quest. In his second phase the poet is
completely unfaithful to his former modes of expression. He abandons the
traditional verse forms and manipulates a free verse which, like much contemporary poetry, approximates prose rhythms. In these poems we detect,
together with external changes, a deeper alteration in his spiritual world
and in his poetic substance. This world has been subjected to a significant
metamorphosis, clearly revealed in The Frozen Moon. Through a series of
dazzling pictures of the Greek countryside and the Aegean islands, the
poet's vision, in its most intense moments, is transformed into a phantasmagoric, scorching memory. He tells us that night falls at high noon, that
the burning summer sands have become a frozen moon. Here lurks the
agony, the torment, the desperation. Something has happened in the innermost depths ofhis being, something has broken. A dark shadow has plunged
his soul into mourning. We are transported into existential areas, into metaphysical probings, to landscapes half real, half symbolic, where the frozen
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moon casts a lurid light. There is no response; we exist only for one moment
-to meet and to be lost again. Our essence is a desperate questioning which
cannot be answered. We exist only for Silence and Death. This bitter realization is expressed not only in The Frozen Moon but also in The Nightmare
where the poet reaffirms our own experience when we seek analogies in
our most eclectic relationships with such despairing personalities of contemporary art as Gauguin and van Gogh. This dramatic poetry of sharp
tones is eventually subdued, somewhat softened, by a stoicism to which
we cling as to a lifeboat.
Starlight (1945) has often been described as the novel of a generation
which painfully came to maturity after the First World War and during
the disastrous Asia Minor expedition. Here are groups of University students in Athens, the entire atmosphere of the period, the good moments
and the bad, the unfortunate young men and the carefree. In the character
of Petropoulos we are presented with the "new," the "geometric" man
whom Panayotopoulos describes scathingly in his penetrating essay "The
Downfall of the Geometric Mind." Here, too, is the literary spirit of that
time: Porphyras, Voutiras, the "Black Cat," Kariotakis, Agras, and others.
Starlight is one of those books that recall nostalgic moments, overpowering
and precious, especially when they are fragments oflost youth.
In Humble Life (1945) Panayotopoulos depicts his childhood memories
in a poor neighborhood of Piraeus. This is the first work in which realism
dominates him entirely. The characters are authentic. One feels truth and
directness from the first moment: a canvas of the entire picture, bright
colors, eloquent powers, the misery of humble life and its insignificant
joys. The central figure is Pandora, a girl of the people, wife of a sailor
who is away on foreign seas. The story ends dramatically, for the sailor
returns unexpectedly and learns of his wife's infidelities. On a carnival
night, he tries to kill her, but succeeds only in wounding her. Instead, he
kills an unfortunate old enamored bachelor who happened to be with her
that night in the tavern. It is a strikingly picturesque, dark canvas, marked
by the absurdity oflife and by the blindness and injustice of destiny. The
writer considers this work fundamental to his entire creativity. And indeed
there is an authentic vein in this prose, and a highly artistic elaboration of
the narrative material.
The Captives (1951) completes the cycle ofPanayotopoulos' narrative
works, a cycle in which we live his direct experiences with immediacy, for
he seems almost always present in the action and is easily discernible in the
development of his stories. Man, he tells us, is gripped in a triple bondage:
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to events, to other men, to one's sel£ The story takes place in a Greek countryside and in Athens, a few years before World War II, and continues
into the German-Italian occupation. The protagonists are two brothers
with unlike characters: the one with a diseased will, and the other with a
dynamic will power. The second brother is fmally shot by the Germans.
As in Kazantzakis' Zorba, we are presented with the struggle of the narrator's ego and alter ego within portrayals of village and city life. Panayotopoulos sketches various types in bas-relief: the uncle of the central character,
a village Shylock enslaved by his love of money; and the aunt, Annika, a
despairing old maid.
In his prose narratives thus far, Panayotopoulos has found expressions
for his innermost responses to life and to yesterday's memories. His aims
were at first restrained, but gradually he broadened them to more general
applications, to characteristic periods, aspects, and moments of Greek life,
concerned primarily with the personal data of his rich sensitivity. In 1956,
in a supreme moment of intellectual growth and ripe artistic potential, he
wrote The Seven Sleepers, a testament of the modem era and-something
more universal-a revelation of the fate of integral and eternal Man.
The Seven Sleepers, called a "novel," is really the chronicle of a period.
The most representative novels of our time are chronicles. The Seven
Sleepers takes place in Roman times, in the third century under the Emperor Dacius when the Empire is falling apart. The winds from the East
are strong, filled with expectation and fear. Men, timid but unsubdued,
humble but courageous, walk in the footprints of the passing legions. The
whole empire has felt their quiet footfalls, those of men who know how
to be silent and how to speak, how to endure hunger and thirst, to sleep
under the trees in the desert, and to die with their eyes fixed upon the dawn
of the "mystic day." Against this background, the author weaves his stories,
or better, the lives of the seven young men from various cities of the East
who gathered at Ephesus as soldiers of Rome. They met, and as they recognized in each other a common faith, they tried to guard it from the
despotism of the times. Concealed in a cave, they fell into a supernatural
sleep that lasted for two centuries. When they awoke, the new period was
no longer ruled by Rome, but by the city of Constantine. This was a period
when the world, an ethical and social structure, was being destroyed and a
new awareness was beginning to rule. The seven young men represent a
form ofpassive resistance of conscience, but this is not expressed outwardly.
In these masterfully interwoven stories (some are complete in themselves,
like the excellent tale of Iamblichos, one of the purest in Neo-Hellenic
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literature), we hear the clang of Roman weapons and the mournful cries
of persecuted Christians as the heroes try to preserve human dignity and
to fortify the esoteric man. The tale depicts an attitude of life in which,
consciously or unconsciously, the author discovers himself, and touches
on many contemporary problems of human existence.
Rarely does a book such as The Seven Sleepers-untimely in its parts,
timely in its theme-create an effect so revealing that it embraces not only
the past and present but also the eternal. The young men do not take to
the crossroads to preach their faith, nor do they fight on a battlefield to
impose their ideas. Their struggle is resolved within the inmost depths of
their being; the only reward they hope for is the triumph ofjustice before
the end of time. They are quick to realize that they embody only a philosophic evidence, that they are merely a movement of ideas, a token,
nothing more. Yet even if they who once fought with body and soul, who
conquered fear and the need for security by paying with their lives, were
still alive, they would see everywhere the hypocrisy and cunning, the injustice and the suppression of man against man. Thus, Panayotopoulos
confronts us with the absurdity oflife, the incomprehensibility ofhuman
fate. It is an inner as well as an outer battle, he tells us, which seeks to justify
the eternal longings of mankind. In the end, all that remains is the seeking,
a sigh of joy and freedom. The seven young men go back to their cave
where, inviting death, they escape to the Beyond and taste the Absolute.
Another decisive expression of Panayotopoulos' prose is the literary
essay, a form which is independent ofother related modes, such as criticism,
the study, or the dissertation, all equally fundamental to his interests. The
literary essays ofPanayotopoulos have a deep artistic force. His two collections, Discourses of the Naked Soul (1946) and Thought and Word (1954), are
the products of persistent training which began with bibliographical notations, with scrutiny of current literary productions, and which fmally
distilled into the synthetic studies ofhis third collection, Men and Works.
In this book, concerned with N eo-Helleuic and foreign literatures, Panayotopoulos' critical perspicacity, his knowledge of the problems of art, his
interpretative power, all helped him reach one of the most positive evaluations and classifications in Neo-Hellenic critical inquiry.
In his first series of essays, the contemplative and lyrical man are analyzed with various forms of the inner monologue, with the introspection
of poetry and imagination. Everything is tested in relation to the subject
and his perceptions, a discourse with the self from a heightened point of
view. Each assertion brings its contradiction and advances to the ordeal of
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subjective reactions. The subject not only reflects, studies, investigates the
human condition and his place in it, but also projects some modes of consciousness, of thought, and of resolving the tensions of that condition.
Panayotopoulos also proposes some personal solutions which, if properly
applied, could create a livelier sense of responsibility among the masses of
people. If these solutions are offered not as dogmas, but voiced as anxiety,
protest, grievance against an irrational and incoherent world, they will become inevitable. Despite all affliction and disappointment, springing from
an anxiety aroused in turn by harsh reality, the contemplative and lyrical
man who lives an intense and rich inner life can never lose hope. He is
never a pessimist. He always fmds a way to escape. Even in moments of
agony, the lyrical thinker fmds some salvation. This outcome is not casual
and fruitless; so fierce is his passion for life, so firm his resistance, so determined his will to outlast the limits of his endurance, that these alone can
be a form of victory, of optimism, ofjoy.
Yet the intellectual, the human adventure continues. There is no relie£
The personal world made of dreams and fantasy is quickly destroyed;
doubts rebound sovereignly, always unanswerable; agony multiplies; the
power of resistance wanes. Our world is fragile because it is a world only
of our desires whose realization is obstructed by subjective data. If we
could really be free, we could perhaps perceive this world with the eyes
of the soul in a fleeting vision. But we are captives in the nets of an absurd
existence which is alien to that of our imagination.
Perhaps within the realm ofbooks, where the ideal world is crystallized,
completed, and not in a perpetual state of becoming; perhaps in artistic
creation where problems always fmd their solutions-presuming that the
solutions do not exclude each other but contribute to the realization of a
masterpiece-perhaps it is here that a nature so restless and unsatisfied as
that of I. M. Panayotopoulos finds relief and certainty.

I. M. PANAYOTOPOULOS: A Selection
from HUMBLE LIFE
translated by Mary Gianos
PANDORA AND THE SEA-ROVER

A

DENSE GLOOM had settled oflate over Pandora's small house, such
a heavy gloom that even her mother became aware how much her impending downfall was going to be a great and slippery one, full of dangers and
pitfalls. There in the neighborhood ofKaminia which Pandora frequented,
the good-for-nothing girl had become a master at her craft. She was always
hanging around with new crowds that never became old crowds, because
they were forever being replaced;just as her blouses and dresses and shawls
and coats were always being replaced by new ones. A whole rack of clothes
lined the closets in the small house. It was incomprehensible to her mother
what Pandora would do with all those clothes, and how she would justify
their ownership to that roving sailor, her husband, who sent her so little
money; he who had recently been released from the brig and was now
roaming over Tunisia like a doomed soul.
"One of these days he'll sneak in here unexpectedly," her mother would
cry, "and then a great calamity will overtake us."
But Pandora only giggled heedlessly. "So let him come! Or do you
suppose that I'm going to fall at his feet? Those days are over. So many men
begging me.... And to say that they're my inferiors! No, my dear;
they're each one of them something!"
"That first beau of yours who gave you such ideas is to blame! It's true
what they say about this business-the first boy friend should never enter
the house, because once he's entered, all is lost. There's no restraining a
woman after that."
"He's not behaving any better where he is."
"No, my child, for a man it's a different story. He's a single man there in
foreign places.... "
"And I'm a single woman. I will not waste my youth, I'll have you
know ! Let him return to his home, let him become a family man again,
then you'll see how I'll honor my wedding wreath."
Such were the words with which Pandora rebuked her mother. Abandoning her child in her mother's care from night until morning, and again
from morning until night, she sat before the mirrored cabinet, daubing all
kinds of make-up on her face and saturating the rooms with heavy per-
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fumes as she sang, always sang, misty-eyed, as though she had given herself entirely to the devil, to a sweet, invincible devil who was master of her
body and soul. Then there were times when she returned home late, when
the clock in the living room struck midnight, or two, four, or five o'clock,
or dawn was about to break, and she would tumble into bed, exhausted,
aching, her inflamed eyes lined with shadows, gasping like a madwoman,
as though her joints had become unhinged. And as she undressed in the dim
lamplight, she examined her body closely, as though it still burned with the
surviving marks of caresses and kisses. The neighbors already considered
her lost. A girdle of shame was carved invisibly around the small house, as
though a piece of dry earth, a small island in a turbulent sea, lay in that spot.
Pandora, however, was unconcerned, both about the neighbors and about
the rest of the world. She never raised her eyes to look at a soul, but slithered
downhill like a hunted animal until she reached Lefka where she would stop
for a moment, draw a deep breath, and continue on her way with a new
stride, as though she were a crawling flame of hell lapping the mud on the
street.
In the yard of the small house stood an almond tree, planted in ancient
times, an aged tree with a thick trunk, with branches like naked hands outstretched. There, her mother-in-law hung the tiny clothes of the child, and
then the hands dripped with bluing water as though shedding tears over
their own calamity. January came, and the small hands blossomed, the tiny
yard brightened; so did the house. All at once, Pandora found herselflike
an errant woman in the midst of all those snowy blossoms, so incongruous
was the white almond tree against her bleeding lips and her inflamed cheeks.
The pre-Lenten season had opened. But then, February, too, suddenly
remembering its peculiar habits, sprinkled snow over the streets and houses,
the second snowfall for that year, and later, regretting, cast a golden sunlight until everything was right again, as though nothing had happenedso faithless and such a cajoler was this February! In the afternoons, we children gathered in front of the church and had fun with the acrobats who
gave daily performances. There were five or six big gawky fellows with
long mustaches-one even had lost his right eye-and they spread a tattered
blanket on the ground near the pepper trees, took off their coats under
which they wore red and blue tricot garments from their necks down to
their ankles, and performed all kinds of somersaults and acrobatics, which
amused us exceedingly. It's one thing to hear all this described, and quite
another actually to witness it. Every so often they interrupted their performance so that the powdered clown who traveled with the troupe, wear-
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ing a false nose two feet long and eyeglasses without lenses, circulated
through the crowd and collected dimes and nickels in a tin can. Say what
you will, these acrobats were something to behold. Sometimes they even
brought a musician with them, who wore a black greasy suit, baggy trousers that narrowed toward the cuffs and fell in folds over his patched shoes,
and a tiny grey hat, without any creases, which sat high on his head. The
musician, seated in a chair, played on a large harmonica, and those others
with the tricots gambolled about, shouting and clapping their hands so that
we could not take our eyes off their crazy capers.
Afterwards, the camel passed by, and sometimes the urchins under
the heavy shabby cloth representing the animal's hide got in a fight and
abandoned the camel, a bundle of cloth and ceiling boards, there on the
ground, and chased one another around with such cursing as we had never
heard before. The bearkeepers also passed by with their heavy chains, their
clanging tambourines, and their unkempt, sulking bears which stood on
their haunches, and it was frightful to see all these, both the dark, pockmarked faces of the keepers and the slow-moving bears. Finally they would
set up the gaitanaki in the church square. A group of clowns danced around
this thick pole set in the middle, holding the colored streamers suspended
from its top like a bright, multi-colored wave. The clowns danced on and on,
not even stopping for breath-so swift and competent were they. Some
even wore skirts, pretending to be soubrettes. But it didn't take much,
when you looked at them, to recognize that they were nothing more than
a group scraped together down at the harbor, some unprosperous lovers
of dance who, in one way or another, sometimes filled their bellies. And
you ran into Pierrots and Harlequins and other foolish characters in this
multi-colored gaitanaki which constantly stirred, like the frothy sea, with
all kinds of twisting and turning and staggering and nudging-and the
organ, somewhat apart, drowsily set the rhythm till it made you think:
doesn't that blessed fellow turning the handle ever get tired ! It was enough
to make you feel sorry for him.

* * *
Then came the last Sunday before Lent. Then came the afternoon, and
the sunshine was sweet with a north wind blowing so softly you barely felt
it, so submissive was it. People began to gather in the open space; and the
pepper trees, ready to drop, as though exhausted in the sweetness of the
hour, made you think: "This is the beginning of the fairy tale. Good evening!" -so warmly, so eternally did you desire to live. The coffee house
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brought out its tables; Anifantis, too, filled his sidewalk with tables and
chairs; and Uncle Demos's tavern across the street (which we haven't had
occasion to mention before), also put on its festive attire, and shortly the
crowd was so thick you could not insert even a needle through it. Boys and
girls and middle-aged folks, even old men, abandoned their homes, and old
women, too, for they all had eaten and drunk well. What did it matter if
the weekly salary was all spent? There's only one life to be lived, and you
had the impression that hearts blossomed and a madness blew, as softly as
the north breeze, through all minds. Even Mother-we'll see this laterput on her best dress and Father his new grey felt hat, an unmistakable sign
that this was a special day, and they went down toward the coffee house
where we, too, sat for a time and ate our Turkish delight and licked our
fingers unabashedly-so sweet and rose-flavored it was! Father sipped his
coffee loudly, after first blowing on it, and raised his eyes high as though
looking at God, and Mother sat there almost ashamed before all those
people-so unsophisticated and inexperienced was the poor thing. The
two organ grinders came; one stood under the pepper trees, the other in
front of Uncle Demos's tavern, and those blessed fellows began to play
the same old songs, over and over again.... Then came the gaitanaki and
the acrobats and the camels till the crowds became so unbearable there
wasn't room to walk or stop. The boys told risque jokes to the girls who
smelled of powders and colognes, and the girls nearly died with laughter as
they called out to the boys: "Now don't get fresh!" And then the boys became bolder and barked at the girls, "Woof! Woof!'' Yes, that's what they
said, and it was enough to make you lose your mind. It was already getting
dark and the shopkeepers carried out more tables-strange where they
found all those tables, as though they vomited them out from their bellies
-and set them up under the pepper trees, clearing a path with shouts, and
shoving through the excited crowd. The lamp-lighter lit the gas lamps;
the stars, too, came out, and it was truly like a fairy story, except that the
princesses were missing.

* * *
It was dark now; the pigeons had crawled into their holes, and the door
of the church was still open. The priest was taking his walk around the
narthex; the schoolteacher was with him, carrying his whipping stick. Both
shook their heads sadly at all this debauchery-"People aren't the same any
more; that's why God has cursed us" -when, at that moment, Pandora
came out of her small house accompanied by a middle-aged man, the im-
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portant person, no doubt, from the Kaminia. It was a long time since we
had seen Pandora mingling so boldly with the neighbors and we admired
her for her indifferent air and for a lot of other attributes. Pandora was
beautiful that night, more beautiful than at any other time! Her body
seemed to have become more mature, more firm and radiant, her flaming
gaze more profound, her hair more raven-like and more glowing, her feet
more gliding, and her hands, accustomed to fondling and kissing, more
loving. Wherever she stopped, you thought the sea raged around her, a
sirocco, as though there wasn't a single man who hadn't been unfaithful
for her sake. The middle-aged man walked beside her seriously and contentedly. What did it matter to him? Let Pandora enjoy herself, just as he
was enjoying himself! Pandora introduced him again and again as her
uncle who had just come from America and had brought her a thousand
lovely things. And truly, you could have taken him for an American if you
looked at him closely, so stocky and prosperous-looking and well-groomed
he was! Uncle Demos, the tavern-keeper, brought out a table for them,
setting it at the very edge of the sidewalk, and the middle-aged man gave
order after order as the near-by merry-makers started to sing between
gasps and sighs and jokes till before long they were all intoxicated and set
off for distant shores.

* * *
Pandora was very beautiful; well, there's only one life, why say the
same things over and over! Night fell and the stars came out to ask what
was going on there. Uncle Demos brought out the second acetylene lamp
and fastened it on the tree beside Pandora's table. Her eyes sparkled again,
and her hair sparkled; her laughter was heard clashing like the wave which
shatters frothily against the aged rock-that's how Pandora's laughter also
shattered and fell like silver dust in the open square. Then the landlord,
Mr. Aristomenis, no longer able to resist, ordered Uncle Demos to treat
the group at his expense, pointing at the "Americanos" and Pandora. They
were delighted and drank the wine to his health. After that, the "Ameri, , treatedh"
canos
t e gent1emen , andth"
e gent1emen, returnedth e treat
and brought their chairs nearer so that the group grew larger, and all were
men of some prominence, forty-year-olds or over. No one could possibly
think anything wrong, even though the impudent youths across the way
were shouting frantically, and even though the organ was now gasping
from exhaustion. A clown with powdered face and purple nose came to
bow before them, and they overflowed him, too, with wine and threw
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plenty of silver drachmas into his cup; everything was beautiful and good,
and Pandora now broke into song and the nostalgia increased, greatly increased, becoming one with the night and the stars, as though it had emptied
from the flaming bowels of creation....
From this point on, events become quite involved. No matter how I attempt to arrange them in order, something in my memory always remains
hazy and unaccountable-and, of course, the blame falls on me who, feeling my knees weakened from all the running around and the sliding down
the chute, took my brother and returned home, leaving many people still
in the square, the festivity blazing, and the singing unfolding like a large,
red rose. Afterwards, the neighbors brought us the news, SavoUla first and
foremost, and Mrs. Katerina, and later on a great number of other people.
Did any of us close his eyes throughout that dreadful night?
They were having such a wonderful time right there that no one
thought of leaving, that's how much they enjoyed gazing into Pandora's
eyes and sampling her jests and her laughter, for they all sensed irretrievable
youth fluttering in their introspective hearts. The hour was far advanced,
and the north wind, becoming stronger, whipped the benighted pepper
trees with frozen wings, when Pandora's husband, that roving sailor, broke
loose from the shadow ofthe church with heavy stride, a portion of shadow
himsel£ He always returned from his foreign travels in this unexpected
manner, always weighted down with lovely things and manly vigor, uncontrollable and quarrelsome about everything, as though he were about
to die and therefore sought to consummate everything, but consummated
nothing. He had knocked on the closed door of the small house with his
thick fist, entered, and found, in the dimness of the night-light, only the old
woman lying beside the child. He called to Pandora, but the only reply
came from the old woman who rose startled from her tattered mattress
and eyed him from head to toe as though grovelling at his feet, her eyes bewildered, her hands, her entire body trembling, and her voice broken as
though an unbearable hoarseness choked her. All at once, the sea-rover
found the house empty, empty and cold. Frosty cold. Then memories collected in his heart-those scathing words, slippery and thick and full of
mystery, that someone or other, a friend or a neighbor, had flung at him in
foreign ports where they met, in the distant, unfriendly cities. The searover carried a scar on his cheek from that night in Tunis, and his gaze was
heavy and dim, his lips dark-skinned, bloodless, with an oppression lodged
over him like mist. The old woman lighted the lamp that was on the center
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table, threw a coat over her shoulders, wore her down-at-heel slippers, and
it was as though she sensed him facing her like a judge; she mumbled her
words so that he couldn't unravel a thing except that, wherever she was,
Pandora would be returning, for she had gone to a sick, a very sick neighbor, and of course must have been delayed there. But such words failed to
placate the sea-rover's heart. He set his bags in a corner, cast offhis mackintosh and his cap, and hatless as he was, hair ruffled, with his boots, his heavy
blousy jacket, his nostrils sniffmg the air, he appeared at the square to ask,
to learn. And over there, under the yellow acetylene lamp, he saw his wife
in the midst of an unknown crowd, all laughter and song, so that his stormy
mind became even more stunned, and he paused for a moment, as though
undecided which course to take until fmally a deep groan burst from his
hairy chest. The merrymakers who still remained in the square came to
their senses and the songs ceased as a frightful chill disembodied their souls.
Pandora also saw him and attempted to rise, crying, "Mother!" That was
all she had time to cry before she was sprawling on the ground-the searover spitting a string of blasphemies from his mouth while the "Ameridnos" moved out of sight and no one ever saw him again, as though the
darkness of night had swallowed him up. Everyone else scattered till the
place around was vacated and left cold and empty like a well-swept threshing floor. Only Pandora remained lying on the sidewalk motionless-she
could have fainted; and Mr. Aristomenis stood erect, even though encumbered with wine, an assistant and protector-he certainly hadn't served his
country faithfully for so many years to lose courage like a child at sight of
the first insolent brute. In fact, he even cried out to the sea-rover: "Don't
move or I'll let you have it!" and he made a motion to draw his small pistol
from his back pocket (tsaf! tsaf!), but he had forgotten it at home.
I won't swear to it that events took place as I am going to relate them.
But the most obvious fact is that the sailor would listen to nothing; not that
anyone, except the landlord, came forward to stop him. Drawing his large
knife from the sheath hidden under his wide belt, he fell on Pandora. The
landlord became fierce and, at that moment, deserved admiration. He attempted to grab the sailor's hand, but the man was strong-armed, very
strong-armed, and slipped through the landlord's fingers. Mr. Aristomenis
grabbed him a second time, by the leg now, and the sailor, transformed into a savage, slashed here and there, not caring what he struck, and knifed
Mr. Aristomenis and also struck Pandora one or two blows, the first one
superficially under her right breast, and the second on her leg, near the
ankle, but without much harm to her. In the meantime, the women and
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children in the square had begun to screech and yell; the sexton mounted
the belfry of the church and rang the bell violently, as though the very devil
lived in the bell's frozen clapper. Several husky fellows rushed after the
sea-rover and began to beat him with their fists, striking left and right without considering where their blows fell, until his body became black and
blue and his head swollen. Then, with perfect timing, the authorities came
to handcuffhim and take him away.
Mr. Aristomenis remained where he was, drowned in his own black
blood and wine, rolled into a ball, without human shape, as though his entire body had become a frightful grimace. The soft north wind blew over
him bitingly, and everything had become very quiet in a frightful peace,
there beneath the shadow of the church, beneath the intoxicated stars. A
clown sat on the sidewalk before Anifantis' s tavern across the street, beating his body and crying, because he loved Mr. Aristomenis, that harmless
man who had always been so very kind to him.
Until dawn the crowd murmured and lamented in the square. Everyone
mourned for the landlord, whose one thin leg, black now, protruded
through his ripped trousers. They all cursed Pandora, lying shrunk against
the wall, without even the strength to pull her dress around her body, but
who still appeared warm and sweet in her painful nakedness. Only after
the Morning Star had set did the authorities return to load the landlord on
a cart. They covered him with a blanket, as though it were not fitting that
the unfortunate man should be cold in the first light of dawn, and sent
Pandora to the hospital to have her wounds attended. Uncle Demos and a
waiter, the one with the big ears, began to pour buckets of water on the
sidewalk to wash away the blood. The first Monday ofLent was dawning,
and it was improper that any signs of carnival night should remain.

from STARLIGHT
translated by Mary Gianos
THE GEOMETRIC MAN
THEN CAME THE great disaster. The East disgorged all her refuse.
Islands, beaches, roads, plains, cities-all darkened. The Aegean became
clouded. Everywhere the huge blaze of Smyrna scattered cinders, ashes,
wailing, and mourning-men's souls filled with cinders, brains filled with
ashes, and the flame danced, lapping up the mainlands and the seas. Asia
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Minor descended to the seashore. Orphaned, homeless, dishevelled, nakedbreasted, destitute. And the boats loaded her residue, her tears, her terror,
her unbelievable suffering and carried them all, gasping, wherever free
land, wherever a handful of peaceful earth existed. A thing unspeakable,
which had never happened before, a face deformed, with misty eyes fixed
on the sunset, with lips rigid in convulsive horror. Day and night, whatever had time to escape, whatever could be saved, strode across the sea and
came here to seek shelter: men, old men, women, children, the sweet girls
oflonia, the defeated soldiers and cannons and horses, and all that was left
of their household goods, of their old happiness and love. The roads from
the harbors to the cities were swarming; a thick, afflicted humanity, famished, wounded, desperate, barely able to drag its feet. It longed for nothing: only a bit ofbread, a bit of rag to cover its nakedness, a bit of shelter to
rest its weary body, where it could weep, could mourn for itself, for others,
for what it once possessed, for the dream which was completely destroyed
back there beyond the crimson curtain of the greedy flame. And everyone
asked: "What's to become of us?" But no response could be found to this
question. Loneliness, utter loneliness.

* * *
An old shack stood there, a square warehouse with broken windows,
with a decayed roof, with no doors, a hole in which some two hundred
people had been piled. Angelos became furious.
"This isn't right," he observed.
"And what's to be done?" Petropoulos replied. "Who's going to abandon his house and turn it over to them? Let alone that they're dirty, they're
also all diseased, they haven't a nickel. A million and a half people. What
can this country possibly do ! We didn't have enough food for our army
and now to become burdened with all these people. The committees are
doing their best. Not a schoolhouse, not a warehouse, not a tent has remained that hasn't been put to use. In theatres, in cinemas, in churches, in
coffee-houses-all over Greece; everywhere! And what people! God
keep you from them!"
"But we brought them here!" Angelos said. "We uprooted them, made
orphans out of them.What are they to do?"
"Stay in their own country!"
"What are you talking about? Their country is ashes and stumps. The
Aegean is red. The fish eat nothing but human flesh!"
"Now what's the use, Angelos? Whatever can be done will be done.
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Drives, committees, checks from America, plans for housing projects ....
Everything is being done. You saw them in Piraeus. They're better offhere;
at least they have a roof over their heads!"
The two men walked on thoughtfully. Overhead, the beams had deteriorated and rotted away, roof tiles were missing, the wind entered from
all directions, the rain dripped everywhere. The entire space was portioned
off into small sections, a family in each quarter. They had strung ropes and
hung their tattered blankets to separate themselves from one another. Some,
lying on the ground, attempted to rest a little; others, sitting cross-legged,
glued their eyes on the muddy earth, deep in thought. The women attempted to straighten things a bit, to set up some semblance of a household
within those ruins. Then there were the younger women who combed
their hair before a broken piece of mirror as though remembering that they
had once possessed beauty. Even modesty was lacking. Attempting to protect yourself in one way, you only became exposed in another. Rags, rags.
Petropoulos was again in high spirits.
"Well, did you all sleep well over here?"
But how could they answer him.
"The rations!" some cried out. "They left us without food last night!"
"The rations will be here!"
"When will they be here? Day after tomorrow?"
"No, rations will arrive shortly. Any time now!"
In the meantime, he nudged Angelos to glance at a face, a leg, shoulders,
and even something more, whatever was exposed at the moment, at some
movement-his thirst even included the immature girls who had not yet
sensed their tormented beauty and were more careless and thoughtless. Outside the warehouse stood a faucet where they obtained water and somehow
managed to wash. Then the men dried themselves on their sleeves, the
women on their petticoats, for most women wore only petticoats, which
they lifted cautiously. Petropoulos perceived a young girl near the water
faucet.
"Let me introduce you to Mariori," he said to Angelos. "Look at her.
Isn't she a beauty?"
Angelos raised his eyes and gazed on a pale, sad face, full of an exceptional grace, and a body of opaque ivory which transmitted an irrepressible warmth. Petropoulos placed his hands in his pockets.
"Come, Mariori," he said to her. "I've saved these for you." And he
gave her fifty drachmas. But the girl failed to move.
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"I don't want anything," she said. "We'll get along like everyone else."
"No, no, you'll take these; they're for you."
And he moved nearer and touched her. His eyes sparkled like a wolf's.
But Mariori, with a quick movement, passed inside and was lost in the
depth of the warehouse. Petropoulos turned to Angelos, enraged.
"What's she going to do? Stubbornness upon stubbornness! In a week
she'll be at my house. She's all alone."
"That's horrible!" Angelos said.
"Ah ! my dear man. Ifl'm not the one, someone else will be. Of that
you can be certain ! A pity we came such a distance for her! Come, now
let's go for some kind of relaxation from all this."
They walked up to Syntagma Square.
"The Revolution does very well indeed," Petropoulos was saying, "in
seeking to convict all who are responsible. The guilty should, unquestionably, be punished. Heads ought to fall, many heads! Then we can proceed
on our way, all together, now that we've at any rate found ourselves like
this-we can proceed with new courage for a new country! Ah! now you
can be certain that everything will change! The difficulties are great; we'll
work quite hard, spend sleepless nights, suffer, be deprived of a great deal,
but in the end, we'll be better off, much better off; of that you can be positive! Do you want us to sit somewhere? I'm simply exhausted today. Only,
let's not stop at Zappeion, for God's sake! The refugees have flooded the
hall there. My soul suffers to see it in such a state!"
"No, I prefer to return home!"
"As you like. An odd character you were born and an odd one you'll
die.I"
They parted on the spot, at the beginning ofPhilellinon Street. Angelos
walked ahead thoughtfully.
"How disgusting ! How disgusting, my God ! There, Petropoulos
among the foremost and best last time, among the foremost and best this
time ! The new man ! The new period! The happiness we were expecting,
the pure mind, the pure heart!"
Angelos heard heavy footsteps and saw the crowd gathering, becoming more dense on the steps, the sidewalk, along the pepper trees. It was a
regiment of the Revolution, just returning from Chios with their horses,
their cannons, a flag in the lead, tattered, tormented. He stopped, staring at
the faces of all those thin, darkened, skeletonized men; at those exhausted
horses dragging their hooves over the asphalt-like sleepwalkers. The
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troops that had gone to Asia Minor. He recalled the spring of 1919. And he,
too, asked himself, as had the refugees between their tears and moans: "And
now, what's to become of us?"
Across the street, Daphni stood watching the sad procession. Angelos
sensed the blood rising to his heart; his hands froze, his feet froze, his entire body shivered. Did he still love her? Perhaps he did continue to love
her-everything is sometimes possible in this world! He remembered
Mariori. Two opposing forces battled within him -and he remained where
he was, suspended in mid-air, listening to the passing horses, and sensed the
distressed calm of the crowds encircle him like a distant sea.

DOWNFALL OF THE GEOMETRIC MIND
translated by Amy Mims
illustrated by M{nos Argyrakis

OuR

witnessed many amazing things and is destined to
witness many more still to come. So much has occurred, in fact, that we
often feel a sense of pride in simply being alive, in breathing, in walking
along the paths ofhistory-in living through history so intensely, so fully,
that we wonder if anything new will be left for our descendants to experience. We are now reaching the midpoint of this tormented century,
shadowed by a red crown of glory and polluted blood. Our valleys are
covered with crosses. Our rivers send corpses in droves down to the horizonless seas. We are living through a complex reality. A moment of time
becomes infinite and takes on a thousand different shapes. Our human perceptions are by now extremely limited. We are "at a loss to steer the
wandering mind in our bosom" as Parmenides expressed it.
Let us pause for a moment at this vantage point of the historical instant,
for it has significance. I speak of the spectacular twilight of the Caesars, the
last grimace of the comic actors as they leave the stage in a shower of abuse.
Whoever thinks it is the dramatic characters that disappear is enormously
deceived. It is the spirit of the geometric mind that dies, the abstract pattern
that is shattered. Universal rules and compulsions become obsolete. Rigid
doctrine is destroyed. The Messianic spirit is shifted in the stream ofhistory,
and idolatry collapses at its own clay feet. For several years now this
chimera has misled many people into thinking that life can be subjected to
AGE HAS
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a geometric pattern. But they have made a slight error in judgment, for
they think oflife as a quantity, as something measureable and capable of
being expressed by a number. They do not see the quality, the continual
change that is its real immortality. They have thought of the earth as a mere
geographical map and have tried to defme it by their scientific knowledge
... as if they could ever imprison this eternally pulsing heartbeat, rich in
its complex rhythm, whence the vital being of the world arises. Now that
the Caesars are dying their miserable deaths, we can look truth straight in
the eyes. In a broader context, perhaps, we may regard this as only the first
defeat of scientific knowledge in its narrow, mean-spirited sense. Perhaps
these may even be the laurels of the first battle man has waged against this
monster that goes by many names, the Machine. It does not obey, it commands. But now it must learn to obey!
Clearly we are now traveling towards a new evaluation oflife, towards
a refurbishing of values whereby toil and human effort can once again exist
in their own rightful surroundings, where scientific knowledge will exist
in order to serve and to become a humane form of knowledge, a humane
wisdom and a humane logic. For unless man stands in our midst as our aim
and trophy, no fulfillment will ever exist either temporarily or permanently. Ifl am able to gauge the situation accurately, I think we are now embarking on a period of active will power. Of course, I do not mean the
individual will break the bonds that link him with his environment. On
the contrary, he will now work consciously for the common good. Common suffering has now wrought a miracle for, more than any other force,
it has led us to a truer vision and a more essential awareness ofhumanity.
Thus, the many stages we would have traversed only gradually in the past
ages, we have now experienced all at once. Almost imperceptibly, we find
ourselves now on the other side of the fence where we see a rich, productive
land that, like a new bride, only awaits our own fertilization to burst into
flower. In the lifeless faces of the Caesars we have read our real fate. One
kind of world has vanished: the world of the monk who was allowed to
study only Aristotle, the world of "hierarchy" and "authority" that
stands against human dignity, against man's inherent excellence.
Even now our path is not entirely free of obstacles, but I believe we have
overcome the most difficult one. If we should chance to hold our breath,
we shall surely sense some deeper serenity welling up from the bloodstained
vitals of the earth. Most important of all, we will appreciate the privilege
granted us of being alive at this moment in time ... ofliving the life of a
human being who is in the throes of some kind of deliverance, like the joy
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that blesses a mother's labor when her infant is born. We feel no guilt in
our love for this earth and for the human being. And we are proud that we
feel no guilt.
Men who are governed by geometry are not in the habit of watching
the sea. They remain imprisoned in their studios, working out their plans
with compasses. They prepare the dead pattern, a coffm for which one must
die before fitting comfortably into its hollow, a submission to the abstract
form we knew so well during the period of slavery. This is not a conscious
participation in an endeavor, but on the contrary, a genuinely terrifying
thing: the absolute denial ofhuman dignity. The slave who accepts slavery
has a barren and arid soul. He has debased himself and therefore can wander ainid the multiple spectacles of life, devoid of imagination. Many
things have impressed us in this terrible interval when we simply held our
breath, waiting for the sun. We have seen the soldier halt before an innocent girl, an unsuspecting child, or an old man who was savoring his last
drops oflife. He has been ordered to shoot ... and he does shoot. He has
killed helpless people, without pausing to reflect, without a moment's hesitation. Not one soldier has had the courage to lower his weapon, to refuse,
and to die because he would not kill.
This brutality is surely a lack ofimagination. It is like arid land, like the
mountain that never moves but stands frozen for all eternity. Imagination
is like the sea: a vast heart encircling the frozen earth, trying night and day
to teach her the power of change. The soldier who killed the child Inight
have had a child himsel£ Yet this simple fact struck no fainiliar chord within him, gave him no grie£ To feel grief you must have imagination. Otherwise you know only the physical resistance inherent in your own body.
You consist of an impersonal collection of elements, a more or less sensitive
skin, a nervous system composed of steel wire or flesh. The slave who became our master has shown us the infmite stupidity of human beings. He
has made us lose confidence in humanity. But the martyr has offered it to
us again intact and pure and immortal. It is not the meaning of death which
he has taught us, but the true value oflife.
So life reflects solely the rhythm of the sea. Now, how could we ever
geometrically measure that indomitable expanse of water, in its constant
state of upheaval, lashing against the rocks, riding over the scorching sandy
beaches where night and day, never silent, it whistles and wails and sings
and travels with the winds from cape to cape, arm in arm with them,
knowing neither rest nor peace and, more than any other element of na-
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ture, giving us a sense of the infinite? For this reason, I believe it is vital that
we go down to the sea and by looking ... looking ... enrich our inner
awareness with this scene so rich in meanings.
The dictatorship of machines and of deterministic attitudes plaguing
our century has even bordered on the unpardonable sacrilege of trying to
subjugate man to its own frozen mold. But man has resisted. He has not
bent. He has broken whenever he could no longer hold out. He has struggled with all the faith and hope and patience he has, with his nails and his
teeth, with his gun and his sword, and with the depth of his gaze, burning
with fury and hatred. We learned to be furious and to hate, and when we
could not shout we escaped into a mute eruption that, like some underground current, tore asunder the vitals of the earth.
The truly free man is he who is reborn each minute, who dies and is
resurrected every minute. The geometrically molded dictator was not a
true human being. He was a dead cog in an immense, accurately designed
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instrument of death. He was a miserable sleepwalker who had given up his
own most precious right, the right to think for himsel£ He fmally accepted,
perhaps unwillingly, certainly unconsciously, the fact that he was a "fmished" man, in other words a dead man. I think we have not fully realized
the meaning of "fmished" -this terrifying sense of barren self-denial, of
total self-neglect. If we want to see this reality in a wider framework, we
will have to assume that nothing brings more relief than this "fmished"
state. Most people who, willingly or not, compete in the mad rush among
us, do so not because they long for a vital, rich sense of struggle, but simply
because they wish to achieve their ends more swiftly in order to attain peace
and quiet. Fortunately, our present times starkly reveal these complacent,
"fmished," mass-produced human beings. The wretched Caesars who
reigned so ingloriously attempted just this: to mass-produce humanity
according to the dictates of their own will.
Perhaps it was not humanity that punished them so tragically. Perhaps
it was the deeper meaning of life itself that was responsible: that essence of
the historical state of"becoming," that everflowing ebb and tide of things,
that river ceaselessly traveling towards the boundless ocean, continually
changing shapes, never the same, always renewing itself and dying, reviving and again dying that it may revive and die again, and thus overflow
undaunted from the sources of waters to the lowlands in a creative act that
unfolds every single second, that makes every second joyous. This desire,
this capacity for creation is true freedom, unconfmed and never preconceived. It defies every attempt to limit and to discipline it, although this
discipline has its origin and justification in freedom. Thereafter many events
acquire an apocalyptic flavor. The hidden impetus becomes so great that
when we fmally see it flash brilliantly before us, our eyes are dazzled.
Since we are speaking of the downfall of the geometric mind, it is not
out of place to speak of the great joy man has in shaping his own destiny.
Whoever delves carefully into the consciousness of other ages and attempts
to unravel their characteristics, as well their aspirations, must surely sense
the rebirth of confidence in man's ability. This has been apparent ever since
the Renaissance and firmly planted in the very heart of the stream of history. But neither then nor later, when science triumphed, did it succeed in
spreading so far or so deeply as today. The Renaissance gave a certain
aesthetic and philological hue to the revival of man. Science went beyond
its proper limits and apparently strayed towards goals quite different from
those it should have kept constantly in sight. Two distinct human types
crystallized which, in spite of other virtues, were unable to realize fully the
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and on the other the practical and the rational. Eventually these types became frozen patterns, for whatever cannot keep pace with the continually
changing rhythm of life is condemned to extinction. The fate of the first
type was to tum into an overinflated ego drifting vaguely in the clouds.
The fate of the second was to tum into the Machine, imperceptibly but
systematically steering towards the illusion of human mass-production.
And above these two fates, motionless, silent, an eternal riddle, hovers
Fate, a blind unpitying force capable of bestowing consolation to the first
and privilege to the second.
If we look carefully from the vantage point of recent years, we shall
easily verify that, although overwhelmed by all these struggles, in spite of
all its false turns, stops, and retreats, the journey continues towards that unclouded peak where man once again may fmd his full-fleged sense of responsibility. Admittedly, the path becomes easier once you have decided
to cast off all your burdens, and thus move forward more lightly. But
when you fmally reach your goal, you will realize with horror that all your
efforts have been in vain, all your struggles miserable. The point is not to
lose your self-respect and your sense of responsibility, but all the more
wholeheartedly, all the more unswervingly to master them. Nothing forces
us to give up our memory and imagination, our capacity to dream and our
right to desire. But, by the same token, nothing can deprive us of joy in
bearing responsibility, or ofbeliefin the goodness oflife, in our bodies, in
our hands and our feet that were created to work and to walk the paths of
the earth. We know by now that we belong to a race of builders. Coming
generations will stand at the edge of the sky-blue horizon ofdawn and gaze.
They will gaze and ponder and wait to see what this man who shapes his
own destiny will do, what he will gain, what he will offer them.
Surrounded by the dim light and the noisy clatter of past ages, a new
human type is desperately struggling to emerge into the light. We are the
sowers. Blood still fills the furrows in the land. Bereft of her offspring, the
earth groans. The tree remains ravaged by the terrible cold. And yet everything awaits the new harvest, a better world. We have lived too long in
bondage to books, to past ages, to ideas. We have allowed the greatest of
historical contradictions. We have become the victims of the most conflicting experiments. Yet perhaps all these things were not in vain, for the swift
change of circumstance and the swift progression of inner transformations
has stripped us of a host of misconceptions that we may accept the "surface"
without conceit or hesitation. Responsibility is no longer a hollow word,
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it is our very existence: an existence effusive and vitally aware of the need
to face each side of the problem because we do not want to commit further
errors.
Day by day our humanity ripens into a more perfect fruit, and we feel
this weight within ourselves with relie£ Night has taught us to remain
awake and to watch; it has taught us that freedom cannot be compromised
or measured by geometry. She embraces each new form oflife and eagerly
offers the warmth of her heart to everything demanded by man, by every
man who accepts as self-explanatory and self-justified the recognition that
he should be no worse or better off than the next man on this earth. Many
horrible torments have been necessary. Now we can transcend all these,
but of course I do not mean to infer that suffering will not always exist. It
is suffering that makes our life worth the struggle.
The prisoner whose feet have grown numb in his dark, dank cell cannot regain his ability to walk or his power to see without becoming dazed,
without stumbling a little. He is like an intoxicated sparrow who sees the
frosty mist melting, the clouds turning to blue sky, the sun blossoming
on the mountains, as in her tiny throat she opens the fountain of song and
hops from leaf to leaf and branch to branch, unable to believe that winter
has really passed and that spring is now preparing the fruits of the coming
harvest.
But the prisoner was able to see the panorama oflife again during the
endless hours ofhis sleepless torment. He learned to judge more accurately.
He was determined to offer up his life if this should become necessary.
Therefore, he weighed its real meaning, for he needed to know the value
of what he had to offer. He could not bear to think that his offering might
be hollow or meaningless, and so he re-evaluated everything from the beginning. He acquired a sense of what was superfluous and what was absurd.
He saw, like a many-colored and garish dream, the dissipation in our world.
He developed patience and courage and hope and endurance. There were
also hours when he could not think or do anything at all because he felt an
abyss opening under his feet-terrifying intervals of silence and stillness
charged with the inevitable, charged with that supreme moment which becomes a purpose in itself, which becomes the end of the journey. Later,
when his powers of reflection returned, he regained his sensibilities and rediscovered himsel£ His whole existence was only a preparation, a concentration of memory and experience, a journey taken along the rim of destruction and glorification. Now this prisoner exists among us, within us.
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How will he ever lose what he has gained from such a period of his own
personal history? How will he return to the tranquil gait of the man who
stops when you command him to stop, who moves on when you command
him to move on? And why should he move on? Why should he stop? It
would have been possible had he not lived through this experience, but
since he did, it now marks each step he takes, each movement he makes.
That which men in past ages read about naively in their books, this prisoner
has actually experienced. He has made of this a burning consciousness. How
can he ever forget it? From now on every movement, every journey must
begin from this point.
That so many men, at so many times, have experienced so many of
these circumstances is an irrevocable fact. We almost no longer need to give
examples, for each man is his own example, his own incontrovertible proof
that out of the confmes of his everyday humble existence he was able to
reach unattainable heights of sacrifice and forge an existence he had never
dreamed o£ These hidden forces that suddenly leaped out at us form a brave
new world, the human unity of the mid-twentieth century, a warm and
undaunted humanity.
What might once have been a mere isolated example has now become
universal suffering and desire. We all bear, hidden somewhere in our body
or soul, and usually in both, the mark of some suffering. This is no longer
a passing episode. It is history ... the history of five continents. Wherever
there is a handful of earth, there are human beings who think the same
things, who ponder them for numberless days and numberless nights, who
cannot prevent themselves from thinking about them. This is an amazing
reality, an "erotic" force, a form of passion whose piercing sharpness perhaps we cannot fully sense, and it is also a fascinating phenomenon that
excites our imagination. Let us not lose this power of perception ... if for
no other reason than that, when our fmal moment comes, we may be proud
to know we have not traveled like treadmill plodders along these roads so
generously fertilized with the warm blood of our own generation.
Our descendants will surely want to blame us for many things. Let us
make them aware ofour sufferings. Let us allow them to touch our wounds.
Perhaps our descendants will not have to become so desperate in order to
become stoic. Perhaps they will not have to be hurt so in order to become
optimistic. We have preserved infmite desires in the midst of infmite deprivations. We are as the lava that rushes down the mountain sides. We are
not frozen lava. At Pompeii one can still see the charred bodies of men who
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did not escape the wrath of Vesuvius in time. For thousands of years these
bodies have remained motionless, frozen in their fmal spasm. This is a useful lesson, for surely, to read afterwards in a peaceful period about such an
eruption of the earth's fire is not at all the same as actually being there in the
moment of fmal and complete annihilation.

FIVE POEMS
translated by Kimon Friar
EUMENIDES
My thoughts at night now cannot taste
Endyrnion' s sweet Latmian sleep.
Clash of contending wills plow through them.
Around them there, black solitude
of Cyclopean rock, and brine,
erect them like sea-going ships.
The city, a voracious worm,
crawls through the mud. A passer-by
leaves a trace of his light passing
amid the dark door swallowed whole
in its own shade, the tortured hearth,
calling of nakedness and hunger,
and the barbarian's sleepless watch.
Man hunts man still in many ways.
Some on illicit beds and some
with fraudulent scales; some with vain words
and some with deeds; with skills of war
and the imagination's lies
spawned by relentless strangers here.
My thoughts at night now cannot taste
Endyrnion' s sweet Latmian sleep.
They see the empty cradle, the shut house,
the orphaned and unpracticed boy,
the idle plow, the poor man fallen
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in snow and hunger on empty streets,
duty forgotten and knowledge sunk
in stinking marshes stagnant stilland dreams flash through his solitude.
Hecate sunk in a warm trance
weaves reveries of marble ruins.
Ships sail far off, grass sprouts in nude
bare fields; fruitful Demeter too
makes cheerful every household joy;
swans of Castalia ruffle all
their unbeclouded, luminous wings,
the reeds of fair Eurotas thrill,
the Argive reaps his golden crop,
and in tall Tegea Artemis,
erect, breathes the Hellenic light.
But now it's time to hate ! For see,
a faultless duty has ordained
our generation's steadfast fate.
The Eumenides' fierce croaking cries
surround our will with the wind's rage.

1944
APOLOGY OF THE SMALL FAUN
The dawn is fragrant with the smell of thyme;
it was the small frolicsome Faun who awoke
and wore the broad-brimmed hat of the gold-glittering sun
and rode the wind down toward the sea.
This is the place where I was born.
I saw Dawn gleaming through the lyrical pines,
I saw her descending to the seashore of the gods
and fall like an ivy of crimson flame
on the shoulders of Ganymede.
This is the place where I was born.
I first breathed my longing in the shell of Aphrodite
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who with her deathless contour rose amid the foam,
and her silvery ankles bloomed on azure sand
till seas and the land got drunk, like roses on the breast oflove.
I first breathed my longing in the shell of Aphrodite
and felt there could be no other hour for me
beyond this hour of the Dawn
who opened her honey-gold palm
and on the roads of men scattered
longing and love.
On the roads of men, in the serene and ancient valley,
I encountered Helen of Sparta.
She was Aphrodite on her way to arouse the mighty war lord
and to speak to him about the fate of Troy,
that unlucky fate, which was also mine.
The twin shields of her bosom,
with the flower of the pomegranate between them,
glittered in the sun ofLaconia.
The undulation ofher body became my destiny;
and I considered there could be no more fearful way
by which to mount Olympus.
On the roads of men, on Phaeacian shores,
I encountered the young girl N ausicaa.
Innocent her laughter, and her speech gentle.
I stood naked before her for I had no other garment
than the red garment of sin.
In her features glowed the desire of my homecoming:
a blue ribbon of smoke drifted in the distance.
And I felt this was the most serene of all destinies
and that it could be my destiny.
This is the place where I was born.
My spirit moans like a small frolicsome Faun
riding on the wind down towards the sea,
whipped by desire,
-imprisoned in a slight body
which shudders as it coils around the root of its longing.

Panayotopoulos: Five Poems
from THE FROZEN MOON
IV

The trade winds ring their bells in the Islands of the Cyclades.
The North Wind from the White Sea revives the night-shrouded
country chapels,
-and the cathedrals of great name.
The North Wind from the White Sea sings on the fresh seashores,
and from mountain to mountain
from meadow to field
fills all deep solitudes with the ringing of evening bells.
The sea whitens under the white moon,
it whitens into hyacinths and jasmine.
The hiking Angels pass the night in whitewashed belfries,
and demons in the hearts of men.
The sea whitens under the white moon,
it whitens into hyacinths and jasmine.
And this is the supreme hour when churches sing and sigh,
when the crumbling country chapels sing and sigh,
and the Great Graced sings and sighs,
the Madonna of the seas, from Tinos,
that young Virgin who rejoices in the sea.
When they saw how the moon scaled the castle walls,
a thousand saints went to sleep in the Islands of the Cyclades.
They put away their festive garlands and reclined
on a honey-golden seashell,
on a pebble the color of geraniums,
the ever virgin daughters of the waters
and the fathers and martyrs of the spreading sea.
The heart of man sings and sighs,
-it is the sea with bells rung by the north winds.
"I laid me down and slept."
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Now the martyrs on the islands have risen,
the weary fathers have risen
and descend to the orphaned shores
and fix their unsleeping eyes on the vast deep.
The trade winds ring their bells in the Islands of the Cyclades.
Winds of night, winds of the white moon,
winds of that month which fills the grapes with wine.
take me on your spotless, angry wings.
from island to island, from love to love,
-as far as unapproachable solitude, as far as the depths of deathto an endless earth, an immaculate silence, an unfragmented sleep.
On this night the drunken gods dance
amid the Islands of the Cyclades.
On this night the drunken demons dance
and plant desire in the hearts of man.
On this night the angels dance,
the white-garmented angels multiply,
drunk also under a drunken moon.
Ifi touched you, ifi kissed you limb by limb,
I could teach you your body.
And then you would know at last that it is not right for you to die.

VIII

"Do you consider that a man is happiest when enslaved
and restrictedfrom doing everything he desires?"
"No, not I, by Zeus," he said.-Plato, LYSIS, 4

Day after day the roots multiply, the roots deepen
under my motionless feet.
After many years travelers will stop at this place
and point me out with an indifferent fmger:
"See, this is the man who became a tree."

Panayotopoulos: Five Poems
A sleeping, slanting rain whips all the night.
It is turning dark now at the height of noon,
the nights have bound themselves to one another
until not a crack remains for the rejoicing summer.
Only a drunken sparrow hops close to the window grille
and begs for crumbs.
This drunken sparrow, it seems to me, must be some beloved
person now dead,
this hermit of the winter,
some beloved dead person who in his grave remembers me,
who remembers me in his dark loneliness.
But soon I shall even forget the dead, I shall merge with them.
I shall merge with the wind on the mountain slope,
the wind which uproots the stones.
And all about me the stones multiply in despair,
without a suspicion of moss
without the drip drop of water.
The seashores dwindle away.
At one time I tried to talk to men gently.
But I saw only their backs marking the distance.
At one time I wished to look men in the eye.
But they had no eyes.
At one time I thought that men could speak to me.
But it was as though I had felt then that they lacked lips, that
their mouths
emitted the pitch of Hell from their wasted entrails.
Here in this place man no longer exists.
A dog barks
achingly, barrenly, a Dog Bound.
If it stops barking,
-and it will fall silent at any moment now,
not a single living voice will be found amid the rotted dead.
A single living voice.
It was the clock which struck the hours.
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Now it has grown weary.
It has allowed them to merge, one with the other, it has allowed
even them to die in an unfruitful time.
The nights merge, the hours merge, and the horizons merge and
vanish
around the hollow spot.
Flame of song, ultimate hope and ultimate consolation,
you at least shall wave your azure signal
to the unmoving tree,
in this high noon of endless night!

1948

HELEN
For me you are the mother, sister, and precious daughter
of that old man of the sea
whose name was Proteus;
I have lived you throughout a thousand nights
as you walked through my sleep like a dove,
singing to the morning star
like an industrious swarm of bees
about the drunken clematis,
the Aegean billows bringing you ashore,
laying you down gently
on a muskrose petal
and then, like the rosemary and the aroma,
planting you in my heart.
You are not one. You are bitter desire
with its myriad faces
with its myriad names,
with that body which changes form like a garment,
ghost of passion, which remains
inhospitable and unfriended;
nevertheless, in whatever skies and in whatever lands,

Panayotopoulos: Five Poems
your never-setting light
envelops me, Helen !
Memory composed of numberless memories
and experience of the ultimate moment;
my fingertips think of you and shudder,
and like the pale waterlily
my thought descends into night amid the wind
and like a waterdrop
of the hidden stream
hovers, quivering, at the cliff's edge.
White flower on the slender twig
of the green myrtle,
just as the frolicsome and wandering love
is about to touch you, you vanish.
You are not one. You are bitter desire
with myriad faces.
You are that northern love which blossoms like the snow
with a sea-blue star in your gaze.
You are love, the warm carnation of the South,
whose breathing leaps like a tall flame.
You are the precious love of the timid maiden,
and you are autumnal love
filled with sauntering affection.
You are the first love and the last
and the unkissed, the unwedded, the much-kissed,
but always the one and the unending and the unsleeping.
-that Love which cannot learn
anything else but your own name, Helen!

THE NIGHTMARE

This nightmare wears the conical straw hat of Tonkin.
It wears that country's pale face,
its slender fmgers,
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anklets on its feet.
And it has splattered its twig-slender body with silence.

In this room there is a ship with three sails,
a ship thirty centimeters long.
In summer, at the seashore, drunken crickets sail on ships like these.
As far as the first wave, as far as the second wave.
On the third wave the ship cannot be found.
Nor the cricket.
How can you go to Tonkin, to Malay, to the Marquesas Islands
with a ship thirty centimeters long
to meet the women of Maori, and Paul Gauguin ecstatically
sketching their backs?
How odd for Siamese elephants to be passing my threshold:
I cannot count;
it must be a herd, a vindictive herd destined to crush me.
And last night I had written a letter to my lost friend,
the painter Gauguin:
"If there is a cocoanut tree on the Marquesas, near the sea,
among the women of Maori,
I shall set sail to die under its shade."
But I did not set sail.
Because I remembered that even Paul Gauguin is a person who
does not exist.
He left only the "Noa-Noa."
And these questions:
"What are we?
Whence do we come?
Whither are we going?"
«Taxa ·r:L vci11acr•E;
Kt &:n:o :n:ou 1;E%tvou11E;
Kal :n:ou ·M :n:ii!lE ;»
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"Que sommes-nous?
D'ou venons-nous?
Ou allons-nous?"
"Was sind wir?
Woher kommen wir?
W ohin gehen wir ?"
"Che siamo?
Donde veniamo?
Dove andiamo ?"
"Que somas nosotros?
De donde venimos?
A donde vamos ?"
My friend Gauguin, this is something no one knows.
Not even in the Marquesas Islands.
II

Perhaps it is futile to ask.
Our essence is not an answer. It is a question only.
Despairing and irremediable.
At least let the indolent, drunken cricket exist !
In its light raft, a ship thirty centimeters long,
sailing on the first wave, on the second wave,
in the curving seashores of the White Sea!

If it were not for this nightmare with the conical straw hat of Tonkin,
I could reach out my hand
to gather the cut ear of van Gogh.
The wind of Arles sang to this ear,
the indefatigable wind.
May the Most High be blessed, Vincent van Gogh, my brother,
because no one has ever sensed

THE CHARIOTEER
how many nights the angry wind of Arles walked through my heart!
I wanted to tell you what a wonderful trophy
your cut ear was
in contrast to our prose futilities.

But how can you hear me? Your other ear has also died,
brother of the wind, van Gogh.

from THE SEVEN SLEEPERS
translated by Mary Gianos
illustrated by Mfnos Argyrakis
THE BOY, ONE OF SEVEN, CALLED IAMBLICHOS
FivE YEARS before the persecutions, in the summertime, a chance encounter between two men took place beyond the city of Ephesus on the
road leading to the sea. The one, proceeding in a carriage, was accompanied
by a dazzling escort; the other, barely able to stand on his sorely wounded
feet, was ailing and afflicted, one of the unfortunates of the earth within
whom, occasionally, a great truth happens to be enclosed. He fell before
the path of the carriage, in the light and dust. The impatient horses almost
trampled him. Long ago, something similar was said to have taken place
at the crossroads ofDaulis. The man driving the carriage perhaps no longer
remembered the myth; however, he appeared compassionate, or it may be
that he had nothing better to do. Pulling on the reins, he stopped the horses.
The traveler stepped aside. For a moment, everything on earth came to a
standstill. Only the hot, perspiring manes of the horses swung backward
and forward, and their nostrils quivered as they breathed deeply of the sun.
A man leaned out of the carriage, gazed around, and wanted to know why
they halted. Sometimes, destiny creates a new life out of a chance encounter.
The man in the carriage was a wealthy merchant who had come to Ephesus
from Phoenicia. He was the owner of ships and caravans; his property and
wealth were immense. But the years had overtaken him; he had begun to
grow weary. Because many men were in his employ and it was no longer
necessary for him to work, he built a mansion beside the sea, at the base of
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a huge cliff. There he planted a garden and built a fortress on the cliff from
which he could gaze at the sea and watch his ships come and go. This
wealthy merchant carried many stories in his heart. And when stories exist,
it is impossible not to have one come to life at some time. Now, he glanced
at the traveler, that earthworm with gray hair, with ruffled whiskers, with
eyes dimmed by adversity and a life of privation. The traveler returned the
gaze, and instantly, his face brightened.
"In the name of Christ, you are Markos!" he cried.
"Yes, I am Markos," the other replied. "But not in the name of that accursed one who brought strife between fathers and sons, brothers and
friends. Not in the name of Christ!"
"You are Markos from Sidon," the traveler repeated.
"And who are you?" Markos asked.
"I was called Heliodoros. Now I am Agathios. That's what you must
call me."
The merchant lost his voice. It was some time before he could ask:
"You are Heliodoros? Give me some sign of recognition."
"What would you like? Shall I tell you about the day at the stadium
when you attempted to outdistance me in the broad jump, and you fell?
You became quite angry and were about to beat me, as though it had been
my fault! I believe you still carry a scar on your knee. Ikesias, the physician,
took care of you."
"Heliodoros !"
"N0. Agath.lOS. "
"Heliodoros, I read your fate in your name. That accursed Christ has
brought you, too, to this. He has filled the streets of the world with beggars, the cities with nightcrawling conspirators, the lonely places with
hermits."
Descending from the carriage, Markos thought to embrace his old
friend, but glancing at him, sensed repulsion and anguish. He ordered his
slaves to bring the man closer, to raise him into the carriage. Agathios resisted at first; after a while, however, he found it impossible to refuse.
"We'll go to my house," said Markos. "There you can wash, get into
clean clothing, and live a peaceful hour again. What brings you to these
parts.?"
"I am on my way down to the sea to fmd a boat bound for Smyrna.
The land routes are no longer suitable for the weak 'choicest of vessels'
which is this accursed body. It is not Christ who is the accursed one; it is
the human body which is blameworthy."
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"Listen, my friend Heliodoros or Agathios, or whatever else you want
to be called. Let us remember old times, remember our youth. It's useless
trying to convince me about your Christ. We are indebted to Him for two
black centuries, and who's to know how many more black centuries are to
follow. Once you said that you liked the way my mind functioned-keen
as a sword's edge, bright as the northern star. Once you said that you were
very happy when we were together and talked about men and many other
things."
"And again I'll talk with you about men," replied Agathios. "If your
nobility will permit, I'll sleep in your house tonight. I'm not diseased. I'm
only a poor man. I want to be a poor man."
"What an unfortunate encounter with this forgotten friend," thought
Markos. Yet, he sensed a renewed happiness at having met his old friend
so unexpectedly. Perhaps this happiness out of the past is nothing more
then the memory of youth. Both were middle-aged now; many years had
passed since they had known one another.
"Are you married? Do you have children?" Agathios asked.
"I married a woman from Miletus. I have a son I call Hmblichos. I acquired much wealth in Sidon, Tyros, Pergamos, and Ephesus. That is my
story. What is yours?"
"I don't have a story," Agathios replied. "I discovered my soul. Christ
has divided my life in two."
"And when did this take place?'' asked Markos.
"When I was thirty. In Miletus where you found your wife. Every man
attempts to fmd something in his lifetime. The unfortunate fact is that most
people don't know what belongs to them, what it is they should search
for."
Through a clearing on a small hill, they could see the Aegean Sea, the
legend, bright in the sunlight. It was the hour when the ancient gods bathed
in the frothy waves.
"And now?" asked Markos.
"I go from place to place, from shrine to shrine. I am free offear. Nothing
else."
Markos began to think again. The carriage passed between very ancient
trees. Next it wound through lovely gardens, stopped before a marble
stair, a portico ornamented with the ancient gods. This was Markos's house.
Agathios gazed around enchanted. For a moment, he hesitated. This
house was very lovely; so was the broad walk with the ancient trees and
the fountains and the hidden springs of water encircling it.
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As the wheels of the carriage creaked over the pebbled road, the slaves
swarmed like bees, opened the iron gates, and ran to meet their master. His
wife and son followed. Raising his eyes, Agathios saw the woman. He did
not see her face at once, because his gaze was very tortured, timid, frightened like a wild bird' s. His glance traveled slowly, like a soft wave, from
the golden sandals to her legs that could be traced through the clinging
garment, to the broad thighs, to the belt with the emerald jewel around
her slim waist. From there, his glance moved to her robust bosom, her
straight neck, her rosy cheeks. The glance stopped on two eyes, the like of
which his sight, deprived ofloveliness, had not encountered for many years.
Up to this moment, Agathios had consideration only for the earth over
which he passed. For many years, he had walked with eyes on the ground,
on the paths of the earth. Only at night when the stars shone overhead, at
a moment when he felt his soul grow lighter, swaying between this world
and the next-only then did he raise his eyes to the starlight and pray to
God for whatever strength man needs to reach the end of his destiny. But
now, this woman standing near him-her stature recalling the cedars of
Lebanon, a song of songs that forced his eyes upward and filled his heart
with remorse-was like death, like a return without comfort.
The woman eyed him curiously. She was silent, and she eyed him curiously. She was a very beautiful woman, and she eyed him curiously. What
did this man want in her house, this pitiful traveler, this beggar? Markos
hastened to make a remark, sensing the woman's difficult position.
"This is the friend of my youth," he said. "This is Heliodoros."
"Heliodoros !" the woman exclaimed.
"Yes. Don't be surprised. You remember I talked to you about his
beauty, about his good heart."
"Heliodoros ?" the woman repeated.
"Don't be surprised," her husband said again, as though reproaching
her. Lowering his voice, he added, "He has become a Christian."
The words were almost whispered, but some of the slaves heard them.
Those unloading the carriage heard. They stopped to look at Agathios,
deeply attentive, and it was as though their hearts had become lighter in
the heat of summer.
"Welcome," the woman then said joyfully. Her name was Hermione,
but she could have been called Artemis. The boy, Iamblichos, drew nearer.
His face could have been sketched with the quill of an angel.
Agathios lowered his gaze and it fell on his threadbare clothing, his
torn sandals.
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"I'm not proper for such a house," he said. "I might harm whatever I
touch. If it isn't too much to ask, I'll have a drink of water and be on my
way."
But Markos, loud and cheerful, gave him no opportunity to say more.
He clasped Agathios by the arm, leading him indoors. The woman and
boy followed. Agathios was given water to bathe, a new chiton to wear;
then he was seated on a bench carved from ivory and precious wood. The
house too was cheerful. All the wealth had been transformed into beauty,
a thing not easy to do. The walls were decorated with wonderful frescoes:
Iphigenia's sacrifice; the swan with outstretched wings bending over the
naked Leda; Aeneas beside Dido; large peacocks and palm trees and wild
beasts of the forest and small lovebirds at play with white and gray doves.
On delicate marble columns stood Attican vessels made of red clay from
the distant homeland. Mosaics portrayed the rape of Europa, the parting
of Hector and Andromache. The guardian spirits of the home, the Lares,
were on the hearth. Tables of variegated marble were decorated with enamel and gold compasses. A gay fountain, around which statues and columns supported the arcade with its blue and gold panels, stood in the center
of the courtyard. In one place an epigram in Latin read: Carpe diem. Clearly,
the house had been built for enjoyment. No one there had ever thought of
death. And Agathios, not only at this moment, but at every moment,
thought of nothing but death.
The slaves brought silver bowls heaped with dates and almonds. A
woman of the South, a girl not more than sixteen, with hair as dark as a
winter night, with uplifted breasts fashioned by the devils who watch over
Hell, with bracelets on her arms and ankles, brought in a basket of fresh
fruit and glasses of sweet wine and fresh water. Agathios lacked the courage
to extend his hand. The dead man in him was being reanimated as he had
been at another time on the beaches of Sidon. This woman, this girl with
the uplifted breasts was nothing more than the enchantment of the East,
the wily and poisonous, setting a trap for him in this picturesque, remote
place. He closed his eyes for an instant, sensing panic creep over his heart.
He drank some water, and his burning body began to breathe again.
"I must go, " he cne
. d. "I must go.'"
His face had changed.
"I must go, "he repeated.
Markos and Hermione refused to let him leave. He was a prisoner now;
not of men, but of destiny. He decided to submit-only for a single night.
He asked for a piece of bread, a second glass of water, and a room in some
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corner of the house with an iron bed so he could sleep, so he could forget
the day.
"Tonight, we will have much to talk over," Hermione said. "You have
all the time in the world to sleep, as much time as your tired body endures.
Your heart is fearful. I want to assure you that there is nothing frightening
in this house. You can see that for yourself: our gods are full of kindness,
for they love man just as your God does."
"There is no other God except mine, the one and only," Agathios replied. "The naked, the hungry, the persecuted God."
The luminous eyes ofthe boy Iamblichos expanded like the tail feathers
of a peacock as he focused them on this man who had very little of the
human about him, who resembled the lonely wild beasts of the desert.
"Deep down, there is nothing but self-deceit," Markos said. "Christ is
your self-deceit. Mine is this wealth-and the gods who savor its beauty
and who come down from Olympus to meet with the women of men."
Agathios felt a flame burn his eyes and singe his brows. He rose to his
feet and leaned on his stick. Suddenly, he appeared taller.
"I must go now," he said again in a stronger voice, full of fear and pas.
"
SlOn.
"Don't you have confidence in yourself?" Markos teased.
"I have confidence in nothing. Only in Christ. Christ is the truth and
life. Christ is the road to salvation."
"Which salvation?" asked Hermione.
She gave the impression of one who loved to read and converse. Markos knew what he was about when he went to Miletus to fmd a wife.
"Which salvation?" she asked again. "I believe there are different kinds
of salvation."
"There is only the salvation of the soul, which is in the hands of the
great God, in the light of Christ," Agathios replied, turning to depart. But
Markos would have nothing of departure. Rising, he stood before his
friend.
"Agathios," he said, "Heliodoros, friend of my youth. You certainly
know that our meeting was not just a caprice of fortune. It was something
more, a decree of destiny. In this house where tonight both food and a bed
of rest are being prepared for you, Christ is an accursed one who has filled
the paths of the earth with cave-dwellers and conspirators. In this house
Christ is a disease of the soul and mind, a cancer of the body. Christ has
brought war, not peace-must I repeat this? He has caused families to separate, he has set sons against parents, he has parted husbands from wives. He
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has killed the joy of life, brought mourning into each day, death into each
moment. He has denied man the right to breathe. He has warred against
man's desires in the name of God. But it was God, Agathios, who created
man. God planted feeling and passion in man. God, the one or the manyit's all the same-divided man in two to give us man and woman, and he
determined that they should seek each other passionately. What could man
have been without the power and consideration and kindness of God?
Agathios, I know you have not forgotten me, you have not forgotten our
youth. You have not forgotten the hours we spent together reading our
brilliant classicists, conversing about the great problems troubling the
minds of men. I became a merchant; I acquired much wealth, this wife,
this son, this house. I have wronged no one; I have harmed no one. I love
this woman, this boy, very much. I am proud of this house. I never wronged
a soul; this I repeat. But now you come and try to make me believe that I
am a man who is condemned, who is hateful to God, because I fear death,
as we all do; because I enjoy a plate of food, a glass of wine, a comfortable
chair to sit in, a soft bed, the joy of woman-may Hermione forgive me
for speaking so imprudently about her-the happiness of this boy as I
watch him grow up under my care. Iamblichos is my great hope; he knows
it well."
Agathios reached a defmite decision. All this talk was an invitation to
battle, and he must not lose courage. That much he owed to the savior
Christ.
''Just like all the heathens, so you too, my friend Markos, haven't once
stopped to ask Christ for anything. You have conjectured in your mind a
fanciful image of Christ. You never saw Him invite the children of the
poor to approach Him, never saw Him with outstretched hand blessing
those children. You never saw Him converse beside the well with the
woman of Samarea, nor walk among the flowers of the fields, proud as a
poet of their beauty."
"I never saw Christ, I don't know Christ," Markos replied. "I know
the Christians. They are a noseless race, filthy men who are always talking
about filth, about the worms in the grave, about the naked bones of the
dead. A race without aesthetics because they do not feel the beauty of this
daily life. Their breath smells of privations, their body of hardships. Such
is the race of the Christians. Always warring with the body to destroy it,
to cripple it, to kill it. The body is a desire, therefore cast off the body! But
I, my good Agathios, know that I am a body. And as long as that body
exists, I also exist. The Christians aim at a chimera, an ideal. They offend
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human dignity. They humiliate and degrade human conscience. If you
were to listen to them, you should do nothing but curse the hour you were
born a human being and not a wild animal; you should mourn your fate
and wait, empty-handed and helpless, for death. Your faith is nothing more
than a machine which multiplies remorse. It discovers sin everywhere.
There is nothing left but to die or to become a hypocrite. I have come to
know many Christians in my travels and I think with horror of what will
happen should they dominate, should they one day assume authority."
"So you are satisfied with conditions as you have them?" murmured
Agathios. "You, an honest man, call it justice that the Christians should be
persecuted as they are? Dipped in tar and resin to light Nero's gardens at
night? Forced to a combat until death before a crowd which finds enjoyment and pleasure from the sight ofblood and sweat, the sight of Christian
suffering? Or when the Christians are devoured by wild beasts or trampled
under the wheels of chariots? Or crucified, or imprisoned in mildewed and
diseased dungeons to suffer whatever the devil in man's mind thinks to inflict? And all because the Christians believe in the power of Christ and not
in the power of thunder which is Zeus. Isn't every man free to believe in
whatever he desires, even if he should believe in nothing? And you, an
honest man, call it justice to savor your leisure happily, your wealth, the
joy of your wife, the happiness of your son, at the same moment that the
wife of your neighbor is being slaughtered, his son orphaned, his family
annihilated?"
"No, Agathios. My heart bleeds whenever tidings are brought from
far and near of persecutions and lamentations. But do you know what I
think then? It is precisely the same thing that would occur if the Christians
were to come to power ! Power doesn't tolerate resistance. Power kills.
And do you want me to tell you the reason? Because power is in a position
to kill."
Agathios fell into a deep silence. After a while, he said, "The Christians
do not kill."
Markos again disagreed.
"Even the Christians will kill and torture," he said.
"But Christ hasn't taught us to kill," Agathios argued.
"No one teaches us to kill, yet everyone kills. Christ is the ideal. Men
are the realization of this ideal. Do you know how great the distance is between men and Christ, between the ideal and its realization? Endless. All
those who wish to save the world attempt, with their teachings, to create
a better man. But have you seen what happens? Man amplifies on that
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teaching; that is, he shapes it to his own needs. And after a while, you have
as many different teachings as you have men. Especially today, while we
are still at the beginning, we have as many Christs as we have Christians.
And if you can't understand this, you have only to look at the first men
who approached Christ. Within each you will fmd a different Christ: the
one of the IscariotJudas, the one ofPeter, the one ofThomas ... "
Markos glanced around. He saw Hermione deep in thought. The
young boy, Iamblichos, listened ecstatically. Agathios was all grimace and
perseverance. Markos stopped, and Agathios spoke.
"What you consider an argument is nothing more than sophistry," he
said. "There is no truth in this world which can be attacked with another
truth, a real or apparent truth. Christ is the living presence of tolerance, of
humility, of submission to the will of God. Christ is life. Until I met him
on my path in the city of Miletus, my entire existence had been a suffering
and a struggle. I was a man full of the awareness oflife, but a miserable man
nonetheless. Christ stood by me like a brother and a father; he gave comfort, enlightened me, elevated me, saved me. There isn't a man living who
has no need of salvation, who has no need to be saved."
"I want to reply to what you said at the beginning," Markos interrupted:
"That I don't have arguments, but only sophistry. All the fanatics, of
whichever faith, see nothing but sophistry in the mouths of others. In
Sidon and elsewhere I heard scholars and philosophers support the most
antithetical issues, and in the end they all found themselves to be right.
And on the following day I heard these same men support the ideas of
their opponents, and once more they were right. I saw what was truth and
justice torn to shreds, each man seizing a piece. I understood then, Agathios,
that justice is not of a single kind. There are many kinds. Truth is not one;
there are many kinds of truth as well. And each person is released within
his own kind of truth. You expected to fmd me a merchant who boasts
about his wealth, who talks about his caravans and ships. Instead, you fmd
me a philosopher. Do you know why? Because the countries and times as
they are won't tolerate a man who doesn't think. In the cities and in the
wilderness, men are full of questions. The heathens and the Christians and
the Semites and even those who are indifferent, swept along by strange
winds that blow over the crossroads of the earth, search for their own kind
of truth. They gather together and meet in bands, in cliques, in partnerships, those who have hit upon the same truth, and attempt to impose this
truth on others with their logic or their persuasive words. Today, man
must think, Agathios. It cannot be otherwise. Messengers have filled the
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entire creation. Some come from Judea, others come from the mountains
of Medea, still others come from prosperous Cyrene or from Greece with
her brilliant gods, even from Rome. And all these messengers have the
fear of emptiness in their souls."
"Emptiness is not for me," Agathios replied. "My existence is full of
Christ."
"That's no justification. That's a boast," said Markos.
"No. 'He who boasts, does so in the name of the Lord.'"
"Agathios, my purpose is not to make you descend from the rock of
your faith. Your presence has awakened in me those old days. You have
brought back my lost youth. For that I am grateful. Let's sit at the table."
"I am a wretch, an earthworm. I don't belong in your mansion," Agathios replied. "Your slaves, Markos, will be much amazed to see you so
attentive to a beggar. You will fall in their estimation, Markos. By the way,
have you ever commanded any slaves to be whipped?"
Markos eyed him curiously. He was about to speak but found he was
unable to phrase his words.
"Yes, Agathios," Hermione said very quietly. "Once or twice this became necessary. Christ threatens the sinful with the furnace of tar. It isn't
right that the guilty should remain unpunished on this earth. If wrong isn't
punished, then how can it be stopped?"
"God," replied Agathios. "God is the judge. Our only weapon is forgiveness, which is not a weakness, but a strength.''
"Agathios, you are a solitary soul, and you haven't learned that men
are not governed by forgiveness," the woman said.
They left their chairs and walked, still conversing, into the room where
a magnificent table had been prepared.
"I want to ask you something," said Agathios. "Do you believe that
you are never wrong or that you can sometimes err as well?"
"I am not the most virtuous type, Agathios. Ofcourse, I sometimes err,"
Markos replied.
"Very well. Then, who whips you, Markos?"
Hermione raised her eyebrows curiously. Markos breathed with difficulty.
"Who whips me? Whips me!" he cried.
"Precisely," Agathios said with a smile. "That me doesn't exist among
the Christians. Master and slave are one.''

* * *
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Agathios was fast asleep and dreaming of a long path with two rows of
tall trees on either side. It was a beautiful path, one of those shaded, cool
paths that lead straight into paradise. But before he could travel on this
road in his dream, he was awakened by a soft knock on the door. Halfasleep, he listened. The hand knocked again. He sat up.
"Who is it?" he asked.
"Iamblichos," a frightened voice responded. "Open the door. I want to
. "
comem.
Agathios left his bed. He opened the door. Before him stood Iamblichos, trembling.
"What does Christ want of me?" the boy asked.
Agathios gazed at the boy in surprise. Very softly, he asked, "Has He
called to you?"
"I don't know. I came to fmd out. From the moment I raised my eyes
to look at you, my heart has been full of suffering. I am a child. You said
that Christ beckons to children. Why does He beckon to them?"
"Because their hearts are simple and warm and innocent. That is why
He beckons to them. The kingdom ofheaven belongs to children; He said
this Himsel£"
"Was Christ a poet?"
Agathios stood still, deep in thought.
"Your parents will be worried if they should awaken and fmd you missing. Go to sleep; the hour is late. I must try to rest as well, and when day
breaks, I must leave."
"Let me come with you. I like to hear you talk. I like your manner.
Agathios, your poverty doesn't frighten me. It's another kind of poverty.
I don't know how to say it."
"Yes, Iamblichos; it's the poverty that we, of our own accord, command our vainglory to endure. It isn't the poverty that others impose upon
us. This is a happy privation."
"Agathios, I came to ask you what Christ wants of me. Why won't you
answer? What is Christ? One day I asked the philosopher Hermippos, my
teacher. He made a frightful face and didn't answer. My parents call Christ
the accursed one. My friends haven't even heard of Christ. They only curse
the Christians; everyone around me curses the Christians. But I want to
know, Agathios, what is Christ?"
"He is the Son of the omnipotent God; Himself the omnipotent Son,
God. Christ is wisdom. Christ is love. That is what Christ is: love."
"I have never hated anyone," Iamblichos said. "Am I then also Christ?"
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"No one, Iamblichos, can be as much love as Christ."
Silence fell between the two. Iamblichos approached nearer. He
clasped Agathios' hand.
"Man of Christ," he said, "I want to come with you."
Agathios was startled and visibly shaken, as he heard these words from
the boy, spoken so decisively, so firmly. The times were full of similar incidents. Men left their homes suddenly and took to the road. No one knew,
no one could foretell or foresee the moment when he would be seized by
this divine madness. No one knew the hour, the moment, when Christ,
with the face of an invincible beckoning, would stand before him. The boy
fell to his knees; his hands touched Agathios' feet; his heart beat loudly;
his breath came in short, sharp gasps. Agathios no longer knew what to do.
He only heard a voice, always the same voice: "Suffer little children to
come unto me."
"In the morning we will tell your father," he said.
"No. My father will never allow me to leave. I am his only child. My
heart will break ifl have to look at his face. Take me with you, Agathios.
I want to come with you. Let us leave now. We can go around the stone
wall without being seen by anyone. I will become humble and poor; I will
beg and suffer with you."
The boy wept and begged until Agathios could withstand the pleading,
the lamentation, no longer.
"Aren't you thinking of your mother?" was all he asked.
"I'm think of nothing. I want to see, I want to understand Christ."

Iamblichos leaves with Agathios, becomes an initiate, and dreams of being received by Christ as though he were a child. After two years of dedication, he
decides to face his parents and his home once more that he might test his capacity for suffering and drain himself of impure memories. Ragged, scrawny, and
unkempt, burdened with the sins of the world, he arrives to find his childhood
home in great disrepair, his father and mother shadows of their former selves.
On the evening ofthe same day, Iamblichos finds himselfdefending Christianity against his father's accusations.
The atmosphere was heavy. Suddenly, a spring shower broke. Hermione gazed on her son in silence. She was unconcerned over the disagreement between father and son for she observed her son only. Her entire face
had become two sad eyes, two eyes that gazed; that sought nothing more
than to gaze eternally, unceasingly; to gaze on that passion, that suffering,
which was her son.
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It was almost midnight. Iamblichos was exhausted by the fatigue, the
grief, the secret joy of one of those days which becomes significant in man's
life. Going to bed, he observed everything around him. How aged all
things had become ! It hadn't been that long since he had left. But the suffering had been unbearable. Griefhad covered everything like layers of centuries, aging and destroying. His bed had remained disordered, as he had
left it. No one had wanted to touch it. He looked at the bed, then said:
"How long it has been!"
"A lifetime," his father replied sadly. "Every time we looked at your
bed we felt that, wherever you were, you would be returning soon."
Hermione ordered the slaves to change the mattress and sheets, to bring
in the soft, plush blankets. Since the unexpected shower, a touch of winter
walked in the house. Iamblichos crossed himself and lay down to sleep.
Very soon, he slept the sound sleep of a child. Markos and Hermione sat on
small stools near his bed. The mother held the boy's hand and the father,
head bent, thought of many things. Both maintained a vigilance that night
in case Iamblichos should attempt to leave again. It was a night of sweet
wakefulness, close beside their son. The only thing these two people wanted
was the assurance that their son slept, breathing quietly, as he had in the
days when life had been happy in the house. How thin and tired Iamblichos
appeared in that quick deliverance which sleep gave him! Outside, the rain
sang on the pebbled walks.
"I'll have the garden attended to, tomorrow," Markos murmured.
"The best that can be done now."
"Yes, the garden must be straightened. And have the slaves look after
the house as well."
This was what they talked about; but immediately, both had the same
thought:
"Suppose he goes away again?"
They thought of this, and sensed that deep winter had again crept into
the house.
"I won't let him go away!" Markos cried.
One would have thought that these two were like the shipwrecked
who sighted land only to see it disappear again.
"Do you think you can prevent him?" Hermione asked thoughtfully.
"I'll imprison him in this house ! He belongs to us. He is mine; he is my
son. He hasn't the right to treat us in this manner!"
Mother and father fell into deep thought. Lying between them, the
boy slept peacefully. Later Markos said:
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"The fault is ours. We brought him up among too many philosophers.
We wanted to create a free man! But look what is happening. The free
man does whatever he wants, goes wherever the wind blows him. He kills
his father and mother, he kills affection and duty, he kills everythiug. And
he follows an Agathios, a seed from dark Hades, without any consideration for us. In the end, Hermione, I'll imprison him withiu this house. I'll
die with him, since I can't live without him. This boy was another Apollo.
Agathios took him and returned him to us maimed. Look at his face, his
body, his hands. A frightened wild animal, covered with sins he has never
committed. And what is siu? I don't know what sin is, Hermione. The
Christians, the opponents of the emperor, call us all siuful so they can win
their game. Whoever doesn't believe in their faith is a sinner. They took
freedom, those enslaved ones, and made this their foundation stone. They
chose their own names for everythiug and to these names attached a meaning all their own, one which is not the true meaning, not the correct one
at all. The Christians answer questions with sophisms. And if they are
pressed, they disdain to reply. They are silent and only smile. It's as though
they are sayiug: 'Wait. Our hour will come. Then we'll see if you can
talk back.' That's how those Christians are, Hermione. And day by day
they are iucreasiug like the sands of the seas. All the crippled, all the persecuted, all those who haven't a destiny under the sun, follow the Christians.
And always they increase.''
"I thiuk you are unjust," Hermione iuterrupted. "Perhaps the sufferiug of our son is causiug you to rave. The Christians don't kill, they don't
extort; iu fact, they don't compel anyone to do anythiug.''
"That is true today," replied Markos. "But if the accursed hour ever
comes when they are in power, then you'll see. They're a frightful army.
Their present weakness is their only strength. And it is a terrible strength.
You can draw your own conclusions, Hermione, about what is to take
place tomorrow, if this strength becomes their terrible weakness. The slave
becomes an uncontrolled master."
"And is it only because of this, because of suspicion or even certaiuty,
that a slave must remain a slave?"
Markos turned to look at her.
"Hermione, am I losing you as well?" he asked.
Hermione remained silent. The raiu subsided. These two people
continued to sit by their son's bed, watchiug over him. Lack of sleep had
strained their eyes. So had grief, the unexpected happiuess, and the agony
of the day that was approachiug.
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Iamblichos weathers all temptations ofparents, home, and childhood memories,
and prepares to leave in order to lead an expedition to Sardis. Unable to bear
another separation, his parents give away most of their possessions andfollow
their son in the hope that they, too, one day may come to believe as he.
THE DROWSINESS OF THE SOUL

worse took place. It concerned those who had journeyed from distant lands and nations to ask and to receive an answer from
the seven youths.
"We were not in time to see Lazarus ofBithynia," they thought, "but
the seven sleepers are in Ephesus. That's where we'll go to learn about the
nature of death, to learn what to expect beyond death." And they set out,
journeying over wide rivers, deep ravines, endless plains, mountains, and
forests. They rode on camels; they rode on horses. The wealthy rode on
resplendent sedans carried by big-bodied slaves. The wise men walked.
Some sophists and magi convinced the crowds that the winds had carried
them in their arms and deposited them softly, carefully, within the city of
Ephesus. Everyone asked to learn what awaited them. And what could the
youths reply?
"How is death, what is death? What exists beyond death? What lands
did you visit? What men did you encounter? Were you able to meet the
Almighty face-to-face, the All-gracious, the Lord ofHeaven and Earth?''
"We saw nothing. We know nothing!" Constantinos replied. "We
only slept as the child sleeps on its mother's breast, as the tired traveler
sleeps under a tree. Our sleep lasted for a single night only. We slept and
we awakened. That is all. We awakened."
"Pity us! Pity us!" a few lamented. "You walked in the great secret, the
secret of death."
"We know nothing !" Antoninos replied. "It wasn't death; it was sleep.
You're the ones who call it death."
"You have come from afar, from a great distance. You are the men
from the other world, the men from another life."
"Have faith. That is enough," Constantinos replied again.
A dark woman with large eyes like those of Mary, the Infant-Bearer,
cried:
"I lost my son, flesh of my flesh. I came to hear you tell me where he is
so that I can go to meet him. I came to learn about my son. I used to say
that everyone could die, but never my son. And now he is dead. Saints of
BuT SOMETHING
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God, have pity on the mother who grieves for her lost son. Where have
they taken my son? What has happened to him?"
It was painful to listen, to gaze on that mother. Ah, how she beat her
breast, and lamented, and pleaded as she sought an answer.
"At this hour your child is among the angels," Dionysios said to her.
"God, who determines life and death, has called your child beside Him."

"Did you see the angels?" the mother asked. "Are they as they are pictured-with large wings, with hair created by light? My son will not be
abused while he is with them? What kind ofland is that? What ifhe catches
cold, ifhe is hungry, ifhe is thirsty, if he becomes ill? Who will comfort
him? Who will attend to my lost son?"
"They neither hunger nor thirst in the other world," Dionysios replied.
"Untouched by all evil, they praise the Lord of Heaven and Earth."
"May the Lord be praised," the mother said, comforted. "May His
name be praised!"
The wise men who were also present felt no pleasure at mingling with
the crowd. They remained at a distance, awaiting their turn. They gazed,
always gazed at the youths with great curiosity. Later, they asked ques-
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tions shrewdly and methodically because all this commotion had sown
great doubts in their souls. But what answer could the youths give to the
wise men and the magi who had lived beside the great rivers and had seen
so many other men depriving themselves for years on end of all things and
yet remaining unharmed; men being buried alive and yet emerging alive
from the grave; men commanding the body to endure the most dreadful
sufferings, and the body submitting to their will like a trained dog? The
wise men and the magi attempted to ensnare the youths, to make them
believe they were in possession of numerous secrets, numerous mysteries
and miracles, quite inconceivable to the mind of man.
All these events were quite exhausting to the youths. To become involved with so many people and each man expecting the answer he most
desired! Dionysios remembered Eleazar, the traveler, with his patience
and faith, who slipped through the garden gate every night, sat beside the
well and invited the tormented and the sinners on the road to salvation.
And it appeared to Dionysios that perhaps those times, when men carried
fear and death in their souls, were better times. You dealt then with pure
men, with innocent creatures of God. Now cunning had increased. Hypocrisy and cunning. If Christ were to return, He would again seize the whip
and with righteous indignation strike mercilessly at the profane crowd.
And He would prove once more that the wisdom of the wise is only vanity.
And He would again gather the humble around Him and lead them to the
mountain and there repeat His evangelical beatitudes, which many had
forgotten.
A night came when the youths again felt the unbearable drowsiness
of their souls. All this bickering had exhausted them. And like a desperate
herd, the crowd, which sought the face of death, had gradually been transformed into a frightful nightmare.
"It seems we have come from another life," Constantinos said. "We
are the antinomy. Sorrow and toil are increasing within us."
"We are the antinomy," echoed Antoninos. "We have become wedged
into another period without realizing it. We are like a strange body. In
that other period, men fought and died for a faith, for a love. Now, they
only live with a faith. We were suckled in suffering, not in this curiosity.
The Christ who rules Ephesus today is not our Christ, the humble, the
beggar, the traveler. And we love that poor, innocent Christ, that Christ
on whose body every mark was a wound, a Christ brimming with blood
and tears."
"It would have been better," said Exakoustodian6s, "if we had never
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awakened. Up to the moment when we kneeled to the Lord and asked
Him for death and He sent us sleep, we were men with a destiny. We
sensed our bodies, our souls. We sensed hunger, thirst, suffering. Now we
sense nothing. We're hollow, empty. We're the seven resurrected ones on
whom the crowds come to stare with curiosity. How shall we be able,
from now on, to live another life on this earth, a life without end? Where
can we pause; where can we go without a crowd following us? I don't
know how the rest of you feel, but I feel as though the world has become
a beehive; crowded in such quarters, we cannot breathe."
It was the first time that Exakoustodianos had talked so long and in
such a manner. His was a quiet nature; he was always the meditative one
of the group.
"I cannot be an idea!" Exakoustodianos spoke again. "I want to be
human! With the sufferings, with the joys of men. I want to feel pain, to
weep, to be able to hunger and thirst. All these things allow for a presence.
They are the body, which I continue to need, both to compel it to suffer
and to suffer with it as well. I'm continually asking myself: what will become of us now? We went to sleep as men and awakened as a philosophic
proo£ We are a symbol, nothing more."
"Our place is among those who have died," Antoninos said. "Where
is Lucilius, the praetor? Another such praetor is needed, not to murder the
faithful and innocent, but to cleanse the filth from the city of Ephesus.
Those loan sharks, those panderers, those greedy exploiters, those obscene
men, those thieves, those murderers-all baptized in the name of Christ.
They go to churches to pray and to praise God for making them Christians.
But you have to search far and wide to discover the true man."
"The search for the true man is always a long one," Constantinos replied. "How warm, how beautiful it was in the shop of Innokentios' s
father! That peace and faith! That immense love!"
The youths arose and gathered close to the window. It was a large
window, tall and wide, from which they could gaze at the sky unhindered
and at the city and the hills and the entire valley. Below again was heard
the clamor of the crowds which promenaded up and down the walks and
the streets, chattering senselessly. Ah! if only those crowds would leave,
if only the streets would empty, the city become quiet! So that one could
hear again the leaf as it fluttered in the evening breeze; so that one could
hear the eternal stars, the footsteps of the stars in the distance as they were
transposed in space ! But how sad everything is ! How exhausting, how
tedious!

SOPHOCLES
translated by C. A. Trypanis

from OEDIPUS THE KING
FIRST CHORUS

Voice of Zeus,
Rich in healing words,
What message do you bring to noble Thebes
From the Pythian house full of gold?
I am stretched out in torture,
My heart shakes in terror,
Healer ofDelos,
Ie, Ie.
I stand in holy fear
W airing to know your will.
Do you ask a new submission,
Or what we have long known
That returns with the leaning years?
Tell me, voice of God,
Child of golden Hope.
I call you first,
Athene, goddess, daughter of Zeus,
And I call on Artemis your sister,
Guardian of our land, radiant
On her throne above the Agora's circle,
And on long-shafting Phoebus,
Come, come in threefold help,
If ever in time past you hurled
Beyond the fringes of our land
The burning tongues ofhavoc
As they leapt against the city.
Come, come now again to help us.
There is no numbering our sorrows.
A plague is on our people,
And care can fmd no weapon for defense.

Sophocles: Oedipus the King
Neither do the fruits of the deep earth grow,
Nor do the women overcome
The crying agony ofbirth
With living children.
One after one,
Swifter than birds,
Swifter than gulping tongues of fire,
You see the living pass
To the shores of the Western God.
By such numberless deaths
The city is ruined,
Her children lie unpitied on the ground,
Spreading a painful death.
And the wives,
The grey-haired mothers
On every side wail at the altar steps,
Begging a quiet end from pain.
Sharp rises the prayer to the Healer,
And with it are mixed
The sighs and the voices of men.
Golden daughter of Zeus,
Send us the bright face of help.
And let the fierce God of Death,
Who wielding no bronze shield
Attacks me with war-cry and flame,
Let him turn in rapid flight from our land,
Under a driving wind,
To the great water palace of Amphitrite,
To the angry Thracian sea
That knows no friend.
For, if the night leaves anything undone,
The day that follows shall end it.
Father Zeus, master of the flame-bearing
Lightning, kill him under your blow.
Lycaean King,
I ask for your unforgiving arrows,
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Your bow, gold-twisted,
For Artemis' flash of flame
Rushing through the Lycaean hills;
And I call on him,
The gold-crowned god,
Named by the name of this land,
Wine-faced Bacchus,
Companion of the Maenads,
To whom the Bacchants lift their cry,
Come with the blaze of your white torch
Against the one god,
God, dishonored among the gods.

from OEDIPUS AT COLONUS
FIRST STASIMON

You have come to white Colonus,
A land that rears horses,
The loveliest in the world !
Sharp-singing nightingales haunt it,
Filling the wine-dark grove, the ivy,
Holy untrodden bowers, with purest voice.
The tangled berry-clusters bum,
Unvisited by tempest or the sun.
And Dionysus reveling walks here
Together with the nymphs that nursed him.
Haze-fed narcissi blossom day by day
Together with the gold-lit crocuses,
Weaving a crown for the ancient Goddesses;
And sleepless the waters roll
To feed the stream Cephisus
That moves across the swelling earth,
Giving quick birth to trees.
The chorus of the Muses loves this haunt,
Here Aphrodite rides with golden reins.
And that deathless, self-sown plant grows here,
The rich and grey-leaved olive,
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Sophocles: Oedipus at Colonus
Feeding the young, reverenced by the old,
Protected by the sleepless Morian Zeus,
And owl-grey eyed Athene.
It rears, a terror to our enemies,
And takes no root in Asia,
Nor in the wide island ofPelops!
And I will speak
Of yet another glory of this land,
The gift of a vigorous god:
Our horses and our ships!
For lord Poseidon gave this country the honor
To be the first to fashion the bit
That curbed the rage ofhorses;
And here was shaped the oar
To fit the hands of men,
To feather the water,
A wonder sweeping in the track
Of the light-legged Nereids in their
Hundred-footed dance !

PICTURE OF THE NATIVITY IN
THE CHURCH OF KRENA IN CHIOS
BY

c. A.TRYPANIS

-Tell me, can this unsuspecting infant, staring
At the steep green sky, be "He, who trampled upon Death"?
Everything round him is so poor and so untrue,
The brown ponies like shabby toys, the shepherds stilted
On their crooks, the Magi wooden kings that dare not bend,
Even the angels, village angels-they could never
Reach the sky again with those flat, clumsy wings.
-Silently, unawares and unbelievably come all
Great things: the inroad of great love, the mist of death.
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THE SPHINX'S RIDDLE TO OEDIPUS
BY RANDALL JARRELL

Not to have guessed is better: what is, ends,
But among fellows, with reluctance,
Clasped by the Woman-Breasted, Lion-Pawed.
To have clasped in one's own arms a mother,
To have killed with one's own hands a father
-Is not this, Lame One, to have been alone?
The seer is doomed for seeing; and to understand
Is to pluck out one's own eyes with one's own hands.
But speak: what has a woman's breasts, a lion's paws?
You stand at midday in the marketplace
Before your life: to see is to have spoken.
-Yet to see, Blind One, is to be alone.
OEDIPUS
BY RICHARD EBERHART

Oedipus should have found exit from his dilemma:
Blinding of the eyes does not improve the insight.
How dark and magnificent were the Greeks ! How
Their melancholy rings down the years to this day,
Rings in my ears the wail of the man going blind,
As universal blood streams through the firmament.
Not to unravel the doom but accept it
Is even what I did when I first saw him bleeding.
Oedipus should have had a will to escape it.
He should have been able to outspan the plot.
Is there no perception to pierce through Fate?
Is nothing bright in man to dispel Destiny?
In barking and brittle light, in the antique air
I see him in the universal drench,
Fate that is stronger than the soul of man,
Destiny that rides us, whirlwind-like.
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Jarrell and Eberhart: Poems
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ΤΟ ΑΙΝΙΓΜΑ ΤΗΣ ΣΦΙΓΓΑΣ ΣΤΟΝ ΟΙΔΙΠΟΔΑ

translated by Andonis Decavalles
Κάλλιο να μη μάντευες. τα δσα ύπάρχουνε τελειώνουν,
"Αν και σε σύντροφους άνάμεσα, μ' άπέχ-3εια,

Στη σφιχταγκαλια της Γυναικόστη-3ης, της Λιονταροπατούσας.
Μέσα στην 'ίδια ηΊν άγκάλη σου τη μάνα σου να σφίξεις,
Και να σκοτώσεις τον πατέρα σου με τα ίδια σου τα χέρια
-Δεν είναι τοϋτο, Κουτσοπόδη, το 'ίδιο με το νάσαι μόνος;
Καταδικασμένος είναι ό μάντης γιατι βλέπει.

Το να καταλάβεις

Είναι σα να βγάζεις τα μάτια σου με τα 'ίδια σου τα χέρια.
πες μου, τι είναι κείνο πόχει γυναίκεια στή{}ια, λιονταρίσια πέλματα;
Στέκεις το καταμεσήμερο στην άγορα
Κι' άγνάντια στη ζωη σου.

Κι' flν είδες, είναι σα να μίλησες.

'Ωστόσο το να ίδείς, Τυφλε, είναι το 'ίδιο με το νάσαι μόνος.

ΟΙΔΙΠΟΔΑΣ

translated by Andonis Decavalles
Θάπρεπε ό Οίδίποδας να βρεί μια διέξοδο στο δίλημμα του.
Τών έματιών ή τύφλωση δεν μάς αυξαίνει την έπίγνωση.
'Ώ, πόσο σκοτεινοι και μεγαλόπρεποι στα{}ηκαν οί 'Έλληνες!

Ή μελαγχολία τους πώς άντηχεί μέσ' άπ' τοiJς χρόνους ως τα τώρα!
Κα-3ιhς το αίμα το συμπαντικο που ρέει μέσ' το στερέωμα
Ό -3ρηνος άντηχεί στ' αυτιά μου έκείνου πόχασε το φώς του.
Κι' έγιh, σαν τον πρωτόειδα μέσ' το αίμα, δεν τήνε ξεδιάλυνα
Π άρε την άποδέχτηκα τη βαρια μοίρα.
Ό Οίδίποδας Μπρεπε νάχε την άπο-3υμια να τη γλυτώσει.
Θάπρεπε νάταν ίκανος να δρασκελίσει την πλεκτάνη.

"'Αραγες δεν ύπάρχει διόραση να διαπερνά τη Μοίρα;

Και δεν εχει ό aν-3ρωπος μιαν άναγάλλια που να δια σκορπά την Είμαρμένη;
Μέσα σε λεπτόφυο φώς δπου άλυχτά, μέσ' τον παλαι"ίκον άγέρα,
Τόνε -3ωρώ μέσ' το συμπαντικο κατακλυσμο,
Τη Μοίρα την πιο δυνατη κι' άπ' τη ψυχη του άν-3ρώπου,
Την Είμαρμένη που καλπάζει έπάνω μας σαν τον κυκλώνα.

POETRY AND LANGUAGE
E. P. PAPANOUTSOS
translated and adapted by john P. Anton

BY

IN

genuine work of art, content and form coexist in the creative
act. Form is not simply the enclosure of content; it is but one of the organic
and constitutive elements. In a deeper sense, the uniqueness and the individuality of a genuine work of art lie in the blending of content and form,
in the unbreakable inner unity of these elements. Thus, we have authentic
aesthetic experience of an object when, and only when, this object is given
to our feeling and is perceived not merely as content, nor as isolated form,
but as content together with form, that is, as something unified and indivisible where the content exists and fmds fulfillment only through the
form which expresses it. In turn, form exists and is fulfilled only through
the content that enlivens it. When taken separately, they give only dispositions, emotions, and tendencies of a different quality, but not aesthetic
joy in the true meaning of the term.
This general rule is especially valid in poetry. In every genuinely lyric
poem, emotion and expression, thought and form must always coexist.
Once these elements are separated, the poem suddenly loses its imaginative
appeal and becomes artless prosaic triviality. As we shall see, there occur
in poetry certain unique changes which defy the usual psychological
schemes. Here, thought becomes feeling projected through the image and
takes the form of something empirically tangible. Feeling, in turn, loses
its primitive dimness to become transparent and luminous, like a fme
thought analyzable into vivid representations. In order to understand the
miracle of the poetic creation in its entirety, it is essential to remember that
these effects are accomplished by means of the inexhaustible powers inherent in language.
Indeed, if poetry unfolds all the richness and reveals the hidden meanings oflanguage, language in turn revitalizes poetry. One might be tempted
to say that the poet's task is to capitalize on the creative and musical qualities
of the linguistic material in order to achieve utmost brilliance in expression.
Language yields to the poet its unfathomable powers that he may clarify
his thoughts and emotions, and through discipline rise to new heights of
intellectual delight. Insofar as the poet succeeds in identifying his motives
with the tangible yet musical possibilities and the creative aspects of lanEVERY
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guage, to that extent he becomes capable of knowing and clarifying his
very self.
Theoretically, it is impossible to recount the poet's struggle to achieve
complete command oflanguage. Here we witness an incessant and merciless struggle. In order to rise victorious, the poet needs what T. S. Eliot
calls "acoustic imagination," i.e., a deep feeling for syllable and rhythm.
The poet must also have the talent to select and arrange the words which,
when recited, by virtue of rhythm, prosody, and rhyme, should evoke a
kind of vocal dance (dance boccale), as the poet Andre Spire says, which,
through the movements of the vocal organs, interprets our thoughts and
feelings. But the key to the subtle shades of the poet's imaginative thought
and delicate suggestiveness of feeling is not in the mere interplay of meter
and rhythm, nor in the element of surprise and anticipation inherent in the
rhyme and its varieties of tingling sound; not even in the careful construction of the phrase, its tension and ease, its structural exactness and achievement. The greatness of a poet stands and falls with his mastery of words.
Language is his basic material, and it is here that he must win his major
battle.
The word is like a terrible and paradoxical creature with a life of its
own. Or rather, it is a fragment of the changing and boundless reality of
life crystallized and tied to a deceivingly motionless and tamed sign. Words
possess a compressed exuberance of life that makes them tremendously
powerful.
The poetic exploitation of words is too vast a theme to be fully discussed here. Particularly pertinent to our discussion is the need for facile
and swift communication, basic in both our practical and social life, which
has forced man to give primacy to the conventional meaning of words.
The practical man has always assigned to each word a definite meaning
which the word acquired through social usage. Language gained in precision but ran the risk of losing in splendor of expression. Words became
dry and shrunken; their inner power evaporated like empty shells shining
and iridescent, but lifeless and cold. Words became like used coins-their
engravings effaced, the metal itselfless in weight and size-circulating solely on trust.
The poet comes forward to save language from such a deadly fate.
He resurrects words and once again restores them to their lost vitality.
The poet's task here is comparable to a real cosmogony. The buried treasures oflanguage, hidden in some dark, unsuspected level, suddenly emerge
to the surface, and words again take on their original purity, their brilliance
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and lucidity, their inherent beauty and wealth. Where convention falsified
and weakened them, poetry comes to restore their truth and depth. Once
again, they radiate abundant meaning and evoke deep thoughts, emotions,
and tendencies.
Here the artist is making poetry in the principal meaning of the term.
The poet is a creator, and his poetry an act of creation. Now his words are
not used conventionally but in their natural and unbound nuances; and
the poet searches tirelessly in the linguistic treasures of his people to fmd
his valuable material-the untouched word. And then, with love, care,
and religious reverence, he matches them in his verses. At other times,
responsibly and authoritatively he becomes the voice of the people, articulating history and creating words suitably, expressing his revealing experience. The new word, when blending effortlessly with the natural rhythm
of the language, is as powerful as the established ones and almost as familiar.
The works of the great poets, thus, inevitably contribute not only to art
but to language as well.
Many times the poetic employment of words yields extraordinary results. Most of us, being optical types, are usually stimulated by visional
vividness and look primarily for the descriptive power of the poetic symbol. Though we absorb the musical suggestiveness of the words, we scarcely
reflect upon it. Yet it is here that we fmd the immediate effects of poetry.
A poem to be fully appreciated must be recited and heard. Not merely
because rhythm, meter, rhyme and their qualities largely determine the
emotional curve we are to experience, but mainly because the words themselves, by virtue of the phonetic articulation of their sounds, disclose the
musical elements necessary to the total actualization of the poetic effect.
Historically, poetry has its roots in singing. A musical instrument, the
lyre, gave its name to the purest type ofpoetry. Ever since that time, though
the melody has disappeared, poetry has preserved and continues to suggest
abundant musical elements. Contemporary poetry has seriously tried to set
verse free from its most ancient bonds bywideningthe circles of the stanzas,
breaking the meters, abandoning rhyme. Even free verse, in spite of its apparent lack of strictness, has its own rhythm and its own tonal quality of
words and repetitions, and it still has something of the eternal spirit of
music which will always claim its place among the essential ingredients of
poetry. Today, being quite intellectual in our preferences, we are inclined
to underestimate the role and the value of the senses in the appreciation of
aesthetic works. And yet, we speak about a pleasure of the eye and a pleasure
exclusively belonging to the ear. The visual arts cannot but take cognizance
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of the pleasure of the eye, even in the most geometric abstractions. Similarly, the most abstract poetry cannot afford to disregard altogether the
pleasure of the ear, because art by its nature not only excites segments of
our life but also appeals to the whole of man. The great virtue of the genuine work of art lies in all its constituent parts, including the musical ones,
which harmonize and point toward the same end: that is, to create a certain
poetic feeling, to present, integrate, and heighten the surge of emotion.
The measure of a poet's talent is the way in which he tunes his means to
·the fmal outcome ofhis efforts.
In certain languages where the vowel sounds do not carry much weight,
poetry has, in some instances, achieved admirable results through an ingenious combination of consonants and alliterations which render audibly
the shades of meaning the poet wishes to suggest. The first two verses from
the famous poem by Rainer Maria Rilke, dedicated to D' Annunzio and
the unfortunate Duse, illustrate this point remarkably well:
Er wusste nur vom Tad, was aile wissen:
dass er uns nimmt und in das Stumme stosst.

He knew now about death what everyone knows:
that death takes us and pushes us into silence.
Death, the kingdom of absolute silence, is subtly introduced from the very
first verse through the prolonged sibilant's': er wuSSte ... waS alle wiSSen.
Toward the end of the second verse, however, the dental quality 't' is inserted, which unites with the's' in the close and hollow 'o'. In the triple
repetition of the complex 'st' (in das STumme STosST) we have the impression that the very silence of the grave assumes a material shape during
the moments of the lowering of the coffm. One can almost hear the dull
sound of the fall.
Similarly outstanding is the poetic wisdom ofPaul Valery. Let us recall
the verse from his "Graveyard by the Sea":
L'insecte net gratte la secheresse.
The insect scratches the dryness clearly.
The midday heat of summer, cast against a dry landscape, is suffocating
and its silence very depressing. One hears only the cicadas, but their song
seems to be scratching against the rough pointedness of the place and the
time, rendering this silence heavier and almost unbearable. It is this very
feeling that the poet wishes to convey in the quoted verse, and he builds
not merely by means of the logical expansion of the meanings of the terms,
which in their generalized form tend to give the incident a certain univer-
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sality, but above all by means of the musical quality of the sounds he uses.
The hissing consonants distinctly give the impression of the penetrating
and monotonous song of the cicadas: L' inSecte ... la SechereSSe, and the
dental sounds combined with the consonant groups 'ct' and 'gr' (inseCTe
•.. GRaTTe) add their rudeness to convey musically the phenomenon
of cracking and hissing.
These few examples selected at random should suffice to demonstrate
how the poet utilizes the material oflanguage and to what felicitous innovations he resorts in order to express the prevalent mood in his moments
of creation. These examples also point to the related issue of translating
poetry. The basic problem for the translator who has substantially lived
and assimilated all the subtleties of poetry is how to render in another
language what a given poet through inspiration and labor achieved in his
native language. In most cases it is possible to translate with satisfactory
exactness the logical meaning of words by fmding correspondingly equivalent terms. Yet even this task is most difficult because terms absolutely
parallel in extension and intension do not exist in two different languages.
With much effort, the translator might be able to maintain in his translations the meters and rhythm of the original, but never, of course, can he
preserve the rhymes. Even in the case of meters the difficulties are often
almost unsurmountable because one is faced with the problem of the number of syllables and compactness of syntax, which due to the natural differences of the languages involved cannot be overlooked. Consider, for example, the multitude of monosyllabic words in the English language. No
other language can possibly offer equivalent words in both quantity of
syllables and meaning. Again, compare differences in syntax and structure
of speech between, say, a synthetic language, such as ancient Greek, and an
analytic one, such as most ofthe modern languages; or between a neo-La tin
language and a Germanic one. The differences compel the translator to
cast the entire phrase in a new form. He is apt to arrive at verses which
will have more or fewer syllables than the original and thus render unavoidable certain essential departures from the text.
But let us suppose that the capable and fortunate translator is able to
overcome these difficulties. There still remains the question of preserving
in translation the musical qualities of the original. By necessity, the consonants and vowels of the translation give rise to a totally new world of
phonetic elements and of a musical character different from the melodic
and harmonious qualities ofthe original as these were intended and achieved
by the poet who was able to bring together in his own language the chosen
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words that seemed to communicate exactly his particular feeling and
thought. Here the translator has reached a dead end. In this respect even
the most unimpeachable translation fatally and unavoidably falls short of
the original. In the translation the poem becomes something different,
other than itsel£ The difficulty lies in the very essence ofthe poetic medium,
which in its purity and genuineness is musical. In this sense no authentic
poem can be translated.
One could cite many examples to verify the above-mentioned rule.
It might suffice to discuss here a case in which, due to a happy coincidence,
the most favorable conditions are present. Stefan George, the poet who
gave the German language admirable perfection and beauty, has translated,
among others, Paul Verlaine's poem "Colloque Sentimental," which one
might call simple and easy. The two texts follow:
Dans le vieux pare solitaire et glace,
Deux formes ont tout al'heure passe.
Leurs yeux sont morts et leurs levres sont molles,
Et 1' on entend apeine leurs paroles.
Dans le vieux pare solitaire et glace,
Deux spectres ont evoque le passe.
-Te souvient-il de notre extase ancienne?
-Pourquoi voulez-vous done qu'il m'en souvienne?
-Ton coeur bat-il toujours a mon seul nom?
Toujours vois-tu mon arne en reve? -Non.
-Ah! les beaux jours de bonheur indicible.
Ou no us joignions nos bouches.-C' est possible.
-Qu'il etait bleu le ciel, et grand 1' espoir!
-L' espoir a fui, vaincu, vers le ciel noir.
Tels ils marchaient dans les avoines folies
et la nuit seule entendit leurs paroles.
lm alten einsamen Park, woes fror,
Traten oben zwei Schatten hervor.
Ihre Augen sind tot, Ihre Lippen erblassen,
Kaum kann man ihre W orte fassen.
lm alten einsamen Park, wo es fror,
Rufen zwei Schatten das Eh' mals hervor.
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Entsinnst du dich unser alten Minne?
"Was willst du, dass ich mich ihren entsinn ?"
Dein Herz klopft bei meinem Namen allein,
Siehst du mich noch immer im Traume? -"Nein."
Ach die Tage so schon, das Gluck so unsaglich,
Wo unsere Lippen sich trafen! "Wohl moglich."
Wie blau war der Himmel, die Hoffuung wie gross!
"Die Hoffnung entfloh in den fmsteren Schloss."
So gingen hin in den wirren Saaten.
Die Nacht nur hat ihre Worte erraten."
Here is an English translation by Muriel Kittel:

In the old park, frozen and deserted,
Two shapes have just slipped by.
Their eyes are dead and their lips are limp,
And their words can scarcely be heard.
In the old park, frozen and deserted,
Two wraiths have recalled the past.
"Do you remember our old delight?"
"Whyever should I remember it?"
"Does your heart still throb at my very name?'
Do you still see my soul in your dreams?" "No."
"Ah, the fine days of unspeakable joy
. met.I" "perhaps. "
w:h en our 1tps
"How beautiful the sky was, how great our hope!"
"Hope has fled, defeated, to the dark sky."
They wandered on through the wild oats
And only the night listened to their words.
Upon reading the German translation, one fmds it difficult on the whole
to fmd the differences, although either poem taken as a unit is acoustically
completely different from the other. The "Colloque Sentimental," in its
German rendering lacks the gentleness of the French. But adequate attention to the details reveals that the changes are both surprising and considerable. For example, the adjective 'glace' (in the first and fifth verses) is joined
with the other adjective 'solitaire' because of a common hidden meaning,
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and, taken together, the one complements and intensifies the other. But
in the German translation the first adjective has been separated from its
companion and has been rendered in a sentence form (woes fror) which
undoes the compactness of the original verse and weakens the impression.
Again: 'deux formes', says Verlaine, and further down, 'deux spectres ...
ont passe, ont evoque le passe', while in both cases George translates 'zwei
Schatten' (two shadows), a word which is equivalent neither to the word
'formes' nor the word 'spectres' (and the fact that the 'formes' of the second
verse becomes the 'spectres' of the fifth is of basic importance, for the
'formes' suggests a neutrality no longer to be found in the word 'spectres').
Finally, 'le ciel noir' ofVerlaine has become in George, for the sake of
rhyme, 'der fmstere Schoss', which naturally is something different, and
gives rise to a dangerous equivocal. Yet all these changes are insignificant
when compared to the melodic changes the poem has suffered in translation. Any reader can sense them by reciting each pair of verses separately,
first in French and then in German. A detailed analysis and comparison
could lead us too far, and for this reason it is better to suggest here only a
few characteristic points.
The iambic decasyllabic verse, with the rhythmical variety of accents,
has been preserved in the German translation. Undoubtedly this is a success.
There are certain musical effects, however, in the French text that were
not carried over in the German rendering. Take, for example, the third
verse:
Leurs yeux sont morts et leurs levres sont molles ...
With the alliteration of 'morts' and 'molles' the verse is apparently articulated by way of two rhyming half-verses, with the express purpose of
converging in the shared death similarity, both in terms of meaning and
melodious sound, the eyes and the lips, those two principal features of the
tortured face. In the corresponding verse in German, this successful device
is lost:
Ihre Augen sind tot. Ihre Lippen erblassen.
The word 'molles' especially has become, for rhyming purposes, 'erblassen', which yields a different picture, since it indicates a property of
withering flesh. Obviously, 'erblassen' has a greater latitude of meaning.
And let us further consider how the bitter complaint develops in the
fourth couplet in the French text:
Te souvient-il de notre extase ancienne?
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The complaint is intensified in the next line and reaches its climax immediately in a series of consonant words drummed one after the other:
Ah ! les beaux jours de bonheur indicible
Ou no us joignions nos bouches....

In reciting, one should be ready to prepare his voice, and upon reaching
this point he must let his voice come to its fortissimo for the resounding
beaux, bonheur, bouches to be heard; the words here are overflowing with
intense passion. A transition follows immediately with the relaxation of
the tension and a turn toward the tender recollection of the lost hope:
Qu'il etait bleu le ciel, et grand 1'espoir!
Here the verse demands reciting in a soft and low voice. However,
this entire melodic structure with its rising and falling lines does not exist
in the German translation. The corresponding verses are melodically flat:
Ach die Tage so schon, das Gluck so unsaglich,
W o unsere Lippen sich trafen ! ...
Here we have the unpleasant feeling of something that failed to exhibit
the contrasting details of a relief and became instead a flat surface devoid
of individuality. Musically, the translation is helplessly poor.
Finally, in the lyrical poetry that purposefully builds with musical
effects, the rhymes play an important role, known to the aesthetician. Consequently, in Verlaine' s French text the rhymes have been deliberately
selected to support the minor tone characteristic of the entire poem. In
fact, the verses end with the tender sounds of' e' and 'i-e', the deep sighing
'o' (o-e), and only once does one hear somewhat distantly the long 'a',
which in turn is weakened by the 'ou' which precedes it (in the verse before the last). The predominant sound invoked by the poetic mood to
tighten musically the entire composition is the sound 'o', the deep exhaling
of a sigh. We hear it clearly in the second couplet; it is repeated in the
fifth- this time accented on the last syllable. And in the last couplet, which
rhymes identically with the second, the 'o' marks the concluding fmale:
Tels ils marchaient dans les avoines folies
Et la nuit seule entendit leurs paroles.
This effective musical rendering of a mood is lost in the German translation. George, limited by his language, rhymes the verses in all three instances by means of the sound' a' (a-i and a-e), which has an entirely different
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resonance: erblassen -fassen, allein- Nein, Saaten - erraten. In the translation,
the poem loses its original musical character and becomes phonetically
unattractive.
The foregoing analysis does not necessarily advocate the view that
literary works, and especially poetry, should not be translated from one
language into another. Rejection of translations is neither prudent nor
correct, and there is no need for such an extreme position. Translations
are necessary and indeed unavoidable if we wish to educate and initiate our
people into the literary treasures of other nations. Yet it is not enough to
know what is gained through translation-we must also know what is lost.
For language, to use an Aristotelian term, is not an 'accident' in its relation
to poetry. It is in fact the very 'essence' of poetry.

DELOS
BY c. A.

TRYPANIS

It was the thin, warm rain of spring,
When lemon-blossom glows in damp fragrance.

But here, only a few wild flowers pierce the stones,
And a myriad green-grey lizards flash
At the sound of a footfall.
No gardens, no vines, no lives, not even
Your holy olive, Delos, island abandoned by all
And by your gods. Rocks only, and twisted ruins,
Tormented by the wind and the waves, your only fruit
The bitter froth of the sea.
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the Novel in 1957.
EvANGELOS PAPANOIJTSOS was born in
Piraeus in 1900, and studied theology and
philosophy at the University of Athens, in
Berlin, Tiibingen (Germany), and Paris. After a distinguished career as author and teacher, he became the General Director of the
Ministry of Education, but retired in 1953
to devote himself to further teaching and
writing. At present he is Professor ofPhilosophy at the People's Liberal Arts School
sponsored by the cultural society Athenaion,
and the Advising Director of the Athenian
Institute of Technology. Since 1946 he has
edited the monthly Life and Education, and
now conducts a regular column for the newspaper Vfma. Among his important works
are: Aesthetics (3rd ed. 1956), Ethics (2nd ed.
1956), Theory of Knowledge (2nd ed. 1960),
Philosophy and Education (1958).
TAKIS PAPATZONIS, born in Athens in
1895, is a descendant of a historical family
which played a great role in the military
campaigns of the Greek War of Independence. Himself a Catholic, he descends in
direct line from the Marquises di Bartoli of
Angora, an ancient Catholic family. By profession an economist, he studied law and
economics at the universities of Athens and
Geneva, became a General Director of the
Ministry of Economics, a life member of the
Financial Council of the High Administrative Court, and for many years represented
his country on various economic missions
throughout Europe and in Cuba. In 1956
he resigned from public service and is now
Deputy Chairman of the Commercial Bank
of Greece, Vice-Chairman of the Board of
the National Theater, and President of the
Greek National Gallery. An extensive traveler, he has visited the United States during 1947-48 and 196o-6r. Other than his
two published volumes of poetry, Selections
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(1935) and Ursa Minor (1944), he has published poems, critical articles, and travel impressions in a variety ofperiodicals and newspapers. Some ofhis translations into Greek are
Three Hymns of Holder lin (1943), The Portion
of Noon by Paul Claude! (1945), Three Poems
by Aragon (1946), Anabasis by Saint-John
Perse (1959), and Tamerlane by Edgar Allan
Poe. His poetry has been translated into
French, German, Italian, and English.
CLEON PARASCHOS was born of Greek
parentage in Bulgaria in 1894. In 1906 his
family moved to Athens; he studied there
and in Switzerland. He published his first
poems in I9II, began to write critical articles
for newspapers and periodicals in 1928, and
since 1947 began writing regularly for the
newspaper Kathimerin{, where he now conducts a column of theater criticism. Most of
his 21 or so books have been on poetry, primarily on modern Greek poetry. Among
his best known works are The Distant Muse
(poems, 1940), Emmanuel Roy{dis (two volumes, 1942, 1950), Literary Creation (1944),
Greek Lyrical Poets (1953), Forms and Ideas
(1955).
NELLY THEODOROU, born in Athens in
1938, comes from a family active in the political and academic life of Greece. Now
twenty-three, she has already won several
prizes in literary competition and is a member oftheN ational Society of Greek Writers.
In Pastorale, published when she was 20, and
now issued by Dutton, she describes the suffering of her fellow countrymen, especially
that of the young people on returning to
their ruined homes after ten years of fighting
during the last war. After the publication of
her second book, Stefan{a in the Reform School,
she intends to study in the United States.
MICHAEL T6MBROS, dean of modern
Greek sculptors, was born in Athens in I 889,
and studied at the School of Fine Arts of the
National Metsovian Polytechnical Institute,
where he won first prize in sculpture. In 1914
he studied in Paris at the Academie Julian
under a G. Averoff scholarship, and in 1919
he was appointed an Associate Professor of
Sculpture at his alma mater, where he has
taught ever since, becoming full professor
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in 1938. Between 1914 and 1928, he lived
both in Paris and Athens, studying, exhibiting, and teaching, but fmally setded down
in Greece. At the Exposition Internationale
de Paris in 1925 he was awarded the Silver
Medal. In 1933 he edited the avant garde art
magazine Twentieth Century. Many of his
monuments have been erected in Greece,
among them one to Y:innis Capod1strias in
Nauplia, and to the English poet Rupert
Brooke in Scyros, where Brooke is buried.
His advanced works in marble won him the
Grand Prix of the Exposition Internationale
de Paris in 1937. During 1957-59 he served
as the Director of the National Academy of
Fine Arts in Athens.
CoNSTANIINEA. TRYPANrs, borninChios,
was educated at the Universities of Athens,
Berlin, Munich, and holds an M.A. from
Oxford. Since 1947 he has been the Bywater
and Sotheby Professor of Byzantine and
Modern Greek Language and Literature at
Oxford, and a Fellow ofExeter College. His
publications include many scholarly works,
among which are Alexandrian Poetry (1943),
Callimachus (1959), Medieval and Modern
Greek Poetry: An Anthology (1951), and three
books ofhis own poetry: Pedasus (1955), The
Stones of Troy (1957, choice of the Poetry
Book Society), and The Cocks ofHades (1959,
Poetry Prize of the Royal Society for Literature.) At the Institute for Advanced Studies,
Princeton, 1959-60, he worked on the first
full critical edition of Romanos, a sixth-century poet of the Greek Orthodox Church,
soon to be published by The Clarendon Press.

In brief: TEDD ATHAS came to the United
States from Greece when he was r8 and
studied civil engineering at Northeastern
University, Boston. He has contributed
poems and articles to the Greek press in New
York City. JoHN KARKAS, born in Athens,
is now working toward his doctorate in biochemistry at Columbia University. ZAHAIDAS PAPANDONlOU, 1877-1933, poet and
critic, translated Homer's Odyssey into modern Greek.
Biographies of the following may be found
in the first two numbers of The Charioteer:

THOMASINA ALEXANDER; AND6NIS DECAVALLES, now teaching Greek and Roman
Civilization at Brooklyn College; LAwRENCE DuRRELL; KIMON FRIAR, who recently
completed his screen treatment of Kazantzakis' The Odyssey: A Modern Sequel for 2oth
Century Fox; NfKOLAS HADJr-KYRIAKos
GHIKA; BEEBE SPANos; ABBOTT RrcK.
GEORGE KORAS is a sculptor, born in
Greece, and a graduate of the Academy of
Fine Arts of the National Polytechnical
School in Athens, where he studied under
Michael Tombros. In 1955 he became an assistant to Jacques Lipchitz. Awarded six
prizes in Greece, and many others in the
United States, his works may be found in
several museums and private collections.

ANGHELOS PROKOPfou, born in Alexandria
in 1909, studied painting, aesthetics, and the
history of art in Athens, the Sorbonne, and
holds a doctorate ofletters from the University ofParis. Since 1940 he has been Professor
of the History of Art at the School of Architecture of the National Metsovian Institute,
Athens, and since 1948 art critic of the newspaper Kathimerin£. He has written three documentary films, and among his many books
on art are Aesthetics and Art in Europe, from
Voltaire to Goya; sooo Years !if Greek Art; and
Aesthetics. He is now publishing Aesthetics and
Art in the United States.
We wish to thank TEDD ATHAS, JoHN
KARKAS, and FREDERICK NICKLAUS for their
assistance in preparing this issue.
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